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-Carefully planned collection assessments can' tell: us -both how we
are dbin0 in achieving our collection goals and hoW well we are
meeting/the collection needs, of our- patrons. ThiS manual is designed
to help' bibliograplers, subjectaibrarians and. other Materials .

selectors plan and carrY, out a systematic collection assessment.
Since/no one meatui:eMenttechnique or group of techniques can be
established for assessing all.collections, the manual (1),outlines a
procedUre for forthUlating,an assessment plan or methodology;
discusses d'variety of measurement techniques frail which the assessor
many'' select to achieve specific assessment objectives; (3) proviides a

waysto interpret and report the data. Included:also are several

step by step procedure fOr applying the techniques; anl (4) tuRgettt

,ppendi es that give additional information. helpful to the assessor,
such. ad\rundom number tables-and other statistical aids, copies of
some of the articles_ referred to in the text, and 'a litt of IA
addition readings.

9

Assessing, library collections, of'coUrse, can -be a coMplex
process, requiring a variety of tools and a certain -amount of
expertise; but a conscientious application of the measurement
technique and.procedures.in this manual will enable even the most
inexperienced assessor to conduct a systematic evaluation of
collection\ftrenjths and WeaknetteS.--:- -7--

The assessor should keep constantly in mind that measurement is
not an end in itself. The ,measuring isi done to .provide data for mo e
effective collection development decision making. Indeed,
measurement for decision making is the basic premise on which the Lee
Library assessment program is founded. An ongoing assessment program
will provide a'rational basis for needed changes in the library's
collection ram.

Appended to the manual are copies of several. key article's on
collection assessments that review the literature; provide a'
theoretical, philosophical, or pratical overview; and outline and
discust the application of various methods of measuring collection
strength, weaknesses, and use, including one or two methods not
discussed in the,manual. .Assessors desiring more information are
encouraged to opnsult Appendix E.

The manual in its present loose-leaf form is not complete and
should be considered a preliminary model. The librarians who use it
are asked totpcovide criticisms, suggestions for additions or
deletions, and information as to the time and effort required, to
implement the various techniques. Through this input revisions can
be made to make it more useful and complete.

55



CHAPTER

PLANNING Zip -ASSESSMENT

Only through careful planning can a collection assessment be
systematic and thcrough enough to produce accurate and reliable data.
In planning such an assessment, the assessor! should keep in mind five
basic premises:/

1. Assessments are to be conducted to obtain data for more
effective collection development decisions.

2; Assessments should consider how well collections are meeting
the needs of users, both present and potential:

3. Atsessments must be based on a current, clearly stated
collection development policy statement for the collection being
assessed.

4. Clear-cut, written objectives or outcomes to be achieved by
the assessment must be formulated.

5. Subjectivity of judgment as to collection qualityor
adequacy can be reduCed by a careful selection,of both collection-
centered and client-centered measurement techniques.

The Lee Library, as a result of the ColleCtion Analysis Project
(CAP), has undertaken a prograM to hnprove its collection developmero-
program.' Important ingredients of this prograin are (1) to evaluate
the success of previous collection efforts, (2)-to monitor its
ongoing program, and (3) to provide empirical data for establishing
priorities and allocating its resources to achieve its oollection'
goals and objectives.

In a library rapidly approaching-two:million volumes, this
evaluation can only be accomplished through careful planning over
several years. Assessments will be coordinated by the Assistant
Collection Development Librarian, who will beresponsible for
administering the library assessment program.,'All subject librarians
and other materials selectors will be-expected to perform collection
assessments as part of their collection development responsibilitieS"
but must have the assessment coordinator's approval before the
project begins. Having obtained preliminary approval for a projected
assessment, the subject librarian should formulate an assessment '

methodology using the form at the end of this chapter. This should
then be submitted to the Assistant Collection Development Librarian
for final approval.

1.1

6



1.2

PROCEDURE

1. Select the collection or part of the Collection to be
assessed.

I

Some considerations to keep in mind in selecting the area(s) to
be assessed are:

.a.! The size of the collection and t e time and resources
a *,ailable to perfOrm the assessment.

b. Faculty or department interested in the collection.

c., Accreditation requirements of the department or college.
(See Appendix A for a preliminary list of university pro-

'

grams presently accredited and requiring periodic review.)

d. Growing, declining, or changing curriculum and research
.programs.

e. Gomplints from users or the awareness of other problems or
concerns about a colleation.

f. Coinriitments to consortiums for inforMation about.
collections.

Yob should, also try -bp develop a long-term schedule and
time-table-for-assessing-the-various-coliectiorispu are responsible

for to assure that university, library, and personal priorities are
\ met.

2. Review the collection- policy statement for the collection-to
be assessed.

The review should assure that policy statements reflectotfie
current status of thefollowing:

fa. The collecting level for the collection.

b: Curricular and research programs served by the collection.

c. Types and leVels of materiels acquired.

d. Language, chronological periods, and geographical focus of
materials acquired.

Degree of overlap or cross-diSciplinary use of'the'
collection.

. Any cooperative agreements that might significantly affect
the level of collection development.

This policy review is important because the data obtained from
tion measurements can only be interpreted in terms of the

7
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collection purposes. Keep in mind, also, that while an assessment
can provide data to help review collection pOlicy Statements, this
does not eliminate the need to begin the assessment with as clear and
current a policy as possible.

3. Determine the objective's to be achieved by the .assessment:

.., . 1

The objectives.for a collection assessment may vary considerably
from librarian to librarian or collection to; collection depending on
(a) the time available, (b) the size of the polleCtion, (c) the time
elapsed since a prior assessment, (d) the purpose of the assessment
'(accreditation, changes,in curriculum or research needs,
justification for budget allocations, etc.) and (e) the kind of
information needed about the collection or its use by patrons. But
you 'must develop Written:objectives' so. you know what kinds of
information you will need to obtain. Knowing thiS you can then mo
purposefully select the measurement- echniques and,,plan their
appliCation boiprovide the needed data.. -

' / I t I

Some of the objeCtitres, may be general, i.e. '

i . .

(a)"To learn more about the library science Idollection,'its
strengths Ond,,,,aknesses.

1

, 1

(b) Tc proViaelinforMaq.on on which bo'build plans and specific
-recommendations to Oprove the library support to the
Organic ChemiStry Collection. I

1

(crib obtain data for
/
revi.sing the collection development

policy for the Scianog Fiction Collection.

t

I
I

For an overall assessment of a collection, objectives stated at this
level of generality would be appropriate, provided they are supported
by more specific qUestions to be answered by the assessment: For
example, general objective (c): above oould be developed with the ,

I

.

I

.

following specific questions:

'Assessment Objective4',s for Science Fiction Collection
7.,

Overall Objective: To obtain data for revising the Science Flo:.
tion Collection Development Policy.

1. How adequate is the journal collection to meet patron needs?

2. Does the blanket order program profile provide the optimum
materials needed in the collection?

3. Are there sufficient copies of heavily used titles?

4. Is the llibrary obtaining adequate numbers of new titles to
meet patron demands?

5. Are thee changes in tha curriculum that would require
changeslin the level-of support the library should give the
collection?
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1.4.

6. What is the availability and accessibility of the collection
to ,patrons?

This example shows only a few of the possible questions that could be-
asked to provided more precise statement of your assessment
objectives.

But not all assessments need to be on such a Complete scale to
be useful. You may Only need oriwant to measure'one or two factors.
You may only want to determine the adequacy or quality of a reference
collection or of journals or of series or of'recently.published
titles or of the primary works. of one author. Or perhaps'you just
want to determine the shelf accessibility of materials in a
collection or user opinions of the adequacy of a collection. But
whatever your purpose, state it precisely and be sure it will provide
useful data for more informed decision making.

The initital assessment of a collection would likely require a
rather full and detailed,neasurement, but subsequent assessments may
need only some follow-up measurement. The planning for subsequent
assessments, therefore, should be based on the data and results
obtained from previous measurements.

4.' Select the measurement techniques to be used in
assessments.

Since Chapters 2 and 3 provide specific information about each
of-the-measurement-teehniques,-the-procedures-to-use in-their
application, etc., this discussion will deal only with a few general
consideration in selection measurement techniques.

Each technique'has been developed to obtain certain kinds of.
information and must therefore be selected in terms of the objectives
to be achieved. A shelf list measurement, for instance, can help you
determine the gross size of a collection, but it cannot show you how
accessible the collection is to patronS.or how current and up to date
the collection is. Nor does it tell you how good the collectio6 is,
even though we often assume that, bigger is better. If your purpose
is to measure the quality of the collectim, you will obviously need
to select other techniques? although gross size may be-a good place
to begin.

The important caution to keep in mind in selecting measuring
devicei is to select as many appropriate techniques as necessary to
privide you with reliable information. You should in most instances
Plan to use both collection-centered and client-centered techniques.
since each type approaches the measurement from a different point of
view, used together they provide a check on each other. The former
tends to focus on the adeqilacy of the collection for future patrons
and the latter for present patrons. You will also need to keep in
mind the time and other resources available. If these are limited,
you may have to accomplish the assessment in stages over several
years.

5. Estimate Resources Required.
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Conducting assessments can be time consuming and require
considerable clerical assistance for applying the various techniques.
Bar,this reason, you need.to make fairly accurate estimates of the
time. and personnel required to donduct the assessment you are
planning. .A

The following is the beginning of an estimation table that will
be expanded as we.gain more experience with various' techniques and
procedures. (r.The activities listed in the table are detailed in
later chapters.)

Estimation Tab1p

Activity Type of, Person Time

1. Card catalog checking Clerical 1 citation per minute
2., Compiling sample title

lists *Prof/Clerical 300 items, 15 hours
3. MAC-DEL Test Prof /Clerical 15 minutes per day
4. MAC-SIM Test Prof/Clerical 5 - 10 hours
5. Availability Test Prof/Clerical 50 hours
6. Document Delivery Test Prof/Clerical 4 - 10 hours
7.

9.
' 10. .

11.

Using these. estimates and others of your own, determine as
accurately as possible the resources you will need to carry out your
planned assessment. Include these estimates in the appropriate
places on the Collection Development Leave prOposal form .(available
from the Assistant Collection Development Librarian). Attach to this
form the completed Assessment Planning Form (p. 1.6) and submit this
assessment proposal to the Assistant Collection Development
Librarian.

0



Name

Collection to be Assessed

1.6

ASSESSMENT PLANNING FORM 7

Application Date

Proposed Start Date Proposed Completion Data

A. Purpose(s) to be achieved by the assessment. Be as specific as-possible.

(Use additional pages if necessary.)

B. MeasureMent Techniques to be used and what each will contribute to the assessment.

1. Collection-centered.

2. Client-centered.

(Use additional pages if necessary.) 11
Approved Date

Attach this completed form to your Collection-Development Leave Proposal



CHAPTER II

COLLECTICti-CENIERED TECHNIQUES

Numerous measuring techniques have been developed for conducting
collection assessments. Some measure the collection against ideals
or standards; others rely on counting or other mathematical and
statistical computations; and still others focus on actual patron use
of collections'or their perceptions of how adequately collections
serve their needs. All of these methods. can furnish useful data for
evaluation, but no one technique is sufficient in itself for ,

oonducting,a thorough assessment, although a single method:may be
adequate for a limited evalution purpose. Collection assessments can
utilize either collection- centered or client-centered methods, but a
thorough assessment will use some of both. Thib chapter,treats the
collection-centered techniques: compiling statistics, chedcing°
lists, direct observation, and applying standards.

COMPILING STATISTICS

The most frequently used assessment techniques ha-Ve been didt-e-
involving counting, presumably based cnAhe premise that the size of
a collection is correlated with its quality. And while this is not
always true--a carefully selected and weeded collection of 5,000
titles on a given subject, for instance, may be much superior to a
10,000 volume collection not so carefully managed in some other
library--in research libraries, the larger the collection the more
patron demands it will/likely be able to supply.

The mathematical and statistical measures usually sized are gross
size, volumes added per year, percent of growth, circulation,
unfilled requests, expenditures, and formulas.

For several reasons--lack of adequate records (unfilled and ILL
requests) and inapplicability to evaluating subject or sub-collec-
tions (formulae and expenditures) some of these statistical measures
are not'appropriate for collection assessments at BYU, at least at
this time, and are not includedhere. (When the acquisition system
is automated, however, expenditures and other statistical measures
will be possible.) Circulation statistics, will be treated in
Chapter. III with other client-centered measures. For the present
gross size, and volumes'added per year will prove worthwhile in our
assessment program.

s-
12
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2.2

Advantages.. and Disadvantages

Theadvantages of using numerical data are. that they (1) are
often readily available, (2)`easily,kept, (3) lend themselVes to
'comparisons with other libraries or to internal comparisons over
time, arid:(4rCan help tO eliminate subjeCtivitY. The disadvantages
are that (1) the counting may be inaccurate because of improper
recording or inadequate definitions of the categories or units to be.
counted, (2 :) the significance Of the figures may be diffiCult to
interpret in terms of judging collection quality, and (3) the data
from cne'library,maTnotbe'comparable with those from other
libraries dr even within the same library over time.

Gross. Size:

0

Gross'size consists of measuring the shelflist to determine the
number of,titlesacquiredby the library. Counts may be made of the
total holdings of the library, holdings ih given sdbjects, holdings
in specializeddollections Victorian Literature, Maps, etc.) dr,
holdings of -specific tyPis of materials (peridodials, miczoforms,
etC.) in total .or by subject.

A Measurement of "the Dewey shelflist' will give the number of
titles acquired priorto May 1977. The LC shelfliSt gives the

_titles acquires since that date. The RLIN system can. provide the
r ofxtitles cataloged from February 1978 to the present(4 but

ut435,600 titles were cataloged in LC prior to Our joining RLIN.
Thus; while the computer can provide-the number of titles much more

\quickly than a obuntof the LC shelfliSt, it will not be as \
bothplete. .

When doing a shelflist count, the following special Shelflists
should not be overlooked fot certain kinds of materials. These are
not duplicated in regular Microfili,, Microfiche,
Microprint, Microcardf.Rare,"14Ilt, Juvenile, Asian, Maps, Music
(Dewey: collection only), Victorian Literature, Melville, JEUErns,
Whitman, Bowe, Welsh, Icelandic, Ancient.Studies, Bean Museum, and

'..Phonodisc.

:CatalogingstaEistids-are also available from the Catalog
Department, but-these counts are by volume, not title, and could not
be-coMbinedmith or compared to.Shelflist measurements,*iich are
,done by titles. Also the subject categories may no, be precise
enough for, measuring. some subjects. For our purposes, then, the
shelflist measurement or the 'Combination of the shelflist measurement
and the RLIN statistics for the Lc collection are the best bases for
conducting a gross size measurement.'

Procedure. :Measure the shelflist as follows. With a
retractable metal ruler, measure the total number of inches of
tightly-packed, cards in each drawer of the shelflist(s) appropriate
to the assessment. Do not measure the length of the drawer itself.
Measure the cards on their sides rather than on the top to avoid
havingto contend with tabs ov sureguide cards. Be su to exert the

13.
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2.3

esame amount of pressure each'time you measure to assure the greatest
laccuracy. Record the total number of inches, multiply that number by
100, the number of Cards per inch. Don't overlook any of the special
shelflists appropriate to your study or any uncataloged collections
acquired by the library:

Analysis of Data. The value of this gross title count is that °
it gives a rough quantitative indication of collection quality. It
is generally agreed that there'ie-a positive correlation between the
size of a library collection. -and its ability bo'meet the needs of
patrons, providing, of course, that the collection is appropriate to'
meet the needs of'petrons served and that it is-continuing to grow.
However, the number of titles in a collection is not necessarily a
guarantee of quality or adequacy. Other measures must be used to
determine these criteria.

. Probably the greatest value of gross size figures is that they
can be used for comparisons with other libraries or,with the same
library for longitudinal studies over time. A comparison.of BYU
figures with the Titles Classified by the Library of Congress
Classification: _National Shelflist Count, 1977 ed. (Locked Case
1731.T6/1977):is one possible comparison. However, this data is by
LC classification only,tand nosatisfactory Dewey to LC Conversion
Table yet exists.. Future counts will likely provide such tables,
since UC, Berkeley, received a 4rant in 1978 to .develop one. Again,
however, gross size is only a rough indicator and does not consider
differences in academic programs or research needs among libraries.
It simply makes a good beginning point for any collection evaluation
to be supplemented with other kinds of data'obtained from using other
measurement techniques.

Por,subsequent assessments, of course, growth figures for each
year since the initial shelf count could be obtained from the RLIN
computer data and added to the initial shelflist count figures to
avoid re-measuring the shelflist. Gross figures can also easily be
figured on a per capita basis if. this is necessary or useful,
provided, of course, you can determine the number of possible users
of a given collection.

Volumes Added and. Percent of Growth

It is generally agreed that the straight count of volumes or
titles added per year is a more reliable indicator of collection
quality than_the percent of growth. The latter approach penalizes
libraries with an active weeding program. Yet their collections may
be superior to those not carefully and consistently pruned of
obsolete titles. At BYU the Catalog Department keeps statistics of
the numbers of volumes added each-month and year. However, these
figures are not compatible with the title count obtained from a
shelflist measurement, and the subject breakdown is not adequate for
assessing many subject -collections. The best-source for the number
of titles added per year will be RLIN computer records.

Analysis of Data. The volumes or titles added data can best be
used in conjunction with the gross size data obtained from a shelf-

,

14



2.4

list measurement and with the information from other measurement
techniques. such as list checking. If it were possible to obtain
exact figures on the number of titles published each year that should
have been acquired by the library, comparing the titles added with
this figure would immediately show_whether or not we are keeping up
with new materials. Unfortunately, no such data is available. Some

very gross approximations could be made from the Baker &,Taylor
report of titles offered to academic libraries in various subjects
and/or the statisticson;book publishing included in the Bowker
Annual. The subject categoiies, however, may-be inadequate, making
such a comparison difficat and marginally useful. Using some of the
availability studies discussed in Chapter III will provide a better
indication of how well,the library is doing in acquiring recent
publications:

Future Statistical Possibilities

When the acquisitionb system is automated, expenditure data by
subject will' be; available. These data can then be combined with
Circulation data by subject, the number of potential patrons, and the
academic and research programs served-by the various subject
collections to provide an excellent statistical profile of holdings,
acquisitions "rate, expenditures; use, and level of needed patron
support. When these additional statistical resources are available,
they will be added to the manual.

CHECKING LISTS, CATALOGS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES

List checking has long been used to measure the quality of
library collections. In many research libraries, it is oftenthe
major, if not the sole, measure used. List checking essentially
assesses a collection in relation to what is published independent of
immediate deMand, availability, or use. So long as the assessor can
precisely delineate the curriculum and research needs of the specific
collection being assessed when applying this method, it offers much
to the assessor. When considering the use of this measurement
technique, consider the following-advantages and" disadvantages:

Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantages of this methodology include the following:

1. A variety of'published lists is available: comprehensive,
specialized, popular, general, or research.

2. Many such lists are backed 1y the authority and competence
of expert librarians and specialists. ,

3. Many lists arepdated 'regularly to take into account the
current;y published materials.

4. Lists can be compiled according to the needs of an
individual library or type of library, although this may be
time consuming and require a great deal of expertise.
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5. the procedure of. searching lists is easy to apply, although

the process can be time .consuming.

On the other hand, lists have some disadvantages:

-

1. Available lists may have been used previously as buying
guides for the library being evaluate+

2. Lists can be biased toward the viewpoint of the compiler or
a group.

3. Lists, even if appropriate fOr the subjects to'he evaluated,
may not reflect the interests, collection levels, or other
purposes of the library.

4. Many lists are not revised and become out of date.

5. Lists may not be as representative of the library's subjects
or purpose: as its 'holdings are.

6. Lists may be hard to find or compile for same subjects.

Types of Lists

Many types of lists of value in assessments are available,or the
assessor can dzelop lists for specific needs, albeit not without a
great deal of ime and effort. The following kinds of lists (with an
example of each) should be considered. Each assessor will have to
determine specific lists suitable for each collection to be

assessed.

A. Standard bibliographies-or basic lists

Books for College Libraries

B. Printed library catalogs

Sibley Music Library Catalog of Sound Recordings: The
University,of Rochester,-Eastman School of Music

C. -Specialized bibliographies

Persons;

Subjects:

Time Periods:

D. Current or retrospective publishers' lists

Book Publishing Record

Reprint house catalogs
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E. Lists of Reference Works and Bibliographic Guides

N,

Sheehy, Guide to Reference Books

_F., Lists of periodicals -.

Benson, N. L., "Latin American Books and Periodicals,"
Library Trends 1967.

G. Authorized lists from government or professlal .

associations

UNESCO, Bibliografia General. de la Literature-Latino-
Americana, 1972

H. Published acquisitions lists from other libraries
.

Gainesville. University of Florida. Handbook of Latin
American Studies

I. Literature Surveys forfsvarious disciplines

Hoffman, "Survey of German Research Tool Ne ds,"
MonatShefte, 70 (1970), 239-253.
. .

J. :Citations from bibliographies and basic texts-in a
discipline

P. R. Lewis, Literature of the Social Scierices

K. Citation index lists

SCI Journal Citation Reports
SSCI Journal Citation Reports
A&HCI Journal Citation ReportsAwhen theyibecome available

from ISI)

Procedure

1. Know the literature of the field you are assessing. An
encyclopedia-article, a journal article or chapter(s) in books can
help you become knowledgeable if yoLfhave not had /time to read the
major subject journals regularly or to do constant reading An the
field. For some subjects, specific manuals on hoW to develop a
library collecticin for that discipline are available. TheSe are
often not only lists Useful for checking but contain very basic
bibliographies of materials recommended for developing the
librarian's expertise.

2. .Select the best type of list(s) that will meet your
.7:Fsissment objectives.

. .

-3, Select the=specific_list(s). you will be Checking. Normally
theSe lists will be in one of the library's reference collections.
If they are not, you may want to have them reclassified. You Should.

I

. 17
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/ 1.

also fcheck with the faculty representative or other faculty members,
as necessary, lor their suggestions, if any. It is important that
you search thoroughly bofind the: best possible lists against which
to evaluate the collecti n. The quality of your assessment will be
no higherthan the appro iateness of the list you choose. .-

4. Determine the extensiveness of the checking required to give
the desired results. Y u have two choices:

a. A complete (10
chosen. If
Trends or
want to check
entries, you
amount of t.
intended. If

percent) check of the'titles in the list(s)
list is a bibliographic essay in Library

other journal listing 30 items, you would rot
fewer. But if your list contains 4,000 -
.ght want to do a sampling, depending on the
and the thoroughness of the assessment

you are checking to determin6-41-idT-Effles

irwuishould pu chase, of course, you would have to do a
complete ch . It takes approximately one minute to do
two titles f an alphabetized list, longer if the titles
are arranged in some other way.

b. A random
are. assess

trying to.d
Random N
Using the,t
and reliabl
imate sampl

For a given as
every section of a
appropriate to the

le: If the bibliography is extensive and you
to determine general adequacy rather than

elop a buying list, a random sample using th
r Table in Appendix B.5 would be preferable.
le will help you obtain a statistically valid
sample. YoU will need to aetermine.an approx-
size. (See Appendix B.1)

essment objective, you may not need to check
ist or bibliography:. Choose onlythose-that are
llection being assessed. (What-you ard.doingis

creating-a-weighted_Sample)

5. Check the list against holdings in the card catalog: USe
the most efficient method possible:

a. Alphabeti al. is the most efficient way to check a
list aga st the card catalog since it avoids a loe-of
running ck and forth. But if the effort to alphabetize
the list takes too much time, then another method can be
used.

b. Take ea h itele as it comes in the-list. If the list is
short not Emily alphabetized, such as in a biblio-
graphic essay, this is the best method.

c. Batch' . If a lengthy bibliography contains several
chapte s or sections, it may be mote efficient to check all
the A' in each chapter before, going to the B's.

Whatever -thud you use, determine how the bibliography is tote
marked to indi ate items4in the collection. Will a-check-mark
suffice, or do you need to write in the call numberTA write
small

Always ite--

spell but legi ly and always in pencil. (Ink cannot be erased easily
and will some Imes smudgei)

18
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If you are not doing the checking yourself, observe your
assistant periodically to see that he is doing the checking in the
MOSt .efficient way.

Analysis of Data. The data can best be displayed by using a
table similar to the one below.-

RESULTS OF GENERAL LINGUISTICS SURVEY. Wawrzyszko

Tbtal Penrose
Sections of Bibliography Entries Library Percentage

Abbreviations 3 100

s
Directories 2

, Bibliographies, Abstracts 27
and Indexes

2 100

15

Current Bibliographies 17 13

32 25Dictionaries & dlossarie

I
Encyclopedia of Lingui ics 1 1

Periodicals 27 . 14

Theory & Philosophy , 68 - 57

History 4

56

78

100

52

84

3 75

TOTAL 181 133 .73

The results of list checking are usually expressed as a percentage.
But neither the data or the percentage tell you anything specific
about the quality or adequacy of the collection. This requires an
interpretation in terms of (1) the objectives of the collection, (2)
the development level established for the collection, and (3) a
breakdown of the collection into types of resources. You might need
search categories as (1) primary sources, (2) secondary sources, (3)
reference works, (4) indexes, (5).periodicals, (6) etc. You might-

.
also 'want, an analysis by Subject areas; for example, (1) history of
chemistry, (2) organic chemistry, (3) inorganic chemistry, (4)
applied chemistry, (5) etc, Generally, these areadshould have been
determined as you planned your assessment:

DIRECT OBSERVATION OF COLLECTIONS

This technique evaluates the collection through a visual
inspection-conducted by-one-cm' more experts ---=subject specialists,
scholars, librarians, or consultants. The examination may reveal
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size, scope, depth,-and significance of the collection, recency of
material, physical condition (denoting level of use or non-use), and
the general atmosphere of the stack area.

.;Advantages

1. It can quickly reveal size, scope, and quality of the
collection.

2. It is impressionistic and not readily quant'fiable.

3. It will not usually result in a buying list of needed
titles.

Anyone-contemplating using this technique should be- certain of
the qualifications of the evaluator, since the results depend
entirely upon, the experience'of the evaluator and the quality of his
perceptions. It is also important that the evaluator be'knowledge-
able abot*-the academic 'Program supportedby the,collection. But if
the expertise is available, this method requires much less time than
other methods with immediately available results. ,

Faculty members in the various academic departments are probably
the most likely source of the required expertise. It may be
possible, however, to obtain the services of a consultant or, in, some
instances, to have a librarian with sufficient expertise make such an
evaluation.

Analyzing the Data

The focus of an expert appraisal should be on the strengths and
weaknesses of a collection with an emphasis on what is needed to
bring the collection to the desired level of quality or adequacy.
Since the evaluator should be required to write a formal evaluation
report, he will provide his own analysis.

APPLYING STANDARDS

Applying standardsto evaluate library collections has been a
,long- accepted practice. Regional accrediting associations have
established standards for College and university libraries as has the
Association for College and Research Libraries (ACRE), and many
professional associations or societies have established standards for
subject collections that support their professional or-educational
programs. In recent years, the emphasis in these standards has been
on (1) quality rather than quantity, and (2) judging the adequacy of
the collection or library in terms of the institutional goals and
objectives rather than against some abstract ideal. Frequently, too,
the statements include a list of things to be considered by the
accreditation' teams in making their evaluations. Together these form
a more or less useful guide to librarians building and assessing
collections. These statements often deal with housing, seating,

be on standards for library collections, although the assessor may
need to obtain information about these other matters as well.

20
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This manual does notprovide a complete list of standards
--statements-for-all-subjects, but Appendix_A. contains a recent list o

associations that conduct accreditations of academic programs at BYU
Copies of appropriate standards-can be obtained from them or perha
from' he academic departments on campus. A few examples of such /

statements are included and are illustrative Of what you will likely
find.

NOruiweSt Association of School'and Colleges Standards

The statement from the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges, the association that conducts ten-year university-wide
accreditations of BYU, will proVe useful not only fair the periodic
university-wide accreditations but also as a useful guide for subject
collection evaluation in the absence of specific subject collection
standards.

Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges

Al. Standard

The library is a vital instrument of instruction. It serves
as an indispensable .agent not only in general educaion but
also in the cultural development of students, faculty, and
the community it serves. Libraries are increasingly
becoming not only repositories for'books and periodicals,
but also student and faculty service centers. As an indis-
pensable part of the complete instructional many
libraries are assuming the responsibility for audio-visual
equipment and materials, music recordings, and art dolled-

.
tions..

The library Should be adMinistered as part of the instruc-
tional'program by a well-trained professional,staffyith
representatives of the teaching faculty acting in an
advisory capacity. .Services should be evaluated regularly
to observe the library's effectiveness through the nature
and extent of its use.

The library headings should, by quality, size and nature,
support and stimulate:the/entire educational program. Sub-
stantially stronger holdings should be'required for graduate
and research programs. The collections should le housed
in a well-lighted, ventillated.and adequately equipped
building, with sufficien seating capacity to accommodate
the needs of the students and faculty% The-library should
be open adequate and appropriate hours with the materials
organized for easy access, use, and prdper presentation.

The Northwest Association considerS"..thi standards of the
American Library Association for two-year, college, or
university libraries useful guidelines.
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B. Description

1. If available, sui:pl-1 a 1.cinted,laaflet or brochure that
describes the campus 1.!:0.nlry facilities and the

services provided.

2. Describe the extent and cri-JoCi of instruction given'

students regarding t'cia library and its use.

C. Analysis and Appraisal

Analyze the institution against the library standard.'
(N4e: This is a request for analysis with a minimum of
description. Careful judgment is expected. Please con-
sider, but do not limit yourself,;to, the following items
in the analysis:)

1. Compare the library)xildringsiwith recent bibliographies
and standard college library/ guides. Report the find-
ings with particular attention to strengths and weak-
nesses..

21 Is the training, experience, and performance of the
professional and non professional library staff satis=
factory? Please prOvide sufficient detailed-information
as a basis for your answer./

. Has does the faculty participate in book selection,
library usage, and ialproveMent of library services?

4. Do the library facilities ,with respect to housing,
lighting, seating, hours Of operation, and so forth,
adequately serve the needs of the students and faculty?
Please provide sufficientidetailed information.as a
basis for your answer.

. How many volumes are owned by major classifications?

I

- 6. How many volumes have been accessioned, by classifica-
tions, for each of the last three years?

7. What procedures are follOwed for routinely discarding
obsolete library materials?

8. Is the library budget adequate to provide the necessary
services and to keep pace with the growth of the insti-
tution? Pleaseprovide sufficient detailed information
as a)casis for Your answer.

9. In the daily operations of the library, is the atmo-
sphere one which attracts students, and is it conducive
to excellence in academic performance?

10. What evidence is there to show the extent of use of the
library by students and faculty for class references
and for personal purposes?

22
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11. What are considered to be the major strengths and weak
nesses of the_librarg What irrmediate steps are planned
to improve, the library?

The frost recent ALA standard for university libraries recognized
as useful by the Northwest Association is found in Appendix B.

Professional Association Standards

The following statements of a few professional associations are
indicative of various subject collection standards:

Social Work FdUcation

5210. The book, periodical, and reference collection shall support
by quality, size, nature, and appropriate duplication of holdings--
the instructional and research programs of the school and be
assembled in such a way as to be readily accessible for student use.

5211. The holdings shall include the considerable body of fugitive
material which is essential to social work education.

5212. If a school offers post-master't programs cf study, the
library holding's of the university shall include, in addition to
those necessary for the master's degree program, a wide range 'of
background material,.a wide range of holdings suitable for research
purposes, and a strong collection in the social and behavioral
sciences and the humanities.

Art Education

Ttie library should adequately support the undergraduate program with
nc less than 5,000 volumes on art and related subjects,.paus at'least
25 periodicals, and shbuld be staffed by an adequate nuMb4-of
professionally qualified personnel. The slide collection thould
provide at least 10,000 items. These figures apply to institutions
with relatively small enrollments. Larger schools or, schoos with
more complex offerings should have' proportionally larger library
collections. If a graduate program is offered, the library
collections should be substantially in excess of the minima, tgted
above.

'

Teacher Education - Basic Programs

4.1 Library Standard:. The library is adequate to support the
instruction, research, and services pertinent to each teacher
.education program.

4.2 Materials and Instructional Media Center Standard: A materials
and intructional media center for teacher education is maintained
either as a part of the library, or as one or rrore, separate units,
and is adequate to.support the teacher education programs.
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Teacher Education - Advanced Programs

G-4.1 Library Standard: The library provides" resources that are
adequate to support instruction, independent study, and research
required for each advanced program.

(Illustrative questions which accompany the standards include these:)

Standard 4.1 Library: What evidence shows that the library
collection includes: a. Standard and contemporary holdings'in
education (books, microfilms, microfiche copies, etc.)? b. Standard
periodicals in education? c. Such additional specialized books,
periodicals, and other resources needed tb'support each teacher -

education prograM? What evidence shows that, the institution, in
maintaining and improving the quality of its library holdings in
teacher education, seriously considers the' recommendations of: a.
Faculty? b. Appropriate national professional organizations and
learned societies? c. A nationally recognized list (or lists) of
books and periodicals?

Asthese examples illustrate, most standards are expressed in broad
general terms requiring interpretation on the part of the evaluator.
Some offer little or no help as to the kinds of information required
or the methods of obtaining such information. However, in spite of
the difficulty of application, standards are an important
consideration for library collection assessments, since accreditation
of academic programs and ofteri budget allocations are based upon
them. The assessor should likewiskremember that most standards are
intended to be minimums not maximums, an .especially important

consideration ifresearch libraries are not to be hampered in their
ability to build adequate research collectiOns.

Advantages and Disadvantage

In using standards in colletion assessments, the assessor
should keep in mind the following advantages:

1. They Can (and should) be related to the goals. and objectives
of specific libraries and universities.

2. They are generally widely accepted, authoritative, and
persuasive in getting Supportfrom administrators:

3. They are especially effective when promulgated'by. 0

accrediting.agencies.

Their disadvantages include:

1. Stated institutional or library goals and objectives may be
difficult to evaluate objectively and may not be amenable to
objective evaluation.

2. Interpretation of the standards is sometimes difficult.

24
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3. Application. of the standards 4.s sometimes difficult because
'they are not readily quantifiable.

4. Experts may disagree about their validity.

Procedures andards

1. Appendix A contains a list of accredited programs at the
university. You should -check with'the academic department
to plan well in advance for any upcoming accreditation.
This will help the rary avoid the too-frequent problem of
short notices of -6. accreditation visits. Indeed, it
will provide libraria with the ability to take, the
initiative with the academic departments.

,2. Determine in consultation with the faculty representative or
the academic department the appropriate applicable standard
statement (if any) to be used for the collection to be
assessed.

'3. Obtain a copy of the current statement. (See Appendix A for
the names and addresses of accrediting agencies from which
you canobtain a copy if one is not available from the
department.)

4. If the purpose of the evaluation is for an accreditation
self-study, determine through consultation with the academic
department exactly what'infoemation will be needed.

5. Having determinedwh4-information is needed, select the
measurement techniques that will provide the required data.

6. Consider what non-collection related data is needed and
obtain this from the appropriate sources. (inforMation-
-about library use instruction, reference services, etc. can
be obtained from the Assistant Director for Information
Services. /Information on physical facilities, seating, etc.
is availabXe from the Assistant Director, for Administrative
Services.)

7. Prepare a weittep report of your findings to be made
available to the-academic department and/or the accredita-
tion team. (See Chapter NT, p. 5.3. for .example of a
report done. for Teacher Education in 1980.)

In addition 66their use for collection assessments, standards
can serve as. albasisLfor building library collections and services.
All abject librarians Should become familiar with the standards
appropriate tgheir diSciplines and use them in. developing
o4lection.policies and guidelines.



CHAPTER III

CLIENT-CENIERED TECIVIQUES

.Collection7centered assessments enable'a library to test its
holdings primarily against external standards, certainly important
Oonsiderations.for determining its adequacy and quality. However,
librarians are well aware that the collections themselves do not
necessarily create satisfied clients, Books, even if acquired wand
*included in the catalog, are not always innlediately available on the
shelf, for a number of reasons, and even when they. are, usersdo-not
always find them without difficulty

-

ulty and delay.,

Since the purpose for acquiring collections is primarily to make
them available and accessible to patrons, the ultimate success of a
collection development Prograth cannot be determined solely by

collection-centered measurements. Only by measuring the quality of
actual and perceived use can the library really determine the utility
of its collection development program to patrons.

Various surveys of patrons can be used to determine user
perceptions of their needs and the library's success in meeting those
needs.. And a number of availability and accessibility measures,
using either simulated or actual data, can be used to determine the
capability of the library to make its materials available to users
with as little delay and difficulty'for the patron as possible.
Since availability and accessibility are affected by various library'
policies and proceddres, these measures can provide useful data for
making more effective library decisions.

AVAILABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY

Availability refers to the probability that a patron will find
desired documents on the shelf when he needs theffi. Accessibility
refers to the difficulties (usually measured in time delays) that he
encounters ip actually obtaining the doCument. 7hrOugh the use of
availability and accessibility studies, a library can measure its
capability of providing needed documents to patrons.

The availability and accessibility measures recommended here
have been selected from a number in the literature because they are
effective and relatively simple and not too time consuming to employ.
Additional measures using other methods for gathering data are
included in the list of readings (2, 17) and could be used if
desired.

3.1
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-

Since_most of these measures require.sampling techniques and
other-statistical considerations toensure validity and reliability,
you will.need 65--tefer-Xo-Appendix C. for information on thete
-matters. the statistical formUlasI5ialIiar-to-a-given_technique are
provided with the diScussion ofthe technique.

w

Document .Delivery-Capability.

The document delivery Capability measurement outlined here was "
developed bytir and others (12) for the, National Library ofsMedicifie:..
but - has-been Shown to Ee applicable to(lither tYpes of libraries as
well.' The Document DeliVery,,TeSt combines both availability
accessibility,into one numerical index number by measuring to the
adequacy of the collection and the speed with which the library can
Meet patrOn demands, either from its'own-stock or from ILL. Test
resultS are computed into a Capability Index'(CW showing the
relative abilityoof the libraky to-serve patron.demands.- If all
iteMS/areimmediately aVailable'cn the shelfi'the index is 100.-

/
liowever,- Since the samples are not derived from actual .demands

patrons, this test is best considered a measure of the potential
document deliveryicapabiiity rather than the actual capability.
Cther techniques ,are .available to measure the capability 'of the
library -to meet actual patron demands, but the DDT bett measures the
ability of the lr to-meet the. demands of future patrons. We, .

need both kinds of measures in our:arsenal4:A rreasuring<devices..
.

The 'test involves obtainingra random sample-of 300 bibliographic'
citations fromfa much larger poor and checking., them' the card
catalog and the.shelf. If they arenot'son the shelf (immediately
available) or-never acquired, they are searched fUrf.herto.determine
their status in the library and how long it would taketvtake them
available or, If not ao4dired,,to sedhciw long it will takvto obtain,
them on ILL.:-lhe,test take6 four hodrpdus to administer, 'depending
on the number of monograph% in the sample, and not including the

deVelopment:..of.the-300.-citaticins,-and-js 95 percent reliable. Its
value.andvalidity is dependent upon the representativeness of the
citation sample and more importantly on.hoW well the sample actually
represents the actual needs of-the library users.

To moe*closely approximate actual users, staff members selected
to check the sample against the, catalog and the shelves could be
newly hired student assistants: Students, clericals, or -
prCfessionals trained in.how td conduct the follow-up searches should
search-the:"not on the shelf" and "not acquired" items, following the
initial search of the catalog and shelves.

Procedures

1. Select the universe or citation pool to be sampled.

The major problem here is deciding on the citation pool.
Several possibilities suggest themselves.

. 27
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a. The shelflist. This can be done for the entire library
or for a particular subject collection. It reveals the
shelf availability of items acquired by the library but
not what was not acquired. (See Appendix C, p. C.3
instruction on selecting a shelflist sample.)

b. Bibliographic -references_from basicr,lists, biblio-
graPhies, etc. These may 6eifiesame-ones-used in the
list checking measurement. This source will avoid the
Mat of not including items not in the collection.

c. Citations from a select group of journals or mono-
.

.graphs identified as reflecting the clients' interests
in the- oollection.

4 1

d. Baker-Taylor, Blackwell, or other approval plan jobber
invoices for a given period. This would measure the
*ability Of the library to furnish documents obtained
for.a:certain time period and could be,most useful for
studying recently published items., It would help to
remove the bias of the shelflist sample which contains
a high percentage of older. items less likely to be in
use arid could more closely approximate actual depends._
It would'i-ofcoUrse, leave out non-standing order or
blanket order materials.

e. Recent years Of.book publishing record for a given
subject. This would measure the 'library's ability to
provide recently published materials. However, this
sample would be biased by including materials that the
library did not and should =not acquire.

f. Bibliographies on various subjects obtained through
CARS searches. This will reveal the library's capa-
bility td'supportmith documents its online biblio-

,

graphic search services.
1

g. The Recent Acquisitions List. .This could be useful for
checking on items recently cataloged.

The use 'of-citations obtained -from theses, dissertations,
and works written by BYO faculty and students should be avoided since
the likelihood that the. collection available in the library
influenced the items cited makes this methodology fundamentally
unsound.

The consideration to keep 'in mind in selecting the citation.
pool from which to derive the sample is that it should -be as
repretentative of user demands as possible. It should also be quite.

I extensive --Orr suggests about 4,000 items--to achieve statistical
validity at the + 95% level. If the pool is smaller, a larger_
percentage of-items would need. to be sampled.

2. Using the sampling techniques and random number tables in
Appendix C, select a 300 item sample, and enter each onto

28
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a Document Delivery Data Sheet (see p. 3.6.) Check each
item in the card catalog. .This step should preferably be
done by a recently hired student assistant to more closely
approximate actual users.

3. Following,the completion of the above steps, a profesSional
or trained clerk or paraprofessional should take all the
slips for items not located in the catalog or on the
shelves, recheck the catalog, and try to locate in the
library the acquired item according to the categories on
the Document Delivery Data Sheet. Some items may require
a second-search-the_followinj day.

4. Having completed all the data sheets, tabulate the results
,into Column 1 of the Document Delivery; Test Analysis Form
(see p. 3.7.).

5. Multiply -the number in each of the 17 categories by the
time code and enter the amount in Column 3. .The time codes
indicates the following delivery times:

Code Time

1 Not more than 10 minutes

2 Mbre than 10 minutes, but not
more than 2 hours

3 2 hours to 24 hours

4 Over 24 hours to one week

5 Over one week

*EDT
**ORT

6. Using the following formula, complete the data analysis to
determine the Capabaility Index (CI):

CI = 5 - mean speed x 100
4

To determine the mean speed, total columns 1 and 3 and
divide column 3 by column 1. For example, column 1 (total sample) is
300 and column 3 (composite time total) is 855, the mean speed would
be 2.85'. Applying this to the above formula, you obtain:

*EDT = Estimated delivery time. This could,be 1 to 5, depending on
the whereabouts of a given title, and will have to be deter-
mined on a title by title basis.

**ORT,.= Optimum return time. This could be 1 to 5, depending on the
actual due date of a given title in circulation. It should
be determined on a title by title basis.
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CI = 5 - 2.85 x 100, CI - 2.15 x 100
4 4

CI = .5374 x 100 = 53.75 = 54

Analysis of Data. The Capability Index deterwined by this
measure oombines delivery time-and the.adequacy ofthe collection in
a single number.lindicator of, library service. HoWever, the meaning .

of the nuTbercan only be interpreted in terms of the individual
library or library collection. The higher the Index, the less time
the patron must wait to obtain. the desired material.. Fbughly, each
of the five delivery time categories would be equivalent to 20 points
on the index scale. t,An index of 80-100-wouldttend tic indicate that
the _majority of the materials Would be available within 10minutes,
whereas anAndex of 0-20 would mean that a majority\of the items
-would-be_delivered in over a week. It would also indicate a weak
collection. But-if-the-curric research program supported by
a collection is small, a lower CI may. not would
for a collection supportinga re extensive academac program. Keep
in mind that since this is on' -a' simulation and not\a measure of

.

actual demands, its adequacy a measure of actual demands made on
the library depends on how w the sample represents actual needs
of, present and future patrons.

The

f

e Document Delivery 'I t Analysis Form can alai. provide
additional 'mei il information about the collection andits
management. For instance, you can determine the percent of the
sample in various categoriesi, i.e. items in or not in the collection,
items Immediately available cn the shelf, total items in circulation
or circulating to the\various categories.of users, items classed as
missing, etc. It is also possible to tabulate the data, obtained from
the DDT on the Availability Analysis Form (p. 3.15) to arrive at a
different indicator of availability. Since collection measurements
require considerable time and 'effort, try to obtain as much useful
information as possible from each technique used. For discussion of
further uses of DDT data and its interpretation, see Orr (12)-.



DOCUMENT DELI4ERY DATA ,SHEET

0
3.6

Author.(s)-or Editor(s) (Books only). Journal or Book Title

Volume

t

Pages

1.

-In.library's collection? No

STOP

1

(CIRCLE ONE)

2. ' (CIRCLE ONE)
On \shelves: No 1

3. \. (CIRCLE ONE)
Off 'shelf status E.D.T
.Bindery 1 ( )

In process 2 (available? .Y N)

In storage 3

Special location 4 (Located on cat. card
To We shelved 5

Recorded as Missing 6

Other known status 1'

4.

(SPECIFY

STOP ')

Circulation status
Reserve 1

Inter - library loan

Faculty
Students (Undergrad.)T
Students'(Grad.) 5-

Other

(CIRCLE ONE)
(Loin period)

Date

Yes 2

1
Yes 2

STOP

Circulation 3 Can't loIcate in

Y N

(Recall? Y N) ( )

(Recall? ,.Y N)"( , )

(Recall? 'Y N) ( t )

(Recall?- Y N) ( )

(SPECIFY

STOP

COMMENTS: (e.g. location tool problems)

31

.-Result of second search
On shelf 1

Can't locate 2
Other

(SPECIFY)

4
STOP
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DOCUMENT DELIVERY TEST ANALYSIS FORM

Number of
Sample Items Time
by Category Category

Composite
Time

Vaal

1. Plot R collection

2. On s elf

3. Che ked out - reserve

4. Ch ckediout - faculty

5. Ch cked out - grad.

6. Cliecked out - andergrad.

7. Cilecked out - ILL

. Checked out - other

i

9. In bindery

10. process

11. ''In'special 16C-ation

12. Reshel1 ving Process

13. Recorded as "missing"

14. Other known locations

15. On shelf - 2nd search

16. 'Can't locate - 2nd search.

17. Other outcome - 2nd search

TOTALS.

5

1

2

-*ORT

*ORT

*ORT

*ORT

*ORT

5

4

*EDT

3

5

2

3

5

*EDT

Mean speed - Total of column 3 divided by the total of column 1

5 - mean speed' x 100
CI =

4

*Estimated Delivery Time (1-5)

*Optimum Return Time (1-5)

32
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This could be 1-5, depending on the
whereabouts of a given title, and
will have to be determined on a title

by title basis

This could 'be 1-5, depending
on the actual due date of a
given title ip circulation.
It should.be ;determined on
a title by title basis.
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Availability MeasUres--

Paul Kantor has developed an availability test Bbr the.ARL

Collection Analysis:Projedt.that utilizes data obtained from users of
the card catalog,who are,conducting'author or title searches for -

.materials. As patrons approach the catalog, they are given an Avail-
ability StudyiFbrm and asked to. use it as scratch paper on which to
write the author, title, and 'call number of books they are tryipg'to
locate during this visit to khelibrary. Then, as they search for
the-desired titles they are asked to mark those they can't find anT
to deposit their slips. in a collection box as they leave -the
About every 15 minutes, a library' searcher takes the sheets from the 1

box and tries to Iodate the checked titles or to determine why they
are not available. The data is then tabulated on the Availability
lInalySis Form (p. 3.15) and analyzed to ompute the effects' of deter-
minantd of availability and an overall percentage of availability.
The process is simple', but does require sufficient help on thek day of
the study to hand out the sheets to 'patrons and.to do theiNIldw up
searches each fifteen minutes. The availabilitY:can also bebased on
a-sample from the shelflist or other citation source, such as those
discussed on p. 3.3, butqa shelf list sampletends to overestimate
availability becauSe many of the items in the sample are not used by
today's clients and are thus more likely to be in their proper place
on the shelf.

However, if desired, it is possible, as noted earlier, to
tabulate the data obtained from the DDT Document Delivery Data sheets.

FOrm (to beldiscussed later) to arrive
at a different indicator _

This measure determines the level of immediate patron
satisfaction and the causes for patron failure or dissatisfdctions.
It poStulates that patron failure to find, desired titles is a-factor
of several ordered determinants; (1) failure of the library to
acquire the desired, book IDACQ); ('2) failure of the patron to use the
catalog correctly (MAT); (3) failure to find the book because it is
in circulation to another patron (DCIRC); (4) failure of library
procedures such as slow reshelving, putting items in special
locations other than the stacks, etc. (DLIB); and,(5) failure of the
user to find the book when it is correctly shelved (DUSER). These
determinants must be arranged in this orderlbecause if number 1 is
true (the library failed to acquire the title) nothing else applies,
if number 2 is true (the patron misread the catalog) then that is a
sufficient cause for failure, and so on.

Ptocedures

1. Select an appropriate time for conducting the study. It
should not be during an atypical time of the year, such as
the beginning or end of the semester or.during spring. or
sunder terms when the student body is significantly smalle
than usual; unles you have-a reason for measuring the
availability of materials dUring these terms. One day is
usually adequate to gather a sufficient sample, about 400
titles, although it can be done over several days during e
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semester if desired or if needed to obtaintsufficient
numbers for the sample.

2. Prepare, sufficient copies of the Availability Study'FbrMs (p.
.3.12,(500 should be adequate to'begin with) and have adequate
help trained to assist in the handingout of forms and in
conducting -the follow up-searches at fifteen.mihute inter-

. 'valS. It is important that the follOW up 66 done promptly
to minimize the effect of other patrons %/lio might be look-
ing for the same titles. The searchingtakes about 10
minutes per item. 1

Searchers should be provided with the Availability Study
Searcher checklist to guide them in the searching process (p. 3.13).
The searcher should not Spend a lot of time trying to locate books
that might. be in use in the building nor should he assume that all
books not circulating or,not on, the shelves are in use. If no trace
can be found of the book,.put it in the category 10 and code it
DLIB.

3. As the Availability Study Forms are dropped of at the exit,
controls, they should be separated into those with items
marked "Can't Find" and those not marked. The latter are
assumed to be items that were promptly available to the
patron and will be tabulted is the analysis phaseLof the
study.

Those marked "Can't Find" should be searched immediately
using the &glowing order:

a. Is the item readable? If NO, tally as DX If YES,
(undecipherable) continue

vo,

b. Is it in the catalog? If NO, tally as DACQ If YES,
continue

c. Is call no. correct? If NO, tally as DCAT If YES,
continue

Note: "COMPlete these e-first three steps for all items in
the batch before going to step d. These three steps
are all done at the card catalog.

d. Is the book on the shelf? If YES, tally as DUSER.4
If NO, continue

f. Is the book checked out? If YES, tally as DCIRC

g. If none of the above... tally as DLIB

You may want to subdivide any of. these categories and pur-
sue the matter further. This will enable you to pinpoint

_mpre_exactly_the causes of failure within the category.
The Data AnalysisForm used for the- final tabulation of the
results allows for up to three subdivisions in each category.
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(See the example fOrm p. 3.14.) These subdivisions should be

decided as yOu plan your study, not when You are tabulatiag
the data. In this way, the specific cause for failure uan.
be recorded directly on the Availability Study Form as the
searcher is determining the category. If adding the sub-
divisions Changes the seardhiml procedure outlined above,

7------this-procedure should be modified so that the searcher
knows exatly what to look for and where to find it.

4. Having completed,the-Study, tabulate and; analyze the data
from each of the Availability Study Formi on the
Availability Analysis Form. The following worked example
should make the process relativelyjclear. (Follow-the,

procedure discussed here step by step ci the example form,
p. 3:14.) We find that at the -completion of'the user
sampling, we have 500 items listed on the Availability Study
Forms; Of these, 240were immediately available and
presumably fdund by patrons. Of the remaining 260 marked
"Can't Find" 41 are undecipherable (DX) and hence not
analyzed; 49 are DACQ, 18 are DCAT, 50 are DCIRC, 64 are
DLIB, and 38 are DUSER. This is a total of 260 failures, of
which 219 are analyzed. .

We begin by entering at point (7) on the Analysis Form the
260 and the 219 in the upper right hand corner under "Tbtal
Failures" andi'!Analyzed Failures." Then we enter the ana-
lyzed dissatisfactions down columnA,:"Fbrm'Subtotals" (steps
1-5) and the total of analyzed:failures (step 6). This

.should be the same as the number of analyzed failures in the
upper right hand corner- Nem dividethe total failures by
the analyzed! failures to get the Correction factor (1.187 or

1.19). On the bbttom left hand corner (step 8) enter the
total number of satisfactions and enter it into Fox 9 at the
bottom of column C. Now multiply each of the form subtotals

Ai(steps 1-5) by the correction factor (1.19) and
enter the ProdUct-in-Cohmul_B rrected Disservice Events,
(steps 10-14). What this does is.distri u e
(DX) items,among the five categories in proportion;

ta'
Now go to Column C and add items 9' and 10 and place the sum
in box 15 (240 + 45.1 F 285.1), add items 15 and 11 (285:1 +
76.0. = 361.1) and put in box 16, add and Put items-16 and 12'
into box 17) items 17 and 13 into box 18, items 18 and,14.

into box 19. The sum inbox 19 should eq.-lel-the total items
Sought.

Finally, work down Column D (steps 20-24) 'dividing the num-
ber in box 18 by the number in box 19 and putting the quo-
tient in box 20 (441.9 divided by 500.1 = 88.4%), dividing
the number in box 17 by the number in box 18 and putting the
quotient in box 21, dividir6 box 16 by box 17 and putting the
quotient in box 22, box 15 by box 16 and putting quotient
into box23, and box 9 by box 15 and putting quotient in box
24. This.givesthe measure of; availability (MAV) for each

of the performance categories. Or in other words, states. as

a percentage of 100 the Probability that each of the five
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determinants of availability will provide satisfaction
-(availability) to patrons. Line 20; for instance,shows

- that 88.4% of the items sought by a.patron in this library
will have been acquired; line 22 shows that for every item
sought, 85.9 will not be circulating and so on.

TO determine the overall MAV, multiply all five measures
together (88.4 x:95.2 x 85.9 x 79.0 x 84.2 = 48%). This
should be the same as dividing the number of-prompt satis-
factions by the total number of items sought (240 divided
by 500 = 48%).

Analysis of'Data. As with'all measures, the KW percentage can
Only be intepreted in terms of the individual library., An MAV of 48%

. means that 48 times in a hundred a patron will be able to find a .

desired item immediately available on the Shelf. For a service
organization, such a low probability of satisfaction seems too low,
yet national studies show that the average' MAV is only between 40 and
60 percent for academic libraries.

One of the greatest values of this particular availability mea-
1 sure is that it. provides data from which to evaluate the reasons why a.

library fails to.satisfy so many'of its patrons. By looking at the
failure rates of the specific performance categories measured - acqui-
tions, catalog use, circulation, library malfunctions,'and user errors
- the library.can'take corrective measures.

,

Tb determine the impact of each of the performance categories on
the 62% dissatisfaction. rate,4divide the number of dissatisfactins in
each category by the total number of dissatisfactions. In our worked
example, for instance, the DACQ (acquisitions failures) accounts for
22% of the total dissatisfactions (58.2 = 260 - 22.38?); DCAT, 3%;
DCiPC, 23%, cuB, 29%; DUSER,17%. To correct deficiencies, the best
approach is to try to improve the factor accounting for the greatest
percentage of the total dissatisfaCtions, in this instance the. DLIB or
library malfunctions, until it is no longer the lowest, and then work on
the next lowest factor. If you have subdivided any of the categories,
ese-subivisiens-mayutosearlyeensome possible areas for

further investigation.

Having used the statistical study, to isolate the problem, that is
needed next is a management analysis of policies, working procedures,
facilities, personnel, etc., to discover inconsistencies or bottle-
necks that may have grown up'in the system that can perhaps be elimi-
nated by new procedures or by following more consistently the olC
procedures.

As noted previously in reference to other measurement techniques,
the important result of measurement is not merely to gather appro--
priate data, indexes, or other indicators 'of collection quality or
quantity, but to obtain information that will help to improve the
collection development program and the ability of collections to net
patron needs. A careful analysis and interpretation of the results of
an availability study can produce significant insights,into'library
policies and procedures and result in more effective management decisions.

36



AVAILABILITY STUDY FORM 3.12

We are studying the availability of books in our library. Please use this form as
scratch paper and write the author, title, and call no. for each book you are to -king
for. If you cannot locate a title in the library, check the "Can't Find" column.
Please drop this form at the Exit Control desk _wben you leave the library. Thank you.

Author Title
Call
No.

.)

. ..0

o o
es ..ri

Use

CZ

Cr

CZ

E4

CZ

CL
111

CZ

C)
x

CZ

ct1

CZ

O.
0

1°.

. ,

2.

.

4.
.

S.

?

6.

7.

8. .

. c

9. - _._

10.

11.

12.
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Availability Study
Searcher Checklist .

Failure
at to Look For Where to Look Category,

1. Acquired by library? Card Catalog nACQ

2. Incorrect call number
on patron sheet

Card Catalog DCAT

3. Book in special area
identified on card
catalog

Card Catalog DUSER

4. Book properly shelved Shelves DUSER

5. Book misshelved Stacks near proper place
for call number

DLIB

6. Book in reshelving
process

Sorting shelves, loaded
book trucks, Circulation
Staging Area

7., Book circulating Circulation System or DCIRC
Reference desks for
Locked Case

8. Book found in area
not identified on
catalog card

Ask at Reference Desk on
respective floor to see if
they know whereabouts

DLIB

9. Book in use in house Yellow shelves near call
number area, tables, etc.

DLIB

Other

Note: Do not spend a lot of time trying to locate books that might
be in use in the building. But do not assume that all books
not checked out or not on the shelves are in use. If no trace
of the book can be found, put it in category 10 and code it
DLIB.
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DACQList any convenient breakdown of D-ACQ

c3/ice ,6166-7.7,
. /14-tocla,<Are

DCAT

.;

44

1

4.

List any convenient breakdown of D-CAT

1464-1 c1e .

Aikelid arca)

DCIRC 1.1t

4 lekc4W r;Le._, c2e

e4-464d\a

any convenient breakdown of D-CIRC

.2g

1:11

N. DUB List any convenient breakdown of

_.L1 1/224(e55

a/A it tida
` 964 Cali

DUSER List any convenient breakdown of D-USEK

SAT List all the prompt satisfactions (8)

Availability Analysts Macksheet designed

g

Torn OF
ANALYZED
FAILURES

(1)

(2)

(i')

Fors
Subtotals

419

/g

CORRCT1oN VALIOKIlevtass simuisua or. oe

e2/9'

O

1.1

(i) x.60

(13)

Corrected dis-

service events
LS/6a]

(14)
5-gt 1-----("1"91 1

D-ACQ

o D-CAT

O

(3) .4_57(!)

VAL

(5)

6'1/

43?

D -USER

2i7

(D)
DOTE: Divide the

lower number by-

the upper one so. .

the ratio is

less than one;

atis (211

NAV ACQ

)AV-CAT

Lic2a5 1

(-,)3 (12)

Lci tAb. V (61171

D-C1RC

sa)'

8
sa

7/6 ..m.

(It)
D-Lla

copy

NAV -CIKC

o
is

. -

(23 7ll 7
m
is *

. O
HAV-LIB N's.

gg5.1
sum
.(15

(24)

for ARL Cl/Manual by Tantulus.Inc, Cleveland, Ohio.
r

NAV-USER

Enter the prod-
uct of all (Iva

44101(
NAV (.4
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-AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
-DAR List any Convenient breakdown of D-ACQ

DCAT--,List any convenient breakdown o D-CAT

0

, _

DCIRC Llst any convenient breakdown of D-C1RC
it ,-

11

A

ci

0

DLIB List any convenient breakdown of D-LIB

DUSERList any ,convenient breakdown of D,USER

SAT Lint All the prompt satiafaciJons(8)

(1

''(A)

Form

, Subtotals

(2)

(3)

(4,

'CORRECTION FACTOR03)-(All reported malluxes)/(Analyzed Fallures)

(7)

(10'

-Corrected dis-
service events

sum

(14)

D-ACQ

0

( C )

(5) '

(10)TOfAI. OF

AUALYZED (6)

FA

D-CAT

D -CIRC

D-1.18

D-USER

Mi

(D)

NOTE: Divide the

lower number by
the upper oneto
the ratio le

N.

leas than one.'

(2 t's

I.

0
M

(21) 'fljj

.14

O

(2

sum

A

HAV ACQ

HAV-CAT

O

(23

11
sum

HAV -C1RC

O

HAV -LIB

I

O

(24 111
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Av inability Analylis tIorksheet designed for ARL CAP Manual by.TantOus Inc, Cleveland, Ohio.

c ...

HAV-USER
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uct of all five
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1
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Accessibility Measures

The accessibility' of library materials and services to patrons is
contingent on the 'amount of time required for the patron to obtain
what he needs. Library services'involveinvolve bothceffort time (the time
required for the patron or librarian bo perform a task, such as
finding ecall number in the catalog; locating, the bOok on the shelf,
and checking it'out at circulation) and delay time (the waiting time
required for a task to be performed, such as sending off an ILL
request, waiting for mail delivery, notifying the patron, and waiting
for him to pick up the item). Since these times may range from a few
minutes to months, a gross average, such as that determined throLigh
the Document Delivery Test Capability Index, doea not provide
sufficient specific data on which to take corrective action to improve-
the accessibility.

Kantor (5) suggests some techniques that can give the evaluator
more specific information on the time required for a library to
provide specific services or perform specific functions that may be
slowing down the access of patrons to library collections.

Measurement of Effort by Simulation (MAC-SIM). Studying the
effort-required in some access activity can bedone through
simulation, duplicating the activity a few dozen times and averaging
the time required.. For example, we can study catalog use by
simulating the activities of patrons in using the catalog, finding the
desired items on the shelf, and checking them out at circulation.

Procedure. The procedure for such a simulation, is simple,
requiring asiTEilatnor and a method for recording the time. A stop
watch is also helpful in measuring the steps accurately. Using an
untrained student assistant can more nearly approximate the typical
library patron, although in some instances an experienced professional
may be able tc detect unnecessary steps in the procedure that are
increasing the time required and reducing the accessibility. The time
can be recorded on a sheet using the following categories:

No. of Trials Step.1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

A card catalog use simulation would be recorded and analyzed as
follows:

No. of Simulations At Catalog To Get Book TO Check Out

1 1:30 4:15 2:20

2 :55 2:30 1:30

Tot. 2 2:25 6:45 3:50

Ave. 1:13 3:23 1:75

After a sufficient number of trials, each column is totaled and an
average taken.

4

4
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Similar studies can be done of the effort required tocobtain--
items through ILL or circulation recall, or to evaluate the time
required for technical processes, weeding, reclassifying, etc. The .

items used for simulation studies can be taken from the
dissatisfactions obtained from the availability study explained
earlier, from the shelflist, from requests for specific services, from
items received in the acquisitions process, etc:

Analysis of the Data. Simulation studies such as this dhow
how much effort time is required toperforM a giVen library task and
can help the library detect bottlenecks or unnecessarily long
procedures that may be slowing down or frustrating user access to
materials and services. When used with,other utilization studies they
can often provide the basis for making needed changes in library
policies, procedures, physical arrangements, etc.

Measurement of Access Delay .(MAC-DEL). Tb measure the access
delay-tin inimovidingpatron services or in performing other library
processes, Kantor (5) Suggests using flow analysis, which postulates
that the events in the processes used by a library to deliver patron
services are like the flow in a pipeline., The delay time from request
to delivery (Measurement of Accessibility determined by ability to
deliver services, MAC-DEL) can be measured by determining the number
of requests in process and dividing this by the rate of handling the
requests:,

MAC-DEL = Number of requests pending
Handling rate (requests per day)

For practical purposes, the handling rate is taken to be the average
between the number of requests received per day and the number of
items delivered to patrons per day.

This technique, with some modifications, can be-used to estimate
the delays associated with any library process with a fairly steady
level of use, not only in public services but in technical processing
procedures as well.

The worked example/. p. 3.19, shoWs this technique applied in a
ten-day study to a hypothetical ILL service. Cn each day of the
study, the number of requests received is entered in ool. 2, and the
number of items picked up by patrons is entered into the last column.
At the end of each day-, the number of items still pending in each of
the four steps of the process is determined and entered into the
appropriate pending column. At the end of the ten days, the data is
analyzed as follows:

1. Tbtal 'each column.

2. Calculate the average of each column.

3. Transfer the averages of the "requests.received" column (E)
and the "Delivered" column (L) to the rate factor calculation,
boxes in the upper right hand corner.

44
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4. PM these two numbers (E and L) and divide 2 by this sum.

5. Put the rate factor thus calculated into the Rate Factor
box. This factor is used to convert the pending column
averages to "working days of-delay."

6. At the bottom of the sheet, multiply each column average by
the -rate factor and then total. This computes to 9.2
working days of delay. By looking at the average delay
times for each of the pending categories, you can determine
the greatest causes for the delay. In this example, more
than'half the delay is beyond the library's control (5.2
days in transit and 1.5 days waiting to be picked up).

Procedure. 1,1

1. Determine the library service or process to be studied,
the-specific objective to be achieved by the study, and
how long the study will run.

2. Prepare the Delay Analysis Form (p. 3.20) by writing in
the dates for the study in the first column and the
steps in the procets in the pending columns. Provide
tally sheets or counters on which to count each.day's
requests or transactions and train all personnel in the
purposes and procedures for the study.

3.- At the end of each day, fill out the appropriate
information on the Data-Analysis Form, and at the end
of the study analyze the results using the process
explained above.

Analysis of the Data. The interpretation of the data depends
on the purpose of the study, but the general purpose of this
accessibility measurement is to discover the length of delay time in
providing or delivering services. If the delays seem too long for
.satisfactory service, you may be able to recommend changes to the .

library administration that would improve the service. If you find
that the delays are largely beyond the control -of the library, you
will at least have data on which to explain inordinate delays.
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USER SURVEYS

Burns points out that public service agencies such as libraries
need continuous feedback from their users lest they lose touch with
the realities of their existence, and one good.way to obtain this
feedback is the user survey. Users may be surveyed are number o!
concernstheir needs for various types of materials and $.:ervices,
their perceptions of how well the library is meeting their needs, and
their ideas en how the library can improve its services, collections,
and policies.

. Before deciding what and how to survey, the assessor should first
of all answer the question -- why? Do you really need to know ',at your
patrons think? And what specifically do you want youf users o tell
you about? Designing a brief, unambiguous survey instrument is not
easy; nor is the validating, the administration, the tabUlating, or
analyzing the result always a simple matter. And since too-frequent
surveys may becane a nuisance to patrons, creating antagonism rather
than eliciting useful information, deciding on whether to conduct a
survey should'be considered carefully with the Assistant Collection
Development librarian.- General user surveys for the entire library
'similar to the McKay Institute Survey of 1977. will be left to the
library administration to conduct on a somewhat regular basis.

Advantages and Disadvantages.

Surveys have some diStinct disadvantages: (1) a plethora of
Surveys by. various librarians may poison the well and make patron
surveys not only inact..-uree but impossible; (2) users are often
passive, inconsistent, and uncooperative; (3) the poorly based
opinions of ill-informed users may count just as much as those of
well-informpd and experienced users; (4) and some parts of the
collection may be ismored for a lack of subject expertise among users.
In spite of these weaknesses, bowel/ex, carefully planned and executed
surveys can help the library (1) identify levels and kinds of user
needs; (2) reflect changing interest and trends; (3) make use of the
knowledge and expertise of faculty and researchers; (4) be related
directly to the goals and objectives of the library, 5) reach most of
the library's users either in general surveys or in surveys of
particular user groups; and (6) if the same questions are repeated in
subsequent surveys, responses may be compared over time to show
changing attitudes and trends.

The surveys discussed here suggest themselves as appropriate for
assessors to, consider as part of an assessment of a specific
collection rather than general surveys. They can help the librarian
determine levels of need and satisfaction, suggest changing trends for
making collection policy statements more indicative of perceived needs
of patrons, suggest areas of weaknesses and strengths in collections
and services, and provide information as to the ability and
willingness of patrons to utilize materials being acquired, i.e.
microforms, foreign language publications, etc.
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Since developing a statistically valid and reliable survey
instrument and methodology requires a certain amount of sophisticated
expertise, the surveys suggested here have been developed as part of
either the McKay InsttIbte Survey or the CAP study and have been
-applied successfully. With proper attention to the logical
requirements of sampling, these instruments and modificationd'of them
can be used to provide Useful information for collection assessments.
A useful reference tool for the librarian contemplating at user survey
is Line's Library Surveys: An Introduction to their use,21anning,
procedure and, presentation (9).

Recommended Surveys.

1. The McKay Survey Questionnaires administered to the English,
Chemistry, and Latin American ,Studies faculty (see pp. 3.25, 3.29,
3.32) can be adapted by assessors for use with other departments.
These surveys oavered a broad range of questions about user
behavior and collection adequacy. Question 3, the comparison of
EYU with other libraries, elicitA ambiguous results and could
well ne eliminated, since it doesn't really tell us much anyway.
Other questions could be added, such as respondent proficiency in
foreign languages and their opinion as to the importance of
foreign languaae materials in their programs, to Make the instru-
ment more complete.

2. The Faculty Research Survey instrument (see p. 3.38) used in the
CAP study could be used to obtain information about the areas
of specialization among the faculty, an indication of current
and future research projects, and how adequate they perceive
library collections to be to support that research. Used
appropriately, such a survey could help the librarian consider
possible changes in collection needs.

3. The Graduate Student Research Survey (p. 3.39) is similar to the
faculty survey but recognizes the need to support graduate
research as well as faculty.

.4. The Needs Survey (p. 3.40) sent to academic department
chairmen during the CAP study can be helpful in keeping bp with
anticipated changed in curriculum and research programs of
academic departments and in obtaining their perceptions of the
adequacy of library collections to support their major programs.
Since it asks forfive year projections, it should probably not
be used more often than every five years with a given department.
(Data from all academic departments was obtained in 1979 during
the CAP study and is avail?' -'e to assessors.)

5. The APLCAP Importance/Succesd survey (pp. 3.42) is_alsp_a
useful instrument forgathering data about patron needs and
their.perceptioms of library satisfaction of those needs. The
MIT survey (p. 3.46) is a variation of the importance/success
survey and shows how the survey instruments discussed here can
be- modified or combined to achieve particular assessment needs.
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6. The Faculty Periodicald Survey fp. 3.49) was developed for the

BYU CAP study and used with use studies and other measures to
assess the education periodicals collection.

7.. The Faculty Interview (p. 3.50) was used successfully in.
the CAP study to assess faculty perceptions of various library
services. At.the end of the interview, the McKay Institute Survey
form was left for faculty members to complete and return. The
two instruments together. provided significant user,information.

8. The-Student User Survey (p. 3.56) is a brief survey instrument
that can be used to obtain some indication of student reactions
to the library. It can be handed to students as they leave the
main floor of the library on given days and returned at the exits
as students leave, or can be used in an exit, interview.

These examples do nbt exhaust thespossibilities that selectors
can use foruser surveys. But most haVe been tried successfully at
BYU or other libraries and present no great problems in application or
analysis. Assessors will, of course, need to plan the survey
carefully with clear-cut objectives explicitly stated and with full
awareness of potential pitfalls if the survey is,to be worthwhile. No

one instrument illustrated here may be adequate and all may need some
modifications. Bonn (1) comments on several user surveys done at
other libraries that may suggest additional ideas.

Procedure.

1. Establish the purpose and objectives to be achieved by the
survey.

2. Determine the kind of suniey to be conductedsampling, complete.
population study the user group(s) to be includedfaculty,
graduate students, undergraduatesthe method(s) to be used to
gather data interview, mailed questionnaire, questionnaire
distributed to users in the library. In selecting the population
to be surveyed, don't overlook any cross-disciplinary interests
in the collection being assessed and include all departments
interested in the collection. The organic chemistry collection,
for instance, is used by several departments, not just Chemistry.

3. Develop an instrument for the interview or the survey. See Line
(9) for a helpful discussion if you would need more direction.

4. Obtain names, addresses, and phone numbers of faculty or graduate
students from appropriate academic departments. When doing a.
sampling:survey, use random number tables to assure a random
sample., \You may also need to consider a stratified sample.
(See "Introdudtion" to the McKay Survey Report for an example.)

5. Schedule appointments or prepare questionnaires-for distribution.
It is a gded idea to prepare a brief letter to send with the
questionnaire, explaining the reason for the survey, its iimport-
ance, and Ahe date by which it should be returned. Be sure to

I
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inende an envelope or prepare the questionnaire for easy return
in a campus envelope by writing the return address sere it will
appear in the address window after folding.,

6. Follow up, if necessary, with calls or an additional letter if the
questionnaires have not been returned when due.

7. For questionnaires being handed out in the library to students or
for exit interviews, plan the number of people heeded and train
them adequately to interview or hand out

area
questionnaires with

all necessary entrances or exits to the area being studied
covered at all times during the study period,

8: Tabulate and analyze the results.--A. blank copy of the form can
be used for this purpose. Line (9) discusses the use Of tables,
charts, etc. for effectively displaying the survey results.

Analyzing the Results.

The McKay Institute survey report of the BYU Library is a good
e:ample-of _an interpretation of survey results and could be used to
get some ideas. Generally, you. report the data by using tables,
charts, or graphs, and determine on basiS of the Collection Policy
Statements,cr other performance stand ds the significance of the
data. As Line (9, p. 98) points of t. we coulN just give all the
figures in a mass and let the reader interpt them as he is inclined,
but "the investigator is under 06 obligation to interpret his results,
drawing attention to especially striking findings, offering
explanations for surprising figures, coming to conclusions and
possibly making recommendations. In doing so, he must combine
imagination with Oxman-sense and .a good deal of caution, giving
opportunity for all to check his interpretations against the actual
figures, and knowing at the same time that some will read only the
commentary."

The McKay Institute survey report, Chapter 7, or the Collection
Analysis Project Final Report, and,many of the articles included in
Appendix E provide examples of how to interpret and present the survey
results.
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ENGLISH COLLECTION

1. How many times 'per week do you usually-use the English collection in

the Library? (check'one only)

a. Never (if
of

b. Less than

c. 1-2 times,

d. 3-4 times
e. 5-6 times

f. 7 or more

you checked this response, please skip to question 14

this survey)
once per week
per week
per week
per Vieek

times per week

2.- How many hours per week do yQU spend using the English collection?

(check one only)

a. Less than 2 hours

b. 2-5 hours

c. 5-10,hours
d. 11-15 hours

e. More than 15 hours
o

3. If you have ever used an English dolleCtion at any college or university

library other than BYU's, please respond to thii question:

How well does the English collection in the Harold B. Lee Library compiYe

with thote other libraries? Please write the name and location of each-

library on the slanted line, and the rating in the appropriate-box:

1 = much poorer; 2 = poorer; 3 = about the same; 4 = better; 5 = much

better.

Name and location of libraries

3.25

a. Primary sources
(novels, plays, etc.

b. Secondary sources
(criticism, etc.)

c. Journals and other

serials

d. Manuscripts



4.

,

.
....,

., .

How often do you use the English collection for each of the following

activities? (Please respond to all items by ,circling the appropriate '3.26

number)

Rarely or Never Sometimes Often

\

a. To keep up in my field 1 2.. 3

b. To prepare for class 1 2 3

c. To do research 1 2 3

d.

e.

To use journAs
To have students do research

1 1 0 2 3

for me 1 2 3

f.

g.

To use manuscripts ,.

To use primary sources

1 '2 3

h.

,(novels, poetry, etc)

.To use secondary sources

1 2 3

(criticism, etc.) 1
2 3S

5. How adequate
(please

a. Current
b.

c.

d. Jpurnals
e. Mbnuscripts
f. Indexes,

is the English collection in each of the following, areas?

circle)

'

Inadequate Poor Fair Good

I

books 1 2 , 3 4

toks more than 10 years old 1

urrent journals 1

2 3 4

2 3 4

more than 10 y6ars old 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

bibliographies,

reference boOks 1 2 3 4

Excellentr.

6. How good should the. English colleCtion be in each of these areas to meet

f

5

5

5
5

5

5

your needs adequately? (please circle)

Very poor Poor Fair Good Excellent

i,

a. Current books '
1 2 3 4 5

b. Books more than 10 years' old 1 2 3 4 5

c. Current journals
1 2 3 ,4 5

d. Journal§ more than 10 years old 1 . _2_ 3 4 5

e.

f.

Manuscripts .

.

Indexes, bibliographies,
reference books

1

1

2

2

3

3

4.

4

'5

5

7. How often do you find yourself having to go to another library,or using

interlibrary loan because the Harold 8. Lee Library's 'English collection

does not have what you need? (please circle)

.,Rarely or Never Sometimes Often

1 2 3

8." a. Are you satisfied with the acquisitions and processing.,of. materials

for the English collection? (check one only)

Usu'al'ly satisfied Occasionally Usually not

55 not satisfild satisfied

, ,
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b. How easy is it to get materials ordered? (please circle) .

Hard to Order Easy to Order
3.27

1 2 3

c. Do you personally participate in the library' material selection

process in your department? Yes No

. How often are refused the purchase of what you feel to be

needed library materials for the English collection? (please circle)

Rarely or Never Sometimes

1 2

Often

e. How soon are you notified when the materials you have special

ordered are received? (please circle)

Not notified Slowly Fair

1 2 , 3

Quickly

4

f. Is the present "book list" method of listing new acquisitions

an adequate way of informing you abobt new books?,

Yes No If-no, can you recommend a better method?

g. hat specific problems have you encountered with acquisitions that

are not covered above?

9. If you had control of the budget for the English. collection, how would

you allocate it? (Give a percentage in the space provided)

a.

b.

C.

d.

Current boods
Current journals
Retrospective books
Retrospective journals

e.

f.

9-

Indexes, bibliographies
and reference books

Non-print media
Other

10. How adequate is the English collection for each of the following?

Inadequate Poor Pap. Good Excellent

a. Undergraduates 2 3 4 5

ix. Masters- Candidates 1 , 2 3 4 5

c. Ph.D. Candidates 1 2, 3 4 5

d. Faculty 1 2 3 4 5

1 -3

5 6
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11. How would you rate the English collection for: (please circle)

Very poor Poor ,Fair Good Excellent

a. Instructiomil purposes 1 2 3 4 5

b., Research purposes 1 2 3 4 5

12. Which of the following present problems to you with the English
collection? (check all that apply)

a. Not enough journals
b. Not enougL books

c. Time lag between ordering and receiving -

d. Misfiled books and/or journals
......_

e. Lost books and/or journal,s

f. Spread out on different levels of the Library
5. Journals gone too long for binding

h. Ease of locating and obtaining books, journals, etc.

i. Service at the Humanities Reference Desk
j.

,
Insufficient copie§ of individual titles

k. Other (please explain),: .

13. Please list any suggestions. you may have for improving the English

collection.

14. How many years haVe you taught at BYU? (check one only) ---

a. Less than 2 years

b. 2 - 5 years

c. 5 - 10 years

d. More than 10 years

op
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THE CHEMISTRY COLLECTION
i

1. ROW' many times per week do you usually use the Chemistry Collection in the
library

I

(Circle one only)

o

a. Never
.

b. Less than once per.week
c. 1-2 times per week
d. times per week
a. 5- times per week
f. 7 or more times perweek

2. How many hours per week do you spend using the Chemistry Collection?
(Circle one only)

a. Less than 2 hours
b. 2-5 hours.
c. 6-10 hours,

d. 11-15 hours
e. More than 15 hours

3. If you have ever used a Chemistry Collection at any co..lage or university
library other than BYU's, please respond to this question:

How well does the Chemistry Collection in the Harold B. Lee Library compare
with those of-other libraries?

I a BYU muCh'poorer
2 = BYU poorer
3 a BYU about the same
4 = BYU better
5 = BYU much better

3.29

Please answer for both "Books" and "Journals" below placing a .cumber for each
college collection you have used.

Name of Colleee or University Books Journals

1. Arizona State University
2. Cat Tech
3. Colorado State University
4. Harvard University
5. Indiana University
6. Iowa State University

8. New Mexico Highlands University
9. Oregon State University

10. Stanford
11. University of Calgtry, Canada
12. University of dalifoiiiia.-Berkeley
13. Un,i.yertIit of CalifIss:liaDavis
14. University of California. Irvine
15. University of California. Los Angeles
16. University of.Cincinnati

17. University df Illinois
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Name of -Colleee or University.

18. University of Lethbridge- Canada
19. University of Liege, Belgium

.

20. University.. of Nev Mexico
21. University of Roch-ester,-New iOrk
22. University of Utah
23. University of Virginia

University_ot Washington, Seattle
25. Utah State UniversicY

3.30

Books Journals

26. Vanderbilt University
27. Washington-University, St. Louis
28. Wesleyar University. Connecticut

4. Bow often do you use the Chemistry Collection for each of the following
activities? (Please check the, appropriate answers. a-f)

Rarely or No
Never Sometimes. Often Response

a. To keep up in my field
b. To prepare for class
c. To do research
d. To-use journals
e. To have students do

reaearch for me
f. To use annual reviews

5. Row adequate is the Chemistry Collection in each of the following areas?
(Please check, a-g)

° Inadecuate Poor Fair Good Excellent

a. Current books
b. Books more than

10 years old
C. Current journals
d. Journals mnre than

10 years old
e. Manuscripts
f. Annual reviews
g. Indexes, biblio-

graphies, reference
books

6. How-good should the Chemistry Collection be in each of these Areas to
--Meet your needs adecuatelv?(Pleese check, a-g)

Very Poor Poor Fair Good Excellent

a.. Current booki
b. Books more than

1.0 years old
c. Current journals



Very Poor Poor Fair Good Excellent

d. Journals more than
10 years old

e. Manuscripts
f. Manual reviews-
g. Indexes. biblio-

graphies. refer-
ence books

7. How often do you find yourself having to go to another library or using
interlibrary loan because the Harcad B. Lee Library's Chemistry Collection
does not' have what you need? (Please circle one)

A. Rarely or never
b. Sometimes
c. Often

8. Ray do you react to and participate in the acquisitions and processing of
materials for your coLleCtion? (Please circle, a-f)

a. Are you satisfied with the acquisitions and processing of materials
.for the Chemistry Collection?

Usually satisfied
Occasionally not satisfied
Usually not satisfied

b. How east is it to get materials ordered?

Hard to order
Easy to order

Tro you personally participate is the library material selection
process in your department?

Yes
No

d. How often are you refused the purchase of that you feel to be needed
library materials for the Chemistry Collection?

Rarely or Neve=
Sometimes
Often

e. How soon are you notified when the materials you have special ordered
are received?

Not notified
Slowly
Fair
Quickly

GO
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. Is the present*"book list" method of listing new acquisitions an
adequate way of informing you about new books?

Yes

No

If no, can you recommend a better method?

Mml .10

9. If you had control of the budget-for the Chemistry Collection, how would
you allocate-it? (Please assign a percentage to each item, a-f)

a. Current books
b: Current journals
c. Retrospective books

,d. Retrospective journals
a. Indexes, bibliographies,

and reference books
f. Non-print methods

10. How adequate is the Chemistry Collection for each of the following: (Please
check. a-d)

Inacieouate ?car Fair 'Good Excellent

a. Undergraddates
b. Master's

candidates
c. Ph.D: candidates
d. Faculty

11. Haw would you rate the Chemistry Collection for: (Please check. a-b)

Vert/ Poor Poor Fair GDod Excellent

a. Instructional.,

purposes
b. Research purposes

12. Which of the following present problems to you with the Chemistry Collection?
(Check all that Apply)

a. Not enough journals
b. Not enough books
c. Time lag between ordering and receiving

(Misfiled books and/or journals
ie. Lost books and/or journals
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Spread out of different levels of the Library
g. Journals gone too long for binding
h. Ease of loditing and obtaining books, journals, etc.

Service at the Science Reference Desk
j. Insufficient copies'of individual titles.
k. Other:

13. Please list any suggestions you may have for improving the Chemistry Collection.



LATIN AMERICAN COLLECTION

3.34

111

I. How many times per week do you usually use Latin American books, journals,
etc.in the Library? (check one only)

ri

a. Never (if you checked this response, please skip to
Question 14 of this survey)

b. Less than once per week_
c,- 1-2 dines per week
d. 3-4 times per week

---------e--- 5-6 times per week
f. 7 or more times per week

2. Now many hours per week do you usually spend using the Latin American materials?
(check one only)

a. Less than 2 hours
b. 2-5 hours
c. 6-10 hours
d. 11-15,hours
e. More than 15 hours

3. If you have ever used a Latin American collection at any college or university
Library other than BYU's, please respond to this question:

How well does the Latin American collection in the Harold B. Lee Library
compare with those other libraries? Please write the name and location of
each Library on the slanted line, and the rating in the appropriate box.
1 = much poorer; 2 = poorer; 3 = about the same; 4 = better; 5 = much better.

a.

b.

c.

Name and Location of Libraries

Books

Journals and
other serials

.

.

---/
,

Manuscripts

.L-5 63



4. 'How often do you use the Latin American materials for each of the

following activities? (Please respond to all items by circling the

appropriate number)

3.35

Rarely or Never Sometimes Often

a. To keep up in my field 1 2 3

b. To prepare for class 1 2 3

c. To do research 1 2 3

d. To use journals' 1 2 3

-----67--ToThave students do research

.for me 1 2 3

-f. To'use manuscripts 1 2 3

/10!

11 .

'5. -How adequate is the Latin American collection in each of the following g
areas? Please rate each area separately, once for the English language

and once for the Spanish language.--Rate each area by placing the appro- .

priate number in each box. The following criteria are to be used:

-T.inadequate; 2 = poor; 3 = fair; 4 = good; 5 = excellent 1E

English Spanish

Language Language

a. Current books

b. Books more than 10 years old

c. Current journals

d. Journals more than 10 years old

e. Manuscripts
f. Annual reviews

g. Indexes, bibliographies and

reference books

6. How good should the Latin American collection be in each of these areas

to adequately meet your needs?. Please rate each area separately, once

for the English language and once for the Spanish language. Rate each

area by placing the appropriate number in each box. The following cri-

terion are to be used: 1 = very poor; 2 = pooi="f 3 = fair; 4 = good;

5 = excellent.

a. Current books

b. Books more than 10 years old

c. Current journals

d. Journals more than 10 years old

e. Manuscripts
f. Annual reviews

g. Indexes, bibliographies and

reference books

English Spanish

Language Language
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I

I

1

I

I-

I

I

I

!

1

I

I

I

I

1

I

1

0

7. How often do you find yourself paving to go to another library or using 3.36

interlibrary loan because the Harold B. Lee -Library's Latin American
collection does not have what you need? (please circle)

Rarely or Never Sometime's Often

1

.

2 3

8. a. Are you satisfied with the acquisitions and processing of materials
for the Latin American collection? (check one only)

Usually satisfied Occasionally Usually not
not satisfied satisfied

.-, b. How easy is it to get material ordered? (please circle)

Hard to order Easy to order

1 2 3

c. Do you persrnally participate in the Library Selection process for
Latin American materials? Yes No

d. How often are you refused the purchase of what you feel to be
needed library materials for the Latin American collection?
(please circle) ,-

Rarely or never

1

Sometimes Often

2 3

e. How soon are you notified when the raterials you have special
ordered are received? (please circle)

Not notified Slowly Fair Quickly

1 2 3 4

f. Is the presert "book list" method of listing new acquisitions an
adequate way of informing you about new books?

Yes No If no, can you recommend a better method?

g. What specific problems have you encountered with acquisitions that

are not nvered above?

9. If you had control of the budget for the Latin klerican collection, how.
would you allocate it? (Give a percen:age in the space provided)

a. Current books e. Indexes, bibliographies,

b. Current journals and reference books

c. Retrospective books f. Non-print media

d. Retrospective journals g- Other
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10. Now adequate is the Latin American collection for each of the following?

(please circle).

Inadequate Poor Fair Good Excellent

a. Undergraduate 1 2 3 4 5
b. Masters Candidates 1 2 3 4 5

c. Ph. O. Candidates 1 2 3 4 5
d. Faculty 1 2 , 3' 4 5

11. Now would you rate the Latin American collectionjor: (please circle)

Very poor Poor Fair Good Excellent'

a. Instructional purposes 1, 2 3 4 5
b. Retoarch purposes 1 2 3 4 5

12. Which of the following present problems to you with the Latin
.American collection? (check all that apply)

a. Not enough journals
b. Not enough books
c. Time lag between ordering and receiving
d. Misfiled books and/or journals
e.. Lost books and/or journals
f. Spread out on different levels of the Library
g. Journals gone too long to the bindery
h. Service at the reference desks
i. Ease of locating and obtaining books, journals, etc.
j. Insufficient copies of individual titles

- k. Other (please explain):

13. Please list any suggestions you may have for improving the Latin American
collection:

14. Now many years have you taught at BYU? (check one only)

a. Less than 2 years
b. 2-5 years

c. 5-10 years
d. More than 10 years
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Name

FACULTY RESEARCH SURVEY

Department a*

AREAS OF RESEARCH

1. What are your areas of specialization?

, a
2. What are your current areas of research interests or activities?

3. What future research projects are you anticipating that would involve

library materials?

COLLECTION ASSESSMENT

1. How adequate do you find the library collections in you areas of speciali-

zation?

2. What deficienciei are you aware of in the library collections or services

that support your research?
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I
o GRADUATE STUDENT UMW RESEARCEL SURVEY

RIVE

MICR'

LEVEL OF
GRADUATE STUDY

GRADUATE STUDENT LIBRARY RESEARCH SURVEY

AREAS OF RESEARCH

I.. What are your areas of speciatization?...
What are yoUr.current areas of research interests or activities?
a. Course work

411M

b. Thesis or Dissertation

COZLCTION ASSESENT .

How adequate do you find the library collectikla in your areas of sPecialization?

2. What deficiencies are you aware of in the library collections or services that support

your resew -.h?

c

.
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4

f.

,

4
5

College:

NEEDS SURVEY OF MAJOR ACADEMIC UNITS

o

I. Please indicate anticipated
.

changes in your college's
instructional prograni during the next five years (e.g.,
significant enrollment shifts; new courses or degree
programs; discontinued courses or degree programs; etc.).

Please indicate any majcir anticipated changes in your
college's research programs dqring the next five years
(e.g., shifts in emphasis in current research activities;

. new research programs, discontinued or completed programs;
etc.). 8

0

O
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III. We would like a general idea of your view of the adequacy of the
library's collections in suppOrting'your college's malor
programs, (Please circle appropriate number in each scale)

A. Adequacy of collection in support of college's Instructional
Program. ,-

:,1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1

10=Entirely adequate; 1=Entirely inadequate

B. Adequacy of collection in support of college's Research
programs.

5 6 7 8 91 2 3 4

1

10

10=Entirely adequate; 1=Entirely inadequate

C. Please provide additional comment regarding the above rating
if you so desire.

a

IV. In future phases of this study: we will be conducting detailed
interviews with selected faculty on the adequacy of the library's
collections. Who in your college would you recommend for this
type of interview in terms of knowledge of and interest in the
library's collections program?

ti
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ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH
3.42

LIBRARIES
OFFICE (:F L\il ERS;7% .IAN :a,:.%;.".N I n DI:

CAP Manual

Chapter 8:Appendix
Draft

IMPORTANCE/SUCCESS SURVEY

The library is seeking to answer two questions. First, we would like to
know what type of library collections needs are most important to jour
work. We realize that different groups and individuals have different
needs and we want to focus on what library users consider most important.
You can help us by distinguishing those needs which are most important
from those which are less important. Second, we would like to determine
how well the library is presently meeting your needs.

You are asked to provide two answers to each of the questions appearing
below. Answer in the following manner: (1) indicate how important the
need is to you by placing the letter "I" in the box which best indicates
that ipportance; (2) indicate how successful the library has been in
providing for that need by placing the letter "S" in the box which best
indicates that success.

9

"I" = Importance "S" =1 Success

Example:

Need for foreign dissertations

Need for reports on microfiche

Need for local newspapers

(min) / / / I / S / / (max)

(min) / / / /I,S/ / (max)

(min) / S / I / / / / (max)

1. The need to consult or borrow the following types of material:

a. Handbooks and Encyclopedias . . . . (min) / / / ./ / / (max)

b. Indexes to journals and periodicals.(min) / / / / / / (max)

c. Books (min) / / / / / / (max)

d. Profesional society publishers . . (min) / / / / / / (max)

e. Technical Reports (min) / / ./ / / / (max)

f. U.S, Government Documents (min) / / / / / / (max)
ij27
Sew Ham ;sture
Avenue, S 3'
Is4thinvon. D C :0036
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g. Scholarly journals (min) / / / / / [(max)

h. Trade jourrlls (min) / / / / / / (max)

i. General interest materials . . . . (min) / / / / / / (max)

(e.g. novels, local newspapers,
news magazinet, etc.)

j. Microfilms and microfiche (min) / / / / / / (max)

k. Other (specify) (min) / / / / / (max)

2. The need to consult or borrow material in the.following languages:

a.

b.

c.

d.

English

Romance languages (e.g. French,
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese) .

Germanic (e.g. German, Dutch,
Swedish, Danish) . .

Slavic (e.g. Czech, Russian,
Polish) .

(min) / / / / / / (max)

(min) / / / / / / (max)

(min) / / / / / / (max)

(min) / / / / / / (max)

e. Orienta'l (e.g. Chinese, Japanese) (min) / / / / / / (max)

f. Arabic . .
.

. (min) / / / / / / (max)

g. Other (specify) . (min) / / / / / / (max)

3. The need to consult or borrow material published within the following
time frame:

a. Published in the last 5 years . (min) / / / / / / (max)

b. Published prior to 5 years ago . (min) / / / / / / (max)

4. The need to consult or borrow material for the following purposes:

a. For course purposes (assigned
reading, recommended course
reading) .

(min) / / / / / / (max)

b. For academic research (publica-
tion, dissertation, coarse
research) . . (min) / / / / / (max)
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c. For sponsored research (grant or
contract-supported research) . (min) / / / / / / (max)

d. For general interest or re-
creation . . . . . (min) / I / I / / (max)

.x.,..

e. Other (sOecify) . (min) / / / / / / (max)

5. Because the libraries cannot have all published material available
in their collections, cooperative programs are maintained with
other libraries so that materials can be borrowed from them or, in
some instances, our users can use these materials at these other
libraries.

a. How important' are these cooperative services to you?

(min) / / / ! / / (max)

h. How successful is the library in making you aware of these services?

(min) / / / 7 /. / (max)

6. a. How important is your need to actively influence the library's
selection of library materials? (e.g. books, journals, etc.)

(min) / / / / / / (max)
-----

b. How successful is the library in providing the opportunity to
influence the library's selection of materials?

i\

(min) / / / / / / (max)
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The following information will help the library determine the relative

success of the various parts of its collection program.

0

Your Status:

Faculty

7

Research Staff

Master's Degree Candidate

Doctoral Degree Candidate

Undergraduate Other

Your general area(s) of interest:

Humanities

Engineering

Art & Architecture

Social Sciences

Sciences

Other (specify)

Using the scale below, please indicate the frequency with which you use

the MIT Libraries.

1 . more than once a week; 2 = Once or twice a month;

3 = a few times each semester; 4 = once or twice a year;

5 = never
0

Humanities Library

Science Library

Fine Arts Library

'lame (optional)

Social Sciences Library

Engineering Library

3.43
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The Libraries
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge. Massachusetts. 02139
- - -

JOB

1 - 3

THE M.I.T. LIBRARIES SEEK YOUR HELP

RESPONSE -- LIBRARY

4-6
3.46 7

In connection with a research project sponsored bY the Association of Research
Libraries, we want to findiout to what extent the Library collections are meeting
the information needs of M.I.T.-students, faculty and research staff. You can
assist us by responding to the questions listed below.

Thank you for your participation. Jay K. Lucker
Director of Libraries

Part I Question
Card

Column- Response

What is your status at M.I.T.?

FX (Faculty)
RX (Research Staff)
MO (Masters Degree Candidate)
MT (Masters/Teaching Asst.)
MR (Mlsters/Research Asst.)
DO (Doctoral Degree Candidate)
DT (Doctoral/Teaching Asst.)
DR ;Doctoral/Research Asst.)

III (Undergrad-lst yr)
U2 (Undergrad-2nd yr)
U3 (Undergrad-3rd yr)
U4 (Undergrad -4th yr)
'XX (Non-Degree Program)

8-9

E What is your M.I.T. DEPT/LAB/CENTER affiliation?

F What is your Subject Specialty(ies) or Major Field(s)?

G In which of these broad categories does your main
interest lie?

E (Engineering)
D (Social Science)
R (Architecture)
U (Urban Planning)

H (Humanities)
M (Management)
S (Science)
X (Other - specify)

10

H How often .do you visit the M.I.T. Libraries?

W (Weekly) S (A few times a semester)
M (Once or twice a month) X (Seldom)

11

I 4'
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Please express your opinions on the following questions of
importance/satisfaction'by using a scale of:

1 - minimum or lowest ,

2

3

4

5 - maximum or highest
If you do not know or have no opinion, please use 6.

3.47

How important to you ii material for the following
purposes?
a. Reserve use (Assigned readings)
b. Other course,purposes (recommended readings,

independent study, preparation for course teaching)
c. Research (Publication, dissertation, grant or

contract supported research)
. General interest or recreation
., Other (Specify)

12

13

14

15

16

x/

How well do the M.I.T. Libraries serve your needs for
material for the following purposes?
a. Reserve use (assigned readings)
b. Other course purposes (recommended readings,

independent study, preparation for course teaching)
c. Research (Publication, dissertation, grant or

contract supported research)
d. General interest or recreation
e. Other (specify)

17

18

19

20

21

K How effective do you find, the Libraries' collections, in

your subject specialty or major field?
a. Scope

i b. Depth

22

23

What are the deficiencies, if any, in the collections
in your subject speciality or major field?

How well do the M.I.T. Libraries meet your needs for
foreign language materials:
a. Romance languages
b. Germanic languages
c. Slavic languages
d. Oriental languages
e. Other (Specify)

24

25

26

27

28

Is English your native language?
Y (Yes)

N (No)

29 Ifl

How important to you is material published more than
5 years ago? 30

How well does the library meet this need for material

older than 5 years? i31
76
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Because the libraries cannot have all published material
available in their colld-ctians, cooperative programs are
maintained with other libraries so that materials can be
borrowed form them or, in some instances, our users can
use these materials at these other libraries.

How successful has the library been in making you
aware of these services?

b. How important are these cooperative services to you?

c. If you have used these services, how satisfied are
you with the effectiveness of the service?

32

33

34

S

T

How interested are you in influencing the selection of
library materials (e.g. books, journals, etc.) 35

3.48

How successful has the library been in giving you the
opportunity to influence selection of library materials? 36

How satisfied have you been with the libraries' respohse
to your suggestions or-requests? 37

CAP 12/7/77

a
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NAPE

DEPARTMENT

FACULTY PERIODICALS -SUI;VEY

FACULTY PERIODICALS SURVEY

1. Please list the periodical, titles you real regularly:

2. What other titles do you consider to be significant in your field?

3. Tc which journal; 4o you frequently refer your students?

4. Check the boxes indicating the years of periodical coverage you consider important in your field:

-- Pre-1950 -- 1950-1960 -- 1960-1970 -- 1970-

5. List any titles to which the library does not subscribe that you think are important to your

program:
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NAME.

DEPARTMENT

I r I

COLLECTION ANALYSTS PROJECT

Task Force on Assessment

Faculty Interview

AREA OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Yill

J. 50

PERSONAL USE OF THE LIBRARY

1. ;sow often do you use the University Library?

monthly; other.

Do you usually come.001.11

daily; weekly;

in person; call by telephone; send

secretary or research assistant.

3e Do-you usually find the materials or information you are looking for?

yes no.

When you are unsuccessful, is it because:

library lacks title nothing yet published

materials checked out other

materials not on shelf1111

4. Are you currently engaged in research which is hampered by lack of

library resources, services or facilities? Elaborate.

D. IIMIHICTIONAL AND STUDENT VE OF THE LIBRARY

1. Have --tir students complained to you of inadequacies in seating,

light ,, or other physical facilities? (Specific areas of complaint)

2. Have your students complained to you regarding Library service?

(Specific areas)



,
2

3. Are you satisfied with the present system of handling Reserves?

Specific suggestions?

4. Do you frequently lend students materials from your office?

If so, what kind§ of materials?

How frequently?

Is it a matter of convenience, or is it because of a library lack?

5. Do you ever have to restrict ae.y assignments because of inadequacy

in library materials?

If so, what kinds of materials?

0
i

6. flow do you go about evaluating adequate access to needed lijbrary

materials before approving student research topics? (Dissertations,

theses, practica, reading and conference, etc.)

7. Do you believe that the students would benefit educationally if there

were a separate collection for undergraduates?

80
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C. FUTURE PLANS (INSTRUCTION ANt) RESEARCH)

3.52

1. What new procramt of instruction are you planning wnich will involve
library resources (materials)? Services (Reserve, Reference, etc.)?
Facilities?

0

!I
2. Do you anticipate any changes or developments An your'teaching methods

(independent study, etc.) which would affect students' use of the
library? How?

a

3. L. you feel restricted in planning research because of a lack of-
library resources, services or facilities? Elaborate.

4. Do you inc provision COI- library support in proposals for research
grant Is this feasible?

D. RESOCUCES

1. To what extent have the resources and facilities of the Library affected
your decision to join the faculty? To remain here?

(Greatly, moderately, none, etc.)
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2. .Is thert a need Tor retrospective buying in your field?

To what'extent can ILL, CRL, etc. substitute for purchase?

How much?

3. To what extent do yOb relay on your personal colLection rather thiln

on the collections of the Library? :.(Greatly, moderately, none)

4. Should the 'University Library acquire materials in fields not' now

directly covered by courses and research?

5. Roles of Library Representative and Subject Specialist

a. How do you'perceive the function of the Library Representative

in your department? (Collection development responsibilities

or processor of orderi?)

b. To whom do you make recarpendations for library acquisitions?

Library Representative

Subject Specialist in Library.

Other

c. flow do you perceive the role of the subjert specialist from

' the Library within the area of collection development?
0

82
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41., Is $.11111 arrangement (Library Represenlative/Suhject Specialist)

satisfactory? Any specific recommendations for improving?

6. Th'e Library utilizes.Seiiial approval plans and blanket orders. Does
6

this function datIsfictdrily-for_your areas of interest?

Has the Library usually been able to secure the materials you have

requested? When unsuccessful,_what type of material is involved

(foreign language, o.p., current titles, etc%)

8. Should the faculty have a role, in assisting the staff of the Library
.0

In weeding obsolete materials
0
from the collectlons?

9. Microforms :0

3.54

a. For what types of materials in your field do you find microforms

acceptable? deteriorating materials; dissertations;

expinsive materials which can be acquired in microform at

greatly reduced cost; . little used materials; other

(please specify).

b. Do you have any suggestions fcr encouraging the use°of microforms?

0

83
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10. 'Resource Sharing

a. Row satisfactery would you find the cooperative buying of

certain expensive sets (purchase by U.of A, ASU access

through courier service)?

b. Po you use the eervices of the Interlibrary Loan?
. I

( Successfully? Suggestions for improvement?

.

Row often are you charged? ,Kow do you feel about charges?

c. Lo you use the materia s available on loan from the Center for

Research Libraries? Should they continue to buy very

expensive, rarely use materials.for their' members to access

on demand?

Da you have any additional suggestions for the 'development of the Library in the

areas of Resources? Physical facilities? Services'i Personnel?

leave Part 11 with' faculty member, answering any questions they may have, and

arrange for its return.

Arrange for distribution of student questionnaire in 300-and-above classes taught

by interviewee i,n assessment area. Estimate how many you will need.

Add any'questions on areas ,you as a Subject Specialist wish 'to collect for yoUr

own use.

84
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STUDENT USER SURVEY

You can assist the University Library in making the best possible
service available to students by answering the questions which follow.
You do not need to sign your name, but please answer as many of the
questions as possible:

Major Subject Class Standing:

College Freshman; Sophomore;

Candidate for degree Junior; Senior;

Graduate Student

3.56

1. How often do you use the,
University Library?'

Daily

Once a week

Once a montheliallM

First visit

2. Why do you usually come to the
library? (:Sark all that apply
to you)

111Assigned readings

Research; term papers

Place to study

"Fun" reading (fiction, etc.)

4.
Typing rooms, copy machines

Other (Freshman Library Pro
jects, etc., or specify)

3. When you look for books in the
library, do you find that:

Book not owned by library:
Often; Seldom

Book checked out:
Often; . Seldom

Book not on shelf:
Often; Seldom

4. Did you find the books and
magazines you needed today?

Yes; No; Some

If not, what subject were
you interested in?

5. What would help you to find
library materials?

More library tours

Mare copies of the
book I needed

More reference help in
service areas

More instruct on in library use

_6,-11o:4can we improve oer
services ?

Longer hours

More staff assistance

Change due date to:

longer period
shi)iierpteriod

85
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OTHER UTILIZATICN MEASURES

Periodial Use Study

The literature contains numerous reports of journal use studies
using a variety of sources, of data: citation analysis, ILL requests,
photocopy requests, use questionnaires, loan slip count, shelving
statistics, etc. Many of these are not appropriate for use at BYU
because we do not have data available, land -most were Short-term-
studies conducted in special _libraries or -in science-libraries with
limited collections. These traditional methods also have several
inherent disadvantages that make them unsuitable for the Lee Library:

1. Short-term -studies may not adequately reflect the long -term
use and thus cannot be used reliably for decision making
about storage, discarding, Or cancelling subscriptions.

2. Some of the traditional studies do not give title-by-title
evaluation.

3. Most of these studies are applicable bp- one library, alp the
results cannot be generalized..

Recognizing the need to have reliable title-by-title data on
periodical use, we are recommending a simple technique that is easily
conducted and monitored over an extended period and that produces data
that can be used to make continuation, retention, and weeding deci-
sions. This method was developed by Shaw (15) at Case Western Reserve
University. and has been used there successfully for several years.

Moreover, the technique is easily adapted to individual subject
collections or to the entire library serial holdings. It can also be
used for both bound vollpes and current unbound issues.

It is based on the premise that a small number of titles accounts

for a large percentage of the use of library collections, and thus the
important concernas to distinguish the used portion of the collection
from the unused portion. If conducted over a long enough period, this
study technique eventually reaches a "coOtant fraction," the point
where the percentage of the journal oolleption used no longer
increases. When this condition is reached, Shaw says, "There is a
high probability /that those volumes or tittles that have not been used
will not experience significant use in the foreseeable future. The
result of the study, then, is to.show'which titles are used and which
are unused, thus/providing reliable data for making decisions about
the dispcsition/of individual titles or volumes.

The study procedure is simple. As journals are reshelved after
use, the shelver places a gummed dot label in the spine of each bound
volume or on the shelf front if the study involves current unbound
journals. Each used volume receives only one dot, regardless of the
number of. uses. We are only trying to distinguish the used titles
from the unused ones. (An alternative study methodology to be
discussed later can be used if you need to know the number of uses a
title or volume receives.) Tb monitor the results, the librarian or
trained staff member walks along the shelves about once a quarter and
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records on a tally sheet the volumes with the dot labels on them.
After each count, the librarian determines the percentage of the
titles and volumes used. This continues until no additional uses are
observed. The longer the study proceeds the fewer dots that are
applied, which means that the long-term study takes little more effort
and time than a short-term study and produces significantly more
reliable results.

Procedure.

1. Select the areaor subject to be studied. Obtain from .

the Serials Department a computer list Of the journal
titles for the subject being studied. Then determine
the number of volumes in each title to obtain the total
number of both-titles and volumes. Count incomplete
volumes of a title as a volume; You may want to type
a tally sheet, or, if there is room, you may use the
computer printout sheet to make your tally on.

2. Instruct shelvers in applying the gummed dot label on
the spine of each periodical volume as it is reshelved,
or for current periodicals on the self rather than to
the individual issues. This enables the study to conti-
nue even if individual issues are picked up for binding,
which may occur if the study continues over a binding
period or more.

3. .Every four months collect the data by examining the
shelves and noting which titles and volumes are marked.
Use the same tally. sheets throughout the study to avoid
the need to replicate data recorded in an earlier tally.

A. Continue the study until you reach the "constant frac-
tion" state, that is until the percent of the volumes
and titles used does not increase. This will probably
take at least two years or more.

An alternate method is to affix to the spine or the shelf a one-
inch-square, blank gummed label the first time a title or volume is
reshelved. Thereafter, for each slbseque.t use, the shelver makes a
hash mark on the label. This will enable you to determine how often a

'given title is used, which might be useful in determining whether or
not a given journal should be allowed to 'circulate on a special loan.

If you use this technique, you can make the tally each four
months by 'removing the labels from the books and replacing them with a
clean label. The used labels can then be pressed onto the tally sheet
for later counting. The shelvers must also be informed as to how to
handle the label should they become filled before the regular tally
time.

In determining whether or not to use this alternate method, be
sure you have a specific objective to be achieved, since it takes more
time and effort to conduct this' kind of a study. Remam8er, too,' that
for most decisions about the disposition of a journal title, just
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knowing that is has been used will usually, be adequate, since a small
number of titles will account for a large majority of the use of the
journal collection. Still, this alternate technique may be helpful in
studying the value of marginal titles rather than for use in evalua-
ting entire subject journal collections.

Analyzing the Data.

The data -are-iest-ihterpreted in terms of the percentage of the
titles and volumes used. This requires knowing the number of journal
titles and volumes-in the collection being studied. From this you can
then compute the percentage of both titles and volumes used each time
you make a tally.

1

Zero use would obviously be a significant indicator, but it
cannot serve as the exclusive justification for cancellation of a
`subscription or other decision. You would need to consult with
faculty and collection development staff to assure that the
intellectual content of the collection would not be subverted. Other
considerations might he the existence of internal or external indeiiing
or abstracting, commitments to consortia such as UCLC and RLG, etc.
Shaw (15) suggests a method for determining the cost of maintaining
non-used journals that might help in deciding what to do with the
unused title. Moreover, storage decisions could also be greatly
enhanced by the data obtained from such a study.

Periodical Sample Program.,

During the summer of 1980, the Serials Department collected a
random sample of titles-from the serials record to study about twenty
parameters, suchas:

1. Average price

2. Dead title/current subscription ratios

3. Call numbat distribution

4. Geographical distribution

5. Language

6. Location in the Lee Library

7. Etc.

From the data, it'Was hoped some useful inferences could be drawn
about the nature of the. library serials collection. Because of the
call number distribution data available, similar inferences can be
drawn for subject areas of the file. Business, for example could be
studied from the set of data Obtained from the study, and using
standard statistical techniques, inferences could be drawn that would
be true within acceptable limits about the business serials
collection.
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Anyone desiring to study the serials within a g!ven subject area
or a specific aspect of the serials collection should see Kirk Memmott
in the Serials Department.

Circulation Statistics.

:a

0

('lb be added when the procedure is established.)

V



CHAPTER IV

I SPECIALIZED ASSESSMENTS

ASSESSMENTS FOR WEEDING DECISIONS

An important reason for conducting a collection assessment is to
determine what materials can be stored, discarded, or obtained in
alternative formats to create a more workable collection. As
libraries, parti4larly research libraries, grow ever larger trying
to accommodate the increasing information output, patrons often find
,the accessibility of materials decreasing. More books don't
necessarily mean more satisfied patrons. At Byu particularly where
we have large numbers of undergraduates and only one central library,
keeping collections current requires an effective, ongoing weeding
program. But how can the library effectively make weeding decisions?
Numerous researchers over the years have tried to develop
quantitative measures of obsolescence or declining use, but Line and
Sandison (10) concluded in a review article that measurements based
on age (publication dates), use (last date of circulation) or
citation studies are founded on. questionable assumptions or do not
adequately reflect all the parameters that need to be considered.
One complication often ignored, for instance, is deciding whether the
item is obsolete because its use has declined even though the
information May still be useful. Measurements of document use,
therefore, can, only be a partial indicator of obsolescence.

The literature also reveals other problems with the presently
developed obsolescence measurement techniques:

1. Many study methodologies overestimate the decline in use of
older materials because they fail to make adjustments for changes in
book_ publishing rates over the years or for differences in holdings
by a library of various publication date periods.

2. Invalid or obsolete information today may not be invalid in
the future because of user population changes or Changes in
university or library interests.

3. Most of the age-related c+-)solescence studies have been
conducted in science libraries, which most likely do not reflect use
patterns in the humanities or the social. sciences.

4. The findings of these studies may not be applicable to
other libraries with different objectives and clientele.

4.1
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5. Past use does not always predict fUture use; although it is
often indicative.

Consequently, we suggest that weeding decisions be based, for
the-most-part, on a title -by -title evaluation. The following BYU
Library Weeding Program statement, based largely on'Yale's example,
can aid the assessor in making these decisions in the absence of an
effective quantitative measure. These guidelines should be applied
by studying the books at the shelves. Generally; the guidelines are
based on four criteria:

1. The value of the information content of the work.

2. The historical importance of the work to its discipline'.

3. The availability of the information in other editions of
the work or in other, perhaps more current, works on the
subject.

4. The apparent use the title has received as evidenced by its
physical condition, although use alone should not be the
reason for weeding a title.

BYU LIBRARY WEEDING PROGRAM

Purpose

1. Tb relieve crowded stacks and to make room for new
acquisitions.

2. Tb enhance the browsing capability of patrons.

3. TO find items that need to be replaced to serve the demands
of availability.

Definitions

The term "weeding" embraces three distinct concepts:

1. Discarding: Throwing away useless materials

2. Storing: Removing item; from public stack areas-to on-site
or off-site-storage facilities with delayed access.

3. Replacing with alternative &mats: Purchasing or replac-
ing books with microforms when use and space considerations
make the microform more cost effective.

O
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Genaral Guidelines

1.__The_librarian-must be aware that sound judgment and
practical common sense must be used in making a weeding
decision.

2.. The librarian must be familiar with the literature cf a
given subject before making weeding decisions. Some time
should probably be spent in "boning up" before undertaking
a weeding project.

3. The librarian must be aware of any cross-disciplinary"use
of the materials he is considering for weeding. 'The

inter-relationship of knowledge is increasing and many
researchers have many cross - disciplinary interests.

4. No item is to be discarded solely on the basis of its
physidal condition.

5. Constant consultation with -the faculty is necessary, since
(a) the library can benefit from their expertise, and (b,
it is important to have faculty awareness of what is being
done. In many instances, faculty members will be willing
to assist in the evaluation if asked.

Guidelines for Selecting Items for Storage

1. Out-of-date scientific and technological material. The
definition of "out-of-date" should be determined in con-
sultation with the faculty.

2. Older editions of works for which new editions exist,
especially when the new editions have been revised and
updated.

3. Books on highly specialized topics which are covered or
duplicated in more extensive stdies.

4. Books in uncommon languages on very specific topics.

5. Books by non-contemporary minor authors.

6. Early imp its which are not wanted in Special Collections.

7. Biographies of obscure persons.

8. Books in any discipline in which the information is now
considered dated. (See #1)

9. Translations of works of which we have the work in the
original language. (Depending on the toic, it may be,
preferable to leave the English translation of a foreign
language work in the stacks.)
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10. Books obviously. unused, uncut, etc.

11. Books which are not needed on a given adademic level.
('Care must ba taken to assure that the weeding procedures

are entirely consistent with the collection policy state-
ment.

12. Books covering periods of time not useful for the
discipline:

13. Pdtential replacement 'copies. "(Ibis is to preserve a
duplicate of a work that recaiwz...; 'heavy use but which does
not need to be used presently, i.e. Mormon books, periodi-
cal indexes, etc.)

14. Sets of an author's complete works when other sets Ere
also in the stacks. (Some of these may also be considered
for discarding if there are an inordinately large m--";-
of editions or duplicate editions.)

15. At times when space considerations warrant, ell titles
over a certain age or titles not circulated in over five
years may be candidates for storage.

Guidelines for Selecting Items for Discarding

1. DuplicaLe titles deemed unneeded or superfluous.

2. Student course outlines, lab manuals, textbooks, etc. no
longer currently used. (University Archives may be inter-
ested in locally produced materials.)

3. .second or additiorial copies of books with no demand.

4. Practical duplicates, i.e. exact reprints, second or subse-
quent printings, etc. with identical collation except for
(a) date of publication, or (b) place of publication.

5. Older ekt.ions when deemed' to be unneeded in a storage
collection. (The fact that a new edition was printed
suggests that the information contained.in the old edition
may still be useful and valid.)

6. Multiple copies of rain- contemporary minor authors.

Special Considerations for Weeding Serials

Line Ar,3 Sandison suggest that:

A library may . . . do best to see (a) which journals
are 'dead' (whether because they have ceased publication
or because the library has ceased subscribing), and to

.93
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consider whether they can be discarded, (b) which journal
receive little use of their current issues, and to consider
whether they can be,canceiled-and discarded, and (c)
whether there are some journals that, although currently
used, fall off so completely in use after three/years that
they need not be bound or retained after that /time. A low
level of use of current issues dues not, howeVer,
necessarily imply negligible use of older volumes.

Of course, instead of discarding, some titles might better be
considered for storage. Librarians should therefore begin now to
study the use of serials in their various subject areas to determine
(1) current use of periodicals, (2) use of older journal volumes, (2)
use of 'dead' titles. The results from such a study can give data
with which to make all three weeding decisions--discarding (see p.
3.57 for periodical use study techniques), storage, or purchasing
alternative formats in lieu of binding or retaining bound issues.
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ASSESSMENT OF APPROVAL PRCGRAMS

Since the Lee Library maintains a number of approval order
programs with book dealers in a number of areas of the world, an
important assessment activity is to evaluate the suitability of the
subject profiles periodically to assure that the library is receiving
materials appropriate to the teaching and research.needs of the
university. If the profile is too narrow, we may not be receiving

. sufficient materials or may be ordering too many titles from
notification slips. If the profile is too broad, we may be returning
more books than would be necessary or filling the stacks and
expending funds on items not really appropriate to the collection.

Like collection development policies, approval program profiles
need periodic revision. Fortunately, some of the approval dealers,
such as Baker & Taylor, provide quarterly and annual management
reports that can aid the assessor in reviewing the approval profiles. -

As other dealers begin providing similar reports, istructions for
their use will be added to this manual. At present, thefollowing
instructions will help you analyze the Baker & Taylor profile
effectiveness. ,You should keep in mind, of course, that evaluating
the profile should only be done after having developed a collection'
developmet policy for the subject(s) being evaluated.

Baker & Taylor Management Report

Baker &_ Taylor provides one major management report .that
provides useful data for analyzing the effectiveness of the profile.
In addition, the Collection Development Division abstracts data from
this report, adds data from another Baker & Taylor report, and makes
a second management report that provides additional information.
Both of these reports are available to you from the Assistant
Collection Development Librarian.

Part I - Books Handled by Subject. 'This report is arranged by
stations or subject terms derived from college catalogs. Each term
is preceded by an LC call number category. Example A, p. 4.7, shows
the information provided by the report:

Col. 1

Col. 2
Col. 3

Col. 4

Col. 5

O

Station term and LC call number
The number of books shipped in each category
Pricing information about the books shipped

a. List price
b. Net price
c. AVerage net price

The number of books ordered by the library using
Baker "& Taylor notification slips, and the
percentage this number is of the total shipped
to BYU in each category
The. number of books returned to :Baker & Taylor,

and the percentage this number is of the total
..shipped to BYU
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Analysis of Data.; lItie information on ;this report alerts
assessors to potential problems with the approval profile orwith the
review procedures for /books and notification slips. For example, if
the ppeercentage of booksordered from notification slips (Col.4)
excereds 10 perdent in/a category, the profile may be too narrow: A
high percentage might Also indicate a lack of discrimination inj
ordering from notification slips, resulting in-acquisitiabs
inappropriate to the! collection. On the other hand, if the
percentage of books returned (Col. 5). exceeds 5 to 8 perdent, the
prOfile may be too troad,.= In any instance, the management repdrt
should be carefullylanalyzed to detect.potential problems, since the
purpose,of an approyal program ib W-receive-desired-books
automatically withoht the cost of individual ordering.

The number of books shipped (Col. 2) can be useful in helping,
yo9 bedome more familiar with the actual volume of.materialsibeing
received through the approval dealer.

Oyer time, the. cost data.(Col. 3) can help_ you understand-the
relatiye effect iftlation is having on your subject area. It can
Also help yo6 give eduCated estimates of the amount being spent by
the library and the average cost of a book Ban a given Subject area.

Part II - Returned Books. This report shows the reasons you
returned a bDok,.; The "Return Reason" codes.A7T, are the same as .

those numbered 1-18 on the back of the green copy of the notification
slip and reprodUced. below.

Code Reason for Return

1 Title is already in our collection
2 Title is on order
3 Title is received/cn order through a

foreign source
4 , Title is on standing order by series
5 Title is on standing order with publisher

or received by organization membership

Group A
Duplicates

Group B 6 Material is too highly specialized
Collection 7 Geographic area is of limited interest
Development 8 _Specific topic. is of limited.intetest
Decisions 9 Treatment is too popular

10 ,Treatment is too low level
11 . Scholarship is poor -

12 Treatment by this publisher is,uns4is-
factory

13 Textbook: not wanted

i

14

15
Readings/reprinted articles: not wanted
Unacceptable format

1 Library.already_bas adequate material in
this subject

Group C
Shipping

17 Volume- is defective/damaged
18 Wrong volume has been sent_
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The "Return Reason" (A) section of this report (see p. 4.7)
shows the number of books returned'for each reason.- If more than one
reason was given*for a return, the total. number in this section would
lie higher than the total number of books returned..

The "Return Code Distribution" (B) section of the report shows
the number of books returned arranged by Baker, & Taylor's MOdifier
Codes given on the back ofthe yellow copies of the notification
slips. I

1

'. A PUBLISHERS----
Commercial
University Press
University Affiliated
Societies & Associations

B' COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION
United States
Canada
Great-Bfitain
Foreign

C LANGUAGE OF PUBLICATION
English
French
Spanish
Other Foreign Lang.

D 'EDITION

First
Subsequent
Translati3n
Reprint

-E PHYSICAL FORMAT
Hardl

Paper
Spiral
Loose:Leaf
Multi-Media

F.CONTINUATICM
Series Vol I
Series, Any No
Serials Vol 1
Serials, Any No
Sets Vol 1
Sets Any

MODIFIZR CODES

---G- SUBJECT-DEVELOPMENT .

History Bibliography
Biography Legal Aspects
Studies & Teachings
Techniques

H TEXTUAL /FORMAT
Lab Manual
Readings.._
Pictorial Treatment
Tectories

Anthologies
Text, Wirier.

Text, aper
Programed Material

I ACADEMIC LEVEL
Undergraduate
Graduate .

Professional
General Stilementary
Extra Curricular

J GEOGRAPHIC DESIGNATORS
United States
Cana
Latin AMerica
Great-BrfEain
West Europe
East Europe, US.514

'Near East, N. Africa
South-SE Asia
Africa
Far East
Oceania
Arctic Antarctic

Analysis of Data. Since both columns A and B show each
book under as many categories as apply, i.e. under each reason
given for its return and under all applicable modifier codes, \I

99
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the data cannly bel analyzed by considering the numbers in each
category. For instance, if a large number teturnedtooks were ..
coded I06, Academic Level, Community College it might be a sign that
the PrOfile should be adjusted to sirpply sli s instead of books for
that academic level or to exclude tkim nti ly. Any time the return
rate iri any of the categories'in Section B ceeds 5 percent, the
profilelshould be reviewed to see if adjus is need to be made.
.ThiS 1.4-111I alleviate the unnecessary. review anid-return of so many

unwanted titles. TOrdetermine thepercentaill of books returned in
the subject categories, refer to Section 5, kart I of the report,

C.{

,

discussed above.

iCillection Development Combined Statistical Report

J, ,

i

report from datasupplied
DevelOpMent Division.'
Undeiaand a number of
for the subjects you
,-

The report is prOfided
following information

,

i Col. .1 LC
COL 2 Subject
COI. 3 Number

ol. Number
Coli. 5 Percent
Coll. 6 Average
cp1L° 7 Number

,Percent'of.totalColl $

I

I Col: 9 Number

Col: 10 Percent

Col. 11 Total
Col. 12

compilesa
by Baker & Taylor andhe-C011edtioff--

The data on this report
aspects of the Collection

have responsibility for
for eabh material selector
(see p. 4.11):

classification

of Baker & Taylor titles
each. subject

of. available titles
of available-titles
net price per title

of books ordered by
books acquired

slips
of books sent,on approval

returned (This number added
number of books sent to

of books sent on approval
returned

net cost of'all'tcoks

statistical

can help you better
development activity

analyzing and assessing.
and gives "the

available in

acquired by BYU
acquired by BYU "

notification slips
with_ notification

that were
to Col. 4 shows

BYU)

that were

'acquired by BYU

-t

., , ,,

, .

Analysis of beta. The most useful data on this report is the
comparison of the *number Of Baker & Taylor titles available (Col. 3)
.with the number and the percentage of the titles actually acquired by
the library (Cols.4, 5)., This comparison can help you determine !

whether or not the profile is properly limited.or expanded, to support
the collection level established for each subject. The report also
allows yoil to compere .roughly haw much was spent with Baker & Tfflor
(Col..TV to that spent from a departmental collection budget.

,

te.

t
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`..-

1 2 1 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
LC SUBJECT STAT. 8&T BYU BYU BYU SLP NET- 1979 BOOK

CLASS NAME JITLES TITLES % T ..i" NET _ORDER RITMO ...S PK_ BUDGET __.

,
.-,.. o - 1 797.45(CDFR)

BF Psychology 724 _. 471 _y.4 :-1413 16-____S-.9 17 6.2 2,691:23- ..__3,831.77
4 Parapsychology

/BF ... A Occult SS _ _ 1 1.8 _16.49____D___. _O.__ 0._.__ 13 16.49__.
SociAl Science

H & Statistics , 161 55 34.1 14.28' 7 12.7 .. 3... 5.4. 785.93 ._ _
NH Sociblogy 732 279 . 38.1 . 12.10 ... 19 . 6.8 ... '....5 - .1.7 3,376.12 ...3,234.45_____--
HV Social Welfare 256 , 87 33.9 .11.84 6' 6.8 ; 2. 2.2.._ .. .1,030.48Rnalegio
HT Planning 184 40 21.7 17.71 2 5.0 . .1, 2:5 798.51 .. ..- .--

Unites States
JK Government 348 98 28.1 12.73 . 5 _. S.1_ _ .....3 . 3.0 1.247.99. -___ _

international
JX Relations .. .. 296 . 145 48.9 14.26 ._4 ___2.2 . l'... 2.... .1_3_ 2,097.980.......__:-_____

K Law 395 3 0.8 17.38- 3 . 100 0 -0-----52.-16-

IS

liv
Criminology

o 223 73 32.7 12.44 8 10.9 4 5.4 908.67 .

J Science 269 92 34.2 13.51 4 _ 4.3 1 1.9 1,243.11 2,617.51 _
JF Government 421 i 108 25.6 13.84 : 7 '6.4 2 1.8 1,494.74.. . .. . _

RC Psychiatry" 285 18 6.3 15.01 18 100 0_ 01 270.23 ,
Military ,

U Science 212 42 19.8 13.69 . 5 11.9 0 0 575.10 186.80 _ .

Naval /Science t 61 13 21.3 .14.99 0 _ 0 ..._ _0_ , 194.95 __ _ . ---t
I General Total o , .17,834.23 10,128.44_

0
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CHAPTER V

. REPORTING 'ASSESSMENT RESULTS

The collection assessment is not complete until the results have
been reported clearly and concisely. The length and the kind and
amount of data to be included will vary', depending on the scope and
purpose of the assessment, but it should be complete enough to
support any collection deVelopment decisions based on it. Mosher (16
p. 542, Appendix D) provides a useful list of wh4t a good report
should- include-:

1. The reasohWhy the evaluation was ocnduCted.

2. The nature and goal of'the evaluation.

3. The method or methods used.

4. Problems encountered (particulary those thatmay have
affected the results).

J. General comments about the' collection.

6. A summary of specific strengths or weaknesses.

7, Suggestions for additional analyses and recommended
methods.

8. Peripheral discoveries or observations of use to the
library.

9. A plan or campaign of action to improve, collections in areas
of undesirable weakness, with lists of specific items or
types of materials needed, and cost estimates for the
campaign where appropriate.

If the assessment was made as a part*of an accreditation
proCedure, be sure to include all items required by'the accrediting
organization. If no specific format or listof desired information
is supplied, include at least items 2, 3, 5, and 6 above. Example A
at the end-Of this chapter is an illustration of a very detailed
accreditatidn report of the Education Collection of the LeeLibrary
done in 1980. Not all accrediting organizations, however, require
this much information. Example B is a report of the asessment of the
Organic Chemistry Collection done as part of the library's Collection
Analysis Project in 1979.

5.1
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Mosher'(above) suggest$ that since many reports become long and
complex, it is often useful to prepare a stfteryreportextracting
only the bare bone detaile'of the longer report. (See Example C at
the end of this chapter.)

Method of Presentation

the bulk of the report 141 oonsist of _prose analysis and
description.. But in Compiling. your data and trying to make it
readily understandable toatreader, don't ignore the value of using
takles, graphs of various kinds, pie charts, column charts, etc.
Line (9, Chapter V, Appendix D) provides an excellent discussion of
graphics in report writing to give you assistance in selecting apd
developing appropriate graphics.

The completed reports should be submitted to the Assistant
Collection Development Librarian.

1O3
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-EXAMPLE, AI

ACCREDITATION. REPORT OF LEE LIBRARY EDUCATION COLLECTION

' 5.1 Library

The Harold B. Lee Library, a major educational and ,cultural

resource of the Brigham Young University, The, Church of Jesus Christ

of Latterday Saints, tile local community, and the state of Utah,

exists to'acquire, preserve, and make available for use a collection

of the recorded knowledge of mankind in support of the. goals of

the university; to assist patrons in finding and using these resources

and information resources elsewhere,..and to foster and encourage

learning and scholarship.

Statement fo,. Collection Philosophy

The library collections and the collection development program

are established and maintained to meet the instructional and research

needs of the university. Consistent with ,the collection policy

statements, the library exercises critical sensitivity in the

acquisition of books, periodicals, pamphlets, manuscripts,

ephemera, photo reproductions, maps, music scores, phonograph

records, and'other nonprint media. .fuseum artifacts aree not generally

acquired or accepted unless they have an intrinsic relationship to

the colleCtion.

The library faculty maintains a close relationship. with all

academic departments, encourages faculty revommendations for

acquisitions, keeps aware of new and changing academic programs,

and endeavors to build collections to support the curriculum and

research.

104
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The library will continue to maintain excellence in collections

that have-already been developed to a position of strength or

recognized proiinence and will not develop new collections at the

expense of existing strengths unless.significat shifts in acadethic

programs necessitateienonsiderition.

Iii addition, the library recognizes its responsibility to

I

,

.

communities beyond the Drisham Young University campus. The'llibrary
, w .

is the principal repository.of the world's accumulated knowledge

within The Church of Jesus Christ,of Latterday Saints, and maintains

a record of the history and accomplishments of the University and the

LDS community. The library also supports state, regional, and

national cooperative efforts in materials acquisition and resource

sharing,

'1

In summary, the library is committed to securing materials

necessary to-- .

(1) meet instructional program requirements Of the university;

(2) satisfy' information demands related to student and
faculty research;

(3) provide general coverage in areas of knowledge not
included in formal instructional :.1d research programs of
the University;

(4) preserve a comprehensive record of the Latterday Saint
doctrine,' history, and culture; and

(5) preserve materials related to or koduced'by the university,
its staff, and the student body.

Holdings

The library--housed in the Harold B. Lee building--consists

of approximately 1,537,834 volumes of books, periodicals, government

documents, and pamphlets; 395,144 volume equiv.ients in microforms;
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126,722 mapsf and 36,236 nonpAint items. See table 1, taken from

the 1978-79-annual report, for a further breakdown.*

Over 17,411 serials subscrlptionssare currently active'and

43 newspapers are received regularly. The library is a depository

for United States, United Nations, Mexican, and Canadian government

publications.

The long term growth and development of the Harold B. Lee,

Library is graphically portrayed in table 2.

Cooperative Agreements

The Harold B. Lee Library is a member of the Research Libraries

.Group (RLG),'with the accompanying borrowing privileges and collection

responsibilities. The library is also .a participating member of

the Utah College Library Council. Through this membership students

and faculty are permitted full access to all other college and

university libraries in the state: 'Ld'addition, the library

provides interlibrary loan service, augumenting its own collection

by borrowing needed books and other publications from other

universities (see table 3). An attempt is made, however, to keep

a balance in the library holdings by following the recommendations

of library and accrediting associations in determining the percentage

of books 'and other publications to be purchased and/or obtained

from other libraries in each academic area.

*Annual Report for the Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young
University, 1978-79. '(See Exhibit B-5.a. The 1979-80 annual
report will also be displayed if available.)
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Table 1

Harold' B. Lee Library
Materials Added to the Collection and'H4dings***

Category

Added

1971-78 1978-79

Books 43,639 . 42,253
Serialp 11,341 14,109
Documents (bound) 6,404 6,626
DocUmenes'(unbound) 3,864 4,310
Pamphlets 1,043

Tptal,volumes added 66,291 67:298
Less withdrawn - 4.026 - 1,278

Total holdings
.

. Net volumes added 62,265 66,020
Total holdings

Microforms added (in
-volume.equivalents)°
Microprint 2;389 1,728
Microcard 222 296
Microfiche 25,023 27,125
Microfilm 2,033 3-795

Total microforms 29,667 32,944

Maps 7,400 16,097
Sampler* (net added) 260 78

5,458 2,647.Nonprini"materials
Audio cassettes/tapes (4,419) (794)
Phonodiscs (522) (270)
Film materials/slides (448) (1,469)
Charts/maps (10) (37)

Video cassettes/tapes (16) (22)

All other nonprint (36) (75)

Total library materials
Added 109,076 119,064
Less withdrawn 4,026 * *1,426

Net total added 105,050 117,638

Total holdings

Serials subscriptions 17,367 17,411

*Withdrawn. 1977-78: 443; 197A-79:
!..n holdings.

Percent
Change

-

Holdings

1977-78 1978-79

0

5.6

3.2 982,664 1,023,639
24.4 320,052 344,161,
3.5 95,047 101,673

11.5 64,773- 69,088-

1.5
- 68.3

6.0
0

- 27.7.
33.3
7.7
8.7

11.1

117.5
-, 70.0
- 51.5

(82.Q)

- (48.3)
(227.9)
(70.0)

(37.5)

(108.3)

9.2
- 64.6

9 273- 9 273

1,471,814 1,53,7,834 '.

83,083 84,811
9,697 9,993

216,347 243,472
53,073 56,868

362,200 395,144

110,625 116;722
140+1

33,659 36,236
(15,056) (15012)
(15,492) (15;887)

(2,236) (3,731)

(61) (73)

(274) (297)

(416) (431)

12.0

1,978,298 2,955,936

0.3

663. Sampler not included

**Including 70 nonprint items withdrawn and 78 for sampler
excluded from holdings.

** *Annual Report for the Harold Z. Lee Library,'Brigham Young University,
1978-79 (see Exhibit 3-5.a.).
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Table 2

Narold-B. Lee Library
Library Growth and Development *

k

194-67 1978-79

Library use:,
Interlibrary loan 1,847 8,502
Total use 1,384,147 2,089;016
Microform use 34,372 224;000
Copy service (patron copies made) 452,971 1,231,086
Reference' questions 76,569- 189,845

Building facilities:
, -.,
Number of facility accommodated by 52 138

research rooms
_ _ _

Seating stations - 2,300. 4,80Q
Typing rooms ' 1 5
.Group study rooms - 3 43

Staff:

Noninstrdctional
Administiative and faculty
Student (FTE)

18

37

66

53

64
116

Building -,size in square feet of

floor space
.205,000 430,000 .

Collections:
Volumes - 626,621 1,537,834
Recordings 5,986 - 31,699
Micioforms 75,785 . 395,144 -

Maps .

,

27,385 126,722
Current subscriptions .11,000 17,411
-Mitroforms added annually 12,171 33,000
Total,items added annually 77,000 120,000

*Annual Report for the Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young
University, 1978 -79 (see Exhibit

,108
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Table 3

Harold B. Lee Library

GROWTH OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN USE *.

1967-68 lo,19 -

in ii, t1,51/2

.

,. A
) . All

)
..ateierim MIA

) 1111
1111

. IIIII
. 4,395

4;107. -. -
Loanedraj

... .
..i..---MN -0"

1-7-rn .
MIR ......

, .. ...... . ......, .....
, Irli ..... Borrowed

/ .

t

. . .

E0co rsl en ...., ....... ..... _ _....
- - - - 72 -73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80

*Annual Report for the Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, 1978-79 (see Exhibit B-.5. a . ).
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Standards

The library fully supports the achievement a d maintenanceof

accepted standards in collections and services; as thoSe

recommended by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher

Educations and various divisions of the American Library Association.

RecOmmended bibliographies aild standard lists are regularl);, cheCked

to assess the adequacy of library holdings.' Surveys are also made

to determine the accessibi ity.and.avallability of library±materials

as well as the quality-of library Services and the degree Of User

Satisfaction.

Facilities and Services

The library complex consists of five. floors in the original

north wing erected in 1961 and six floors in the-addition which was
1

completed in.1916. The third-floor is the entrance level with the

first and second floors below,ground.

The library is designed to function with broad subject

divisions located on four of the six floors and a General Reference'

Service on the main (or entrance) level. The Technical ServiceS

area is on the sixth floor of the new addition.
i I

Subject divisions and . other special areas are desccrThed as follows:

(1) Level One.

The Social Sciences Division is located on the first
floor of the library. The term Social SCiences is
interpreted very-bzoadly as this area includes government
documents and the maps collection, in addition to such
subject areas as education, business, political, science,
psychology, sociology, etc. A picture file, henily used
by student teachers, is also housed in this area -..;s; ..

Five professional librarians, two full time
secretaries, one full time clerk, and approximately

111
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I
i

nineteen student workers are;assigmed to this area.' The
p efessionals include the education librarian; the business/

r
i(7/

conomics librarian; the maps librarian; the government
documents librarian; and the social sciences librarian-,

) who Is responsible for the remaining disciplines. These
librarians work at the reference desk and are responsible
for building and maintaining their respective colledtions.'
They also teach; orientation,classes, do computer sealrching, .
and work with students and faculty members in many ways. i

;

TheUnion Pacific Micrographics Center, where terials
are microfiImed'for the library and other campus divisions,
is located on the first level, as is the ASian Collection, -1

which consists of materials in Asiap languages.

(2) Level Two.
I

I

.,-

,..P--1-The Science and Technology Division. on the second flour j

incpOes publications dealing with agriculture, astronomy/
chemistry; earth sciences, engineering, home economics
life sciences, mathematics, medicine, physics; and allied

i

disciplines. ,

I
,

Also on Level Two is the Library Information Network
Center (LINC) where computerized 'bibliographic 'searches
are available to Students, faculty-, and.other Universib
personnel:: There is one full time computer searcher who
coordinates the sear-thing:6f the TANC Coramittee;'which 1
consists of various subject librarians who are trained and
experienced searchers. The Centerprovides access to the
Lockheed, Systems Development Corporation, Tdbliographin
Resource Service, Medline, and other data services.

. ,

The Library Learning Resource Center (LRC) is located
in the south. wing of Level Two. It is the largest
of several centers on campus which provide instructional
materials and audiovisual facilitieslin support of student
and faculty needs. The facilities are designed for
individualized and small group work,'with a large carrel
area and several small group viewing rooms. Most of the
collection is shelved in a reserve area located behind the
service counter.

Total library LRC area encompasses about.18,000 square
feet. Approximately half of this area is occupied by 282
carrels which house various kinds of audiovisual equipmeht.

Two large group viewing rooms with 30to 40 seats and
three smallyiewinglrobms with 6 to 10 seats are.also
equipped with various kinds of audiovisual equipment.

The LRC Collection is primarily designed to support
the academic curriculum although many general interest
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materials are also available. An extensive collection of,
about 16,000 phonorgcords places heavy emphasis on classical
music, jazz, drama, and poetry, with very limited emphasis .

on Popular music. The recordt are primarily for use in the
LRC and are not generally' checked out except'for classI oom use.

A fast growing collection of about 15,000 audiocaSsette
tapes is also available. Tapes in this collection, as lwell
as ina 4,000 reel tape collection; cover aigreat variety
of topics concerning most areas of the curriculum and
university life. Many of these tapes can be checked ou
for use outside the LRC, or a quick copy of a tape can be
made for the, atron when the tape has been cleared for
duplication.

Slides, filmstrips, videotapes, films, and other
media, as,well as audiovisual equipment,,electronic '
calculators, and audiocassette players are also available
in this area.

The library LRC also provides, a record/tape distribu-
tion system; a television viewing,system; a language,
practice area; TICCIT (Time Shared, Interactive Computer
Controlled Information Television); APPLE II plus; 1

telephone-audio distribution system, Tele-Tip', which
contains over 200 different messages dealing wielCcommonly
asked questions' from all over campus and concerning
services in the local community.

,

(3) Level Three.1

The Central area.on the main floor (Level Three)`houses
the General Reference Division, which includes interdisciplinary
materials such as biographies, general bibliographies; book
reviews, encyclopedias, etc; This excellent service provides
help with card catalogproblems; handles general inquiries,
and refers pitrons,to the tubject reference-areas for more
specialized` assistance. Interlibrary Loan is thepart of
this division which requests materials needed by our faCulty
and students from other libraries. Under reciproCal
agreements, materials are borrowed for faculty, graduate
students, and undergraduate students from other libraries
within Utah, with only faculty and graduate students having
borrowing privileges for out-of-state services.

The Circulation Department at the north end on Level
Three has one major function: to make available all
library materials which are designated for general use.
Services include check-cut and check-in, holds, recalls,
searches for missing materials, shelving a:td stf..cks

management, and the maintaining of accurate circulation
records. Other department functions are exit-control,
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lockeir assignment' and maintenance, and the faculty book
delivery serviceo.

i; Copy Services, the Current Periodicals Reading Room,
and the Library Cashier are also located in the north wing
oniLeivel Three. Thq Director's Office and 41.e Business
Office are located -just north of the core area.
--!--Trw

I

A , I The General Education Learning Center, located north
ofithe General Reference Area, provides students a site
wherel tutorial and faculty assistance;in various learning'

1

skills,anddisciplines can be obtained. Assistance is
eUrrently provided in reading, writing, study skills, .

diagnostic testing, interpersonal relations,and communica-
tions, aid,ecOnomics." Learning medial are often used to
facilitat4learning, but the primary means of assistance
is tutorial.

. I

1 : Although strongly oriented toward the fulfillmir t of
the General Education requirements, the tutors are generally
qualified

I

lified to'proVide assistance in many levels of their 1

; I

rpaticular disciplines. Students requesting assistance 1

beyorld the capabilities of the studea tutors can get help
from faculty members, as circumstance's dictate. This center
also coordinates mini-classes on efficient library use,
research methods and materials, computer searching, and the
like!. Samelor these classes are taught by-subject librarians.

1

.

:

The Card Catalog is loCated neatii the General. Reference
area in the south wing of Level; Three. The Reserve Read&
Room is found at the east end o'f that wing. e amp er, a
recreational and current awareness reading collection, is

, I

als6 located in'the south wing 'on the main floor.
1

I

(4) Level Four.
II

.11

1

I

The History and Religion Division is located on the

5.12

fourth floor. Subjectslincluded tu this area are anthropology,
igeo aphy, history, philosophy, archaeology, genealogy, and

Irel gion in general and Mormonism inl particular. Of special-

!

1

fin
erest in this area are theicard Catalogs containing the

.

/In ian Bibliography; the HistOry BoOk Review Index, the
;Sc ipture-Citationandex, andithe Arabic Catalog.

I

1

The Micvdforms Area on this level, contains most of /the
li rary's extensive collection of microform materials in all
subjects. The ERIC microfiche collection is housed here.

I1

The Utah, Valley Branch Genealogical Library, located
the Microforms Area, provides access to the microforMs

a d books in the library whi!ch areihelpful in genealogical
r search, as well,as items on lo'an-nfrom the Genealogical

-,,

Library in Salt Lake City. ,

I ° 4t '
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Special Collections, located in the northeast wing
on Level Four, contains books, manuscripts, and other
materials whose unique nature or content requires that

6 .their usage be regulated. Because of their uniqueness,
value, it fragility, care is taken to protect therd from
damage or theft. /

'Special Collections houses various comprehensive
collections of books, pamphlets, and manuscripts,iedch
compiled on a subject, era, or author. The Mormon
Collection contains materials on Mormonism, Utah,land the
,
West. AsSociated with this collectionis the Leroy Hafen
C011ectiod of Western History. The Victorian Collection

collection of literature of that era.' The Whitman,
Melville,! Wordsworth, and Burns Collections contain
materialslwritten by and about these respective 4ithors.
Duplicatelcirculating materials can often be found in the
iibrary'siregular stacks. .BoOks in the Rare Collection
are so deSignated because of their monetary valryi or
scarcity.' The Vault Collection houses the'most valuable
books didinanuscrip. The BYU Collection consists of
the theseS and dissertations completed by Bkighall Young

'University`students. Circulating, copies of these'materials-
are usually available in the general library st4ks. The
Presses C011ection comprises selections from some of the fine
presses is the history of printing.

The +Honors Reading Room, the Ancient Studies Reading
Room, and the Charles Redd Center for 'Western History are
also on Level Four.

(5) Level Five.

ThelHumanities and Arts Division collects materials
in the areas of literature. languages, music, art, and
library Science.

.TheJuvenile Collection of the library is very important
to the College of Education; It is housed in the Rumanitiei
Area to emphasize; its literary aspects, but the budget is
administered by, the education librarian, who cooperates
with the humanities librarian in developing and maintaining
the collection. Part of this collection, fordierly called
the Curriculum Collection, was housed on Level One with.
other education materials, such as elementary and secondary
education textbooks; curriculum guides, games, and related
material. The curriculum materials, except for the juvenile
books, are now located in the Education Learning Resource Center
in the McKay Building. At the time the Curriculum Collection
was inthe library, historical children's literature--that
published before a certain year--was located with.the
Literature Collection on the fifth-floor. All
children's books haVe now been combined on Level Five to



form the Juvenile Collection, which will eventually encompa3s
the current, highuse Juvenile Collection, the few remaining
5unreclasse# "curriculum" books, and the booksformerly known
as the Historical Collection.

Holdings kre as follows:

Juvenile 13,350
Unreclassed curriculum 4,000
Hiltorical Collection 10,825

Total titles 28,175*

A.Juvenile Literature Reference Section and a card
catalog are lOcated near the collection.-

I

Most books fot the Juvenile Collection are selected
by the education librarian and faculty members in the
College of Ed4cation. In addition, new books are read,
discussed,-and reviewed by a Children's and Young Adults
Literature ReiTiew Group, chaired by the education librarian
and comprised!of about sixteen faculty' members and repre
sentatives froin such areas as education; English, the
library, library science, theater arts. child development,
geography, th University' Bookstore, and othets. These

tpeople contra ute to a book review publication published
by the Colle4 of Edtication and sent to teachers and
librarians throughout theistate.

The Music Research Area is located on Level Five. The
library has mor than 26,000 volumes of music literature and
more than 17,000 records and tapes. Included area number
of interesting special collections, such as the ruing
Collection of Early Secular American Music, the William
Primtose.viola Library, and.the Capitol Records Manuscript
Collection. All are fully cataloged.

'There is also a Fine Arts Print Collection comprised
of about 25,000 prints'. It is located near and serviced
by the Humanities Reference Desk.

The Graduate School of Library and Information
Sciences, which sponSors some ge-:eral student library
instruction classes and offers the Masters of Library
Science degree, is found in the north wing of the library
on Level Five.

The Archives and Manuscripts Division islocated in
the northeast corner of this floor, with a large storage

*This figure does not include duplicate copies.

16
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-a==a on the first flour and a University Records. Center
in the Grant BUI.7.ding. This division serves as a repository
and rerv2mh ter for original records documenting
histoty. AL tae present time, the foremost divisions are
the Universii.:- .-:Hives,, the BYU Photo Archives, and the
Manuscript Section, which features thi Mormon Experience,
Arts and Commuz:;.cations, the American West, Nineteenth 1

and Twentieth C..Aa:;tlry American Literature Figures;-Utah
HistOry (especially business and labor), Women's History
Archives, Freedom Archives, Middle American Archives,
andselectei a:.?ect's of Western civilization.

Book Selection and Acquisition

The Harold B. Lee Library participates in various approval plans

wherein the library contracts with library supply agencies to select

new books as issued by the publishers. Profiles are preparedby the

library indicating publishers, subiect categories, levels, formats,

and so forth, to be automatically shipped.

Contracts aze presently in operation covering publications in

.thelield of educatiori, for the.United States, Canada, Central Europe,

England, and Latin .America. The profiles are written for extensive

coverage in the United States and Cinada with less emphasis on the

other areas of the world noted above.

Publications of commercial presses, including university presses,

are the most extensi,ely covered. Publications of societies, institutions,

governments, and the like, have more.imited coverage and are

selected on a title-by-title basis apart from the approval programs.

(See Exhibit B-5.b. for an example' of subject profile sheets.)

To supplement the books received on approval plans, the education

librarian checks bibliographies, book reviews, and publication notices

to assure that the important education materials are purchased.

Faculty members are encouraged to submit requests for specific books

or'bibliographie.s to be 'checked'. It is especially important for
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them to request the more.obscure publicationg which might not be picked

up In the approval plans or in a check 'of prominent educatiog

journals, Faculty requests are submitted through a department

faculty library representative; who is appointed by the dean and

who serves as a liaison between that departtent and the library.

Assessment of .Collections and Services

'During 1979 the library participated with four other libraries

involved in an Association of Research Libraries Collection

'Analysis Project (CAP). This project involved a study team of

six librarians and five task forces with thirty-five library

professionals, staff members, and student workers participating.*

The study culminated with a final report and fifty-three recommendations

for improvement of the general library program. A number of these

recommendations have already been implemented, others are in various

stages of completion. The education librarian, as an example, is

now chairing the subcommittee charged with writing a collection

assessment manual to serve as a guidebook for future evaluations'.

Other committees are working on weeding and preservation procedures,

alternatives, etc. A copy of the CAP report is available with the

display materials (see Exhibit 8-5.d.).

In 1978, the library commissioned the David 0. McKay Institute

of Education to conduct a comprehensive library user survey. This

survey provided valuable insights into .he attitudes and library

*The education librarian, for example; chaired a subcommittee
studying methods-for evaluating periodicals. The education periodical
collection was evaluated as a prototype for periodical evaluations
in all areas (see Exhibit 8-5:c.).

C
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needs of students and faculty members. Many changes have been made

in policies and procedures as a result of these findings, such as

/
the following:

(1) Library staff meetings are now held in the early morning
hours rathei than in the afternoon when thestu0
indicated library use was heaviest.

- 1

(2) Use patterns for subject periodicals have been determined
'and arrangements made to avoid sending them to the
bindery during peak use periods.

(3) Professional reference libartans, rather than reference
assistants, are 'covering the busier evening hours.

(4) An emphasis on current shelving and continuous shelf
reading has been reaffirmed.

(5) A special student employee training program, with
emphasis on courtesy and solid preparation, has been
adapted and Is functioning.

An ongoingssource.of user opinion is provided by a suggestion

. -

box in the General Reference area. Suggestions ate thoughtfull,

considered.aad replies are posted regularly.

The Library as a Resource for
Teacher Education

The Harold B. Lee Library performs a vital function in the

education of future teachers. It recogniz(s che importance of

providing up-to-date materials and services which will support

the curriculum, complement the teaching of the faculty, and allow

students and faculty to pursue independent research. Planned

growth and the periodic reassessment of collections and services

are vital to the successful performance of the library function.

Collection Assessment

One of the recommendations resulting from the Collection

analysis Project dealt with collection development leaves for each

5.17
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subject librarian. The education librariau is planning a. six -week

.collection assessment leave daring the Fall Semester of 1980. During

that time, work on subject collection policy statements should be

completed, representative segments of the collection:evaluaied, and

plans made for an-orderly weedingprogram.

Collection Building.

1

As a result of the Collection Analysis Project, the library

is adopting a Comprehensive collection development policy.

Accofding to the assistant director of libraries for collection

development and conservation, the policy follows a

rational plan to meet identified and specific needs,
as well as providing a clear interpretation of the
status, needs, and goals of major academic programs.
Other Uses of the policy will include its service as a
guide-in determining mbich materials should be removed
from the main collections, either for discard or for
.transfer to storage, indicating collections of
recognized prominence or particular strength to which
the library has a continuing commitment, and aiding in
the development and justification of, budget requests,

Each subject librarian has been charged with the development

of individual subject policy statements for each department for

which he/she is responsible. The education librarian is working

with department chaff men, library representatives, and faculty

members to prepare general statements for major subject divisions

in.the college and subdisciplinary statements for areas which

lend themselves' easily to precise descriptions (see EXhibit B-5.e.).

Library Holdings in Education

'The library.is in the process of.changing from the Dewey

Deciital Classification System to the system developed by the

Library of Congress (L.C.) All materials added since May 1977

120
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have been cataloged according to L.C., and the earlier ones,are in

Dewey.. Many materials used by educators are, of course, classified

under psychology, sociology, management, and virtually every other

subject area to'some extent.

There are also many government documents of importance to

educators. However, only thpse'caterials' classified in the

Dewey 370's and the Library of CongressL's are included in!

table 4 below.

Table 4

Library Holdings in 'Education

370's L's

Volumes (excluding microfiche) 56,899 2,282
Microfiche (volume equivalents) 127,921 42,525

Total* 184,820 44,807

*Total number:of juvenile volutes (not. included in this total)
is 28,175 (not including,duplicate Copies).

Multicultural Resources

, The library approval plan subject profile is' written to include

books covering all cultures at a general level. Extensive coverage

is given to the American Indian. -Special emphasis is given to

Latin America, Asia, and the-Middle East.

0

Library Expenditures

Approximately 2.26 percent of the total library budget is

spent on educational materials. Closely related materials, such

5.19
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as psychology and subject-related study and teaching publications

cataloged in the subject areas are not included in this figure.

Bkause of university policy, no university or library expenditures
0

are included in this report. These confidential figures

will be given on request to t14-4:04.reditation team by the financial

vice-preiident of the university during the accreditation visit.

BXU Library Holdings Compared to'
'Standard Bibliographies'

'As an indication of the adequacy of the library collection,

,standard bibliographic lists have. been checked and the results,

.tabulated as listed' in the following paragraphs and tables.

The library has 100 percent of the recommended education

reference books in Bohdan.S. Wynar's Best Reference Books:' Titles

of Lasting Value Selected from American Reference Books Annual,

1970-76. The library has about 75 percent of the recommended

education titles in American Reference Books Annual, 1977-79;
0

others are on order (see table 5).
0

In Sheehey's Guide to Reference Books* there were 212 education

listings. The Lee Library's holdings include'162, or 76 percent,

of these listings. Of 2,857 education titles held by the

New York University**, the Lee Library has 2,571, or 90 percent.

Student Library Instruction

Provisions for student library instruction includes individualized

programs, such as taped tours and library exercises, for all

*Sheehy, Eugede P. Guide to Reference Books. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1976.

**Marks, Barbara S. _..cUrdAstofBoolTheilew°Yoricsin.
Education. New York: Citatiod Press, 1968.
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freshmen, with more specialized class presentations for students

of teacher education as part of.English 312, which they

are required to take during their junior year. These class segments

are taught by the education librarian. In addition, any professor,

by contacting the education librarian, can arrange to have special

library instruction for classes as the need arises. Groups of

students can also request special classes covering educational

materials and research methods.. The education librarian will also

discuss individual research problems as there is time at the reference

desk or by appointment.

Library Usage

According to the Library User Survey completed by the David 0.

McKay Institute of Education, it is estimated that

toughlr.one-third of the students Visit the library
one to two time per week, with another third paying three
to five ,visits to thelihrary. The final third reported
either six to ten visits or more than ten visits per
week. . . .These figures can be used to arrive at a figure
which ,suggests that approximately 1,400 student hours
are spent in the library each hour it is open.*

It an open -stack library it'has been difficult to determine

the exact collection usage by Subject area; however, with the new

circulation

table 6 are

and 370's),

for the past seven months. Psychol9gy and juvenile figures are-

included because of the high use by education students and faculty

members.

system, statistics are now available. Lifted in

statistics for out-of-library use of education (L's

psychology (BP's and 150's), and juvenile volumes

*David 0. McKay Institute of Education. Library User Survey:
Preliminary p. 24.
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Table 6

Out-of-Library Use of Education,
Psychology, ird-Juvenile Volumes

Month L's .0370's BF's
130's &
150's Juvenile

January 1980* ;106 -678. 96 509 1,708
February 1980* . 131 850 149 628 1,993
March 1980* ,184 1,200 203 918 2,335
April 1980* 10 580 112 452 -.".. 854
May 1980* 243 1,317 207 722 1,981
June, 1980* 131 489 95 213 923
July 1980* 468 1;393 , 147 513 1,640

, \
*Total library circulation for\the same seven month's is as

follows: (1) January 1980-- 29,559; \(2)February 1980-34,726;
(3) March 1980-45,685; () April 1980\1-23,449; (5) May 1980--35,032;
(6) June'1980-15,263; and (7) July 1980--26,147..

Table 7 gives the circulation figures for the entire library

for the years 1967-68 through 1978-79.



.Table 7

Harold B. Lee Library
Use of Library Materials***

1967-68 1968-69 '1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 197677 1977-78 1979-79

.Long term use:

Faculty
Graduate student
Student and other

Total

Short term use
circulated:

Reserve
Books (all othei
departments)

Microform use
Total

Total circulated
use**

Noncirculated
Total library use

Interlibrary loan
Loaned -

Borrowed

LRC (media use)

16,960
57,932

223,217

17,930
53,846

, /162E1
288,038

183,143
67,078

76,158
2

317,768

168,170
77,260

95 313

20,462
70,396

223,233

21,571
66,931

227,787

22,847
66,637

236,687

33,820

55,141
249,879

28,724

49,333
256,533

27,091., 20,655
52,61: 50,112
291,029 270,015

21,904 20,684
46,704 40,552
233 530, 222,900'

298,109

193,389
78,006

60,007
2

_---
314,09.:

179,459

74;990

110,143
t

----
, 316,289

154,527
74,011

109,088
2

326,171

138,894
80,535

108,5692

338',436

173,857
72,143

108,886

334,590

202,328
90. ,095

102 045

370,797 -340,782

273,428' 199,369*
67,127 63,858

1021.811 273 150

302,138' 284,136

-:

229,164 198,976'

70,768 114,995
i

310 035 224,029- 2...-
331,902

630,011

754,136

326;379

614,417

862,515

340,743

658,511

834,797

364,192

678,283

824,010

337,626

653,915

806,417

327,998

654,169

733-305

---2
354,886

693,322

819,260

394,468

729-,058

854,205

441,406 536;877

812,203 877,659

807 604'1 171 529

617,967 538,000

9)0,105 822,136
.

1
t
025

1
496 1

,
266

t
880

1,384,147
\

2,374
823

1,551

58,787

1,476,922

3,166

1;229

1,937

54,937

1,493,308

4,053

2,196
1,857

63,753

1,502,293

4,549

2,198'
2,351

55,864

1,460,332

5,340
3,036
2,304

73,447

1,387,474

5,551

2,962

2,589

111,220

1,512,582

5,967

3,059'

2,908

.

264,966

1,582,263

6,460
3,512

-2;948

263,088

1,619,807 2,059,188

6,220 6,504

3,347 .3,815

2,873 2,689

283,174 178,910

1,945,601 2,08r:,016

6,771 8,502

3,779.- 4,305
2,992 41107

326,527 n/a

*Statistics for the first time without Current Periodicals use.

'**Excludea non-print media use.

-***Annual Report for the Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, 1978-79 (see Exhibit 13-5.ad.
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G.5.1 Library

Library. Facilities

-
The library has no separate graduate facility, but special

provisions are made to meet the heeds of graduate students.
1

Group study and seminar rooms are available and graduate students

can reserve study carrels and lockers for the duration of their

research programs. For other applicable. facilities and services,

please consult the detailed information provided in the basic

library report.

Library Instruction

The education librarian works closely with the graduate

faculty in planning and preseriting library research materials

and methodaclasees at the beginning of each semester/term and at

other times as needed. In these classes particular emphasis is

placed on the use of ERIC, Psychological Abstracts, Social Sciences

Citation Index, the Monthly Catalog of Government Publications, and

so forth, and the planning of computerized bibliographic searches in

these and other relevant data bases. The education librarian

and other qualified library faculty members are also involved.in

the actual performance of the computerized searchesifor graduate

students.

The library provides each graduate student with a compre-

hensive guide to education sources, and the education librarian
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1

and of er staff members ale available for consultation on individual

research problems.

BYi.1 L brarY Compared to Other
!al/ Libraries

1 ,
As a member of the /Association of, Research Libraries (ARL),

the arold B. L

I I

e Library tanks as follows among the

One hundred and ten members of the association, as taken from
1

'ARL Statistics, 1978-1

(1) VolUmes in thehe library 68th.

i

..
.

(2) Voluimes 'added (gross) 65th.

(3) Microform .holdings . 86th.

(4) Current serIials 59th..
I

1 - i

(5) ProfeasionI al staff (FTE) 57th.

: .

I

(6) onnrofeSeional staff (FTE) 94th.

(7) Total staff (FTE)I 57th.

(8) Total items loaned 88th.
I

(9) Total items borrowed 64th.

All information concerning Brigham Young Unive siry
I

;

expenditures is considered confidential, so those arere

II

not available through the. Association of Research Libraries.

]

I

i'Visiting team members will have access to,these f gures froM the

.1 , Ivice-president during their visit to the
I
campus.financial

Graduate Level Materials.

The subject profiles which govern the appro al books sent to

the library by jobbers representing the major Aierican.and many

foreign publishers specify that graduate level books in,all areas

.128
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of education T.e automatically included. In addition, graduate level

books and other materials requested by faculty members or discovered

-by checking bWiographies and other sources are/added to the

collections as needed.

Interlibrary Loan

In addition to their access to holdings of the Harold B. Lee

Library, graduate students have,special borrowing and use

privileges at other Research Libraries Group (RLG) libraries,

as well as complete borrowing and use privilegesiat all Utah

college and university libraries. Interlibrary Loan Services also

provide needed items through reciprocal borrowing from other

libraries throughout the United States' and some foreign countries.

Availability of Resources

The library is open weekdays from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.,

and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. During the week of

finals each semester the library extends its hours of closing to

1:00 a.m. During the finals period reference servic?s

are available only at the Reserve- Library,reference desk from

11:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

The library is staffed by adequate numbers of qualified library

/faculty members or assistants. Librarians often make special

arrangements to meet with faculty and students at times other than

normal weekday working hours in order to assist them with research

or instruction problems.
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Collection Assessment and Development

Many of the recommendations resulting from the recently

completed Collection Analysis Project, described in more detail

in the basic, library report, should contribute to a needed refinetent

of collection development policies and prOcedures which will

eventually. result in a general upgrading Of the entire collection.
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EXAMPLE B

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY COLLECTION ASSESSMENT

The library's organic chemistry collection supports programs in
the colleges of Biological and Agricultural Sciences, Engineering .

Science and Technology, and-Physical and Mathematical Sciences. These
colleges granted 425 degrees in 1977-78--366 bachelors, 49 masters,
anal° doctoral and instructed many students fromhother colleges.

Chemistry CollectionOevelopment Policies .,

The chemistry collection has been developed under the existing
library collection Acquisition Policy Statement, approval order profiles
with American, British, German, and other European dealers, and through
recommendations by chemistry faculty and other library users.

.

Study Methodology

Since no single satisfactory method of collection evaluation
exists, the subcommittee employed or studied in the literature a vari-

.ety of cflent-centered.and-collection-centered techniques useful in
measuring the'quality of, the organic chemistry collection.

Client- Centered ssessment

The client-centered assessment consisted of a personal interview
, with the twelve faculty members in organic and biochemistry, and two
qUestionnaires, one developed for the McKay survey of 1978, and the
other a Faculty Library Research Survey (i:'LRS) form given to the twelve
faculty members during the interview to be filled out'and-returned
later. Additional data was obtained from the CAP Study. Team "Needs
Survey of Major Academic Units."

The interviews with faculty focused on their personal use and their
perception of student use of the organic chemistry collection, present
and future research plans, the adequacy of library resources, and methods
of developing the collection.

Results. The faculty responses show that 75,percent use the
library either daily or weekly, and 92 percent'find what they need over
halfthe time. When unsuccessful, they indicate'it is because the library
doesn't have it or it is at the bindery. Fifty-eight percent were not
hampered:in their current research, bit a significant 42 percent were
inconyenienced. Fifty-eight percent neported student complaints about
library services, and 92 percent frequently lend personal materials to
students'. Eighty-three percent, however, do so for convenience rather
than from a lack in library collections. No respondents felt forced to
restrict assjanments for want-arlibrary resources.

-

These faculty members unanimously agree that they do not feel
restricted in planning research because of a lack of library resources,
30 percent do not include provision for library materials in proposals
for research grants, and only half were even moderately affected by
library collections in their decision to join the faculty or to remain,
at the university. At the same time, 42 percent rely greatly and 58
percent moderately on their personal libraries in addition to the library
collection.
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The departmental library representative is perceived by 83 per-cent as having significant collection development functions and all of ,uthem recommend library acquisitions through him. All agree that the
materials they recommend are usually purchased when funds are available,and most are pleased with ILL services.

The queStioi-on'aire returned by ten of the twelve faculty members
was the same form used in the McKay Institute-user survey in 1978 inwhich nineteen-faculty members from the Chemistry Department responded.It was decided to use the same instrument to see how the organic chemis-
try faculty compared in itheir assessments of the chemistry collectionto the department as a whole.

t In comparison with other university libraries, the respondents
. I;rated the BYU library chemistry collection as inferior, 54 percent;

tequal, 29 percent; superior, 17 percent. The McKay survey showed 48
tpercent, 32 percent, and 20 percent respectively. Both survey groups,
;rated the Oemistry'collection fair to good in current books and-jour-
nals, annual reviews, indexes, bibliographies, reference books, and
books and journals over ten years old. However, a significant minority
(10 percent).of the psers of the-cbemistry collection considered it
inadequate or poor in current books and journals and in journals.over
ten years old. Ninety percent of both groups believe the library should
have a good or excellent collection of all types of recent matenials
(less then ten years old).

Figure 7. shows the degree of adequacy of the chemistry collec-tion for various user groups as perceived) by respondents to the McKay
survey and the faculty library research survey (FLRS)..

FIGURE 7.1

ADEQUACY OF THE CHEMISTRY COLLECTION FOR USER GROUPS

Inadequate Poor Fair Good Excellent

>2
11:7 ep 6/1 (13 tcl Cl).x CC CC CGGroups

LL U.
U

Lt.
U U

Lt.

Undergraduates 0 0 10 10 10 10 38 70 42 10
Masters Candidates 5 10 5 0 16 30 74 60 0 ij`
Ph.1) Candidates. 10 10 6 0 ,37 40 47 50 0 0
Faculty 10 10 5 0 37 40 49 50 0 0

(Numbers show percentages of respondents)

Figure 7.2 shows the most frequently listed problems users have had
With the chemistry collection as reported by respondentsto the two surveys.
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FIGURE 7.2

MOST FREQUENTLY LISTED pRoBLAs WITH THE CHEMISTRY COLLECTION

Problem
0 McKay Survey FLRS

Journals gone too long or sent too quickly
for binding 95 100

Not enough journals 74 100

Not enough books 4; 60

Time lag between okiering and receiving books
and journals 42 60

Misfiled booki and.journals 26 60

(Numbers show percentages of respondents)

Collection - Centered Assessment

'Within the Dewey 540s and the Library of Congress QOs there are
three major areas which support organic chemistry. The shelf list
measurements and the divisions. used for periodical and reference counts
were general chemistry (540s and QD3s), analytical chemistry (544s and
QD75s), and organic chemistry (547s)and QD1s). General materials were
included because they. contain introductory material, gutdesi reference
tools, and periodicals important to the organic courses. Analytical
materials are, by the nature of chemistry, also preoccupied with orgariic
compounds-.

Results. The shelf list contained 33.75" of cards in the above
categories, which at 125 cards'per inch would equal 4,180 titles. Of
these, 18.25" or 2.,280 titles (54 percent) were in general chemistry,
6.5" or 800 titles (19 percent) in analytical, and 9" or 1,100 titles
(27 percent) in organic.'

The chemistry periodical holdings were compared with the chemistry
section of Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory, 17th edition,
1977-78. Reference works were compared to R. T. Bottle's The Use of
Chemical Literature,1969. Both, lists attempt to includeall available
titles.. Bottle provides evalyative comments on some titles, and the
library holds some of both the well-liked (though, not always in current
editions)7and the less prized.

The percentages on the right of Figure 7.3 show BYU library holdinas
in comparison with the comprehensive lists and should not be viewed.as
especially low since any library should only, have selected items from
the lists, depending on tf.4 academic and research programs jt'supports.

The percentages of holdings bear out the importance of the
organic field, since the most.involved work and the broadest scope are
found in this area of chemistry. It may seem alarming to have such
low perdentages in the less organic areas of the collection, but one
organic chemistry faculty member defended the results as desirable. .

However, further assessment'of Chemistry Department needs in the
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FIGURE 7.3

LIST CHECKING DATA

,

.

Percentage
Titles in Percentage of Titles Percentage of of Ulrich's
Ulrich's Total Titles at BYU Total titles Titles at BYU

Total Titles 389 100 11'6 ,. - 100 30

General 288 74 76 66 26

Analytical 43 11 16 14 37

Organic 58
. 1.

24 20 . 41
.

,

. . . .

6

Percentage
Titles in Percentage of Titles Percentage of of Bottle's
Bottle Total Titles at BYU Total.Titles "Titles at BYU

. .
...

Total Titles ,199 100
.

87 100 44

General 126 63 6 41 29 ;-

Analytical 19 10 ----II-- 13 58

Organic 54 , 27 40 46 .71C ,

other areas. should be done-.. The data also shows that, because of the
size'of the general chemistry collection, itlwould-cost much more to
increase' the percentage of holdings on either of the lists than it
would in organic chemistry.

Of greatest concern is the level' of the periodical holdings.
The apparently high percentage of general periodicals is ,inflated by
the fact that many essentially organic titles are general enough to
be classed in- the 540.5s. While this could increase/the organic per-
centage to perhaps 60 percent, it would not change the total percentage
of 30,

Recommendations

1. Conduct further studies of all aspects of the chemistry.
collections, using additional client--and colleCtion-
centered techniques to verify and further examine the find=
ings of this study.

2. Using the data obtained from the additional studies, deter-
mine whether'a redistribution of budgets' from approval
program and monograph purchases is appropriate or necessary
to provide additional journal subscriptions. ,

3. Study binding policies to discover whether changes could
improve the accessibility of_current journals.

4. ,Conduct a periodicals use study, such as that done for
education periodicals, to'determine which titles might be
considered for weeding and which titles should be purchased.

5. implement a 'faculty- assisted weeding program to improve the
utility and -accessibility of materials.
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EXAMPLE C'

A Sample Evaluation Summary

SUL Collection Development Office
Collection Evaluation,Summary

L. Golomb, 1976

Anthropology: Adequacy and Availability of the
Collections at Stanford

Departments/ Anthropology
Fields: Sociology

History
Economics

Sampling: 250 titles based on titles in Anthropology Gradu-
ate field and course bibliographies.

Findings:' Stanford possesses 249 of the 250 titles checked
(over 99%). 236 titles were found An the Main
Library, and 13 uniquely in branch libraries. Three
titles (1%) were never' located and were presumed
missing.

During a busy-period shelf check, 84% of the titles
were available on the shelves of one or more
camptis libraries; another 14.4% were in circulation
and could readily be recalled. Main Library use,
considered alone, was more intense: of 348 copies
of the Main Library's 236 titles, 57.5% were avail-

° able on the shelves during the busy-period check,
28.7% were on loan, and 13.8% were unavailable
(or could not be found).

. There have been complaints of low-availability of
high-priority Social Science materials in the
Stanfofdilibrariei.' Data from this study wodld sug-
gest that these complaints are ill-founded, and that
the problem may be elsewhere: problems perceived
by the social science user in negotiating the system
to find hi. book. Many users in these fields may
iossest inadequate bibliographic or library instruc-
tion, or may lack the patience to seek materials in
decentralized lqcations. This studyindicates that a
user-orientation and training program should be
developed for Social Science patronsespecially
graduate studentsin bibliography-and library use.
The effect of such a program may well be the
better and fuller use by library patrdris in this
broad area.
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A.1

Agencies Accrediting Academic Programs at BYU

Brigham Young University' (Initial Accreditation- -1923; Renewal--1976)

Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges
Cothmission on Colleges

3700 -B University Way, N.E.
Seaftle, WA, 98105
Tel. (206) 543-0195

,

1 z

\

Business (Accredited')

American Assembly of Collegiate'School of Business
Accreditation Codhcil
11500 Olive Street Road'
St, Louis,-M0 63141

Tel, (314) 872-8481

Dietetics ..(Preaccredited)1

The American Dietetic Association
Commission on Evaluation of Dietetic Education
Department of -Education
430 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60611

Tel. (312) 280-5000

Engineering Education (Accredited)

Engineers' Council for Professional Development
34 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017
Tel. (212) 644-7685

(Chemical, Civil, Electrical, ,Mechanical)

Engineering Technology (Accredited)

Engineers' Council for Professional Development
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY, 10017
Tel. (212) 644-7685

(Design and Graphics Technology, Electronic Technology,
Manufacturing Technology)

Librarianship (Accredited)
.

American Library Association
Committee on Accreditation
50 East Huron Street .

Chicago, IL 60611
Tel. (312) 944-6780



Marriage and 'Family Therapy (Acctedied),

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
Ommission on Accreditation for ,Marriage and Family Therapy
Education

924'West Ninth Street
Upland, CA 91786
Tel. (714) 981-0888

(TherapyrClinical Training Programs)
"(Graduate Degree Programs)

r.

Medical Technology (Accredited)

American Medical AsSociation
Committee on Allied Health Education
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60610
Tel: (312) 751-6272

. .

and Accreditation

A.2

(National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences)

Music (Accredited)

National Association of Schools of Music
11250 Roger Bacon Drive, Suite 5
Reston, VA 22090
Tel. (703) 437-0700

Professional Nursing (Accredited)

National League for Nursing, Inc.
Board of Review for Baccalaureate and-Higher Degree Programs (or)
Board of Review for Associate Degree Programs
10 Columbus Circle
New York, NY 10019
Teel. ,'(212) 582-1022

(Associate Degree Accredited; Baccalaureate & Higher Degree--
Accredited) 1

Psychology (Clinical PsychologyAccredited)

American Psychological Association

Committee,cn Accreditation
1200" 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Te1.11

1

(202) 833-7692

Social Work (Accredited)

Council on Social Work Education
Commission on Accreditation
Division of Educational Standards and Accreditation
345 EaSt 46th Street
New York, NY 10017
Tel. (212) 697-0467
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A.3

Speech; Pathology,-and Audiology (Accredited)

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
American Hoards of Examiners in Speech Pathology and Audiology
Education and Training Board
10801 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
Tel. (301) 897-5700

Teacher Education (Accredited)

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher EducatiOn.
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.-
Washington, D.C. ,24/906
Tel. (202) 393-2220*

Theater Arts

National Association of Schools of Theatre
1000 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.Cq 20005'

Is
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Standards for
, !I k 17;a

Emir:wont>

The following statement of university library
ltati(Lach has beim prepared by a joint committee
established by the Association of Research Librar-
ies and the Assoc latiou of College and ftesea'reb.
Libraries A draft of the statemeut appeared in
the April 1978 issue of College (7Research Li-
braries News.

lit August 1978. the finot ARI.-AcIlL Commit-
tee on University Library Stoic lards revised this
draft. On October 26. 1978. the AIIL mem-
bership tinammotisly endorsed the statement as
ieviseti. At the Al.A.Mulwiitter Meeting im Pow.
ary 1979. the A(:111. Board also voted to ratify the
revised statement "Standards for University Li.
1111411M" 1$ being published in its final lieu w this
issM; orcoat. News for the Information of ACRI
members

SI 1N1111I111

MIR U NI% 1.141141

Prepared by a joint (inn/mike of the Assona-
non of 16 sear di /Arm les and Ai Assor itition of

College, and Bewail Libraries. a do a((((( of the
Amer it an Library Assen ration

Innoduction

'these standards base been prepared to assist
faculty. IIIIINCI$tty administiators. libranaus. 3C-
cr«liting 4gelltic 5.,..111(1 (ohms III the evaluation
and improvemnt ol university library services
and n souses«.s '11wse statemeuts are ;mended to
apply only to those institutions of higher educa-
tion which have been characterized by the (:ar.
m.o. Commission on II.,ther Feltication .45 "dew-
imal granting institutions." All of these nistint-
'trots empliasi-c graduate study. professional
edit. anon, ancl reser re h. De spite these basic

university libraries are also charm.-
terwed by a high degree of individuality. particu-
larly with respect to policies, programs. respon-
ululates. and traditions flour. these standards
arc not intended to establish not mative prest rip-
turns for uniform application Rather, they are
meant to provide a general framework within

. which informed judgment 4211 be applied to indi-
vidual CIfet1111$1,1IICIS

1Ir 11111(1411telltal .15511111111101) of tile$1! $triulal (Is

that the binary has a central mud critical nity.r.
tame in a university This Importance has been
reel mized repeatedly by analysts of higher ech.-
ration III Ills 1666 report to the American (:otin-
n1 11n Gducrb11u, Allan M Cartter, for example.
stated.

'"flie library is the beart of the university. no
other single non-human Iron is as closely related

knlysuk..Xiibpriph
to the- quality of graduate education A'few uni-
versities with poor library resources have
achieved considerable strength in several de-
partments. In some cases because laboratory
facilities may be more important in a particular
field than the library. and In other cases because
the universities are located close to other great
library collections such as the Library of Congress
and the New York Public Library. But instill,-
thins that are strong in all areas invariably have
major national research ;

As with all institutions. universities and their
libraries have experienced considerable change
over time. Further changes are taking place now.
and others clearly lie ahead. P.ulicularly notewor-
thy is the increasing sense of interdependence
and commitment Its cool-dinar among universi-
ties generally With regard to university libranes,
the following developments are particularly im-
portant: the growth of interlibrary cooperation.
especially resource sharing, the strengthening and
expansicin of service programs. such as biblio-
graphic instruction. the increasing importance of
recorded infiwination in :migrant formats. the ap
plication of automated systems to library opera-
tions and the growth of naclime-readable data
bases; the closer interaction between librarians
and faculty and the unproved status of librarians
main the university. increased stress on the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of operations A recog-
nition of such trends and their importance is fun-
damental to these standards.

Recognizing the 1r:creasing interdependence of
mtiversities in developing and maintaining
scholarly resources. these standards are intended
to provide guidance to identifying that level of li-
brary self-sufficiency which as essential to the
health and vigor of a university and its academie
proy,ranis The general ASSIIIIIpii0t1 is that the
primary obligation of a university library is to
meet the instruenonal and research needs of the
students and faculty at that university. However
no university library can acquire all of the re-
corded infinmatton that its clientele may find use-
ful An attempt is made. therefore. to recognize
the mechanisms being developed to promote
cooperative access to scholarly inforntation. to
identify the current limitations of toterdepen-
denee.,and to enumerate the factors. which are
essential in maintaining an environment in which
instruction and research can flourish,.

Care has been taken to limit the standards to
succinct statements focusing nu the elements
judged to be most critical in determining the
adequacy; of a university library. Amplification of
the principles identified in the standards is pro-
vided in the form of commentary

College and Research Libraries News, Apr 1979.

SEcrtuN A: Soimis

Standard A.!

In order to support the instructional, research,
and public service programs of the unitersity. the
sertices offered by a university library shall
promote and facilitate effectiie -use of recorded
information in all formats by all of the library's

Commentary onStandard A.!

In developing and implementing its program of
service, a university library should give prionty
to the needs of the students, faculty, and other
academic staff of the university, whir may be said
to constitute the library's "primary clientele."
While it may also have obligations or commit-
ments to other clienteles or constituencies, the
library should recognize that these are secondary.

A university library should provide the follow-
ing services: reference and information services
winch are available at adequately identified and
designated points during established service
hours. specialized and in-depth assistance to indi
viduals in the use of the library': resources. bib
hographic,instruction programs, services which
will facilitate access to nonprint media and
machinereadahle data bases; and services winch
will facilitate access to recorded mformat
other library collections.

These services should be designed to meet ef.
fectuiely the whole range of different informa-
tional and bibliographical needs that arise in the
vanous academic areas and in all other parts of
the university.

%Vitale universities should place . great emphasis
on meeting the intensive library needs of gradu
ate students and facnIty, they should be careful to
provide,adequately for the needs of undergradu-
ate students.

university libraries should recognize
tbat, to one degree or another, they share a re-
sponsibility with, all research libraries to support
higher education in general and each other in
particular through cooperative, efforts.

Standard A2

In order to ensure maximum access to its cob
tremors and their contents, a unit ersity library
shall maintain records of its collet rums who 11 are
compiete, consistent. and in conformity with na-
tional bibliographical standards and require.
merits

Commentary on Standard A 2

The extent of bibliographical coverage that
must be provided in a particular library will de-
pend on many factors, such as whether or not the
library has open or closed access stacks, the ex-
tent and nature of the library's specialized collec-
tions, the history and traditions of the library and
of the university, and the nature of specific

cooperative arrangements that the lit may
have entered into with ether libraries d library
consort ia.

To ensure effective access to its !teeth:ins as
well as to increase its operational fficiency, a
university library's bibliographic r rds should
conform to recognized standards of taloging and
classification, and its bibliograph c apparatus
should be internally consistent. Its ibliographic
records should be adjusted in eon unction with
periodic inventories of the colic lions. Every
multiunit university library shoul have a union
catalog edits cataloged holdings.

Standard A.3

Within the limits of the university's particular
responsibilities and priorities, a unitersity library
shall provide maximum access to. its collections
for all of as clientele.

Cou nrnsary on Standard A.3

1'arious factors are involved, in providing :stress
to a library's collections, such as circulation
policies and procedures. sprice hours, seciirity
arrangements. and actual operating efficiency.
While practices vary significantly from library to
library. certain principles should, be followed in
each library. Most items in the library collections
should be readily available both for consultation
in the library and for circulation to authorized
clientele Access to and circulation of rare.
fragile, and hIgh.demand materials shoiild be ap-
propriately controlled and restricted. Tu ensure
maximum availability of the collections to those
authorized to use them terms of loan should he
carefully set and should generally be similar for
all user Late:tones.

Ademi.ite precautions should be- taken to con-
trol loss of.or damage to the library's collections
The prompt rettini in good condition of all ellen-
toted materials should be effectively enforced for
all borroweri.

Circulatson procedures and stack maintenance
oiwrat ttttt s in a unnersity library should be effec
tive and efficwut There should lw a regular and
continuing progron of shelf reading. Library ser-
vice hours should be responsive to high- and
low -use periods, to the number of branch. de-
partmental. and other special libraries in the sys-
tem as well as to the availability of alternatise
study space.

Secmte% B: Cul I tut InNS

Standard B.1

A university library's collections shall be of

sufficient s'ze and scope to support the tomer-
sity's total instructional needs and to facilitate the
unicersity's resmreh programs.

ta
Commentary on Standard B.1

A university library should provide all of the
resources that are necessary for direct support of
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the university's MI instniction.d programs at both
the undergraduate and the graduate levels, If
these resources are not readily available in the
library, the instructional moglions cannot he ear-
ned out. successfially These resources include re-
gutted and assigned readings,' reference and bib.
hographical materials, basic journals and senals.
as aiell as any other library materials that under-
graduate or graduate students are expected to lie
able to consult readily in their courses of study,
or in the preparation of theses and dissertations.

Weak colleetums can hamper research. The ac-
cumtilanon and pieservation of substantial collet:-
tons and the' implementation of comprehensive
acquisition piograms Must he recognized as pro-
siding a resource whose presence within a tini
sersity is essential to the conditions under which
knowledge:is effectively increased and transmit-
ted It is ele'ar that no university library-Zan be
expected to possess in its collections all of the
recorded information which faculty or doctor/11
students may need to consult as they pursue their
research Nevertheless. it Is essential that care-

% ton; lw of such size. scope. and quality that they
promote rather than restrict research. While
escry library should take care to develop collet -
tons whose areas of concentration reflect and
support the academe priorities and strengths
within the uniermy, interlibrary arrangements.
which have long been established for the mutual
support d exceptional research needs, must con-
tinu to be relied upon to supplement even the
most comprehensive research cx llections.

the continued rapid growth of scholarly litera-
ture and the costs of providing access to this lit;
endure for those in th'e university community
has. necessitated foraal and informal arrange-
ments among libraries to ensure maxtinum access
to this literature Common method; of sharing
resources and improving J S have !wen loans
between libraries. provision of visiting privileges
for scholars, agreements on the acquisitions Of
materials. and sharing of bibliographic informa-
tion.

While interlibrary cooperation. as presently
practiced. may not promise large cost savings in
the immediate future, significant unproved meth-
ods of supplementing local resources are in the
acme planning stages thinrsity libraries -Must
participate m the development of these new ac-
cess inechamsms to ensure that local, regional.
national and international interests are effectively
sets ed

Attempts have heen made to identify precise
quantitative measures of adequate collection sue
and growth rates for a university library 'No such
formula has yet been developed which can be

nerally applied At preset t, such formulas as
exist can only pelt) Approxinutions which indicate
A general level of need 11 they are applied arbi-
trarily and inechanically, they can distort tl.e
realities of given situation Neverthidess. gnaw

1if)
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titative measures are increasingly important in
guiding the qualitative pulgineut that must ulti-
mately be applied to university libraries and their
collections. One teehnitinie is the use of regres-
sion analyisis to facilitate the comparison of similar
hbraties to one another' another of some general
applicability is the -index Of quality' deseloped
by the Knwrican.Counell on Education for relat-
ing library' collection size to graduate program
quality.

Standard 8.2

A university library's eollectioni shall be.de-
ielopTd systematically and consistently within the
terms of explicit and detailed policies.

Commentary on Standard 8.2

Given the great bfreadth of university library
collections And the iSvide variations in depth of
collections among subjects held,x it is essential
that there be a collections development policy to
guide the selection and acquisition of matenals.

By establishing such a policy, librarians seek to
ensure that the library's collections are planned
And developed in, relation to the university's
academic, researeh, and service goals and
priorities and within the limits of resources avail
Able I

Working in cicre consultStiti %nth faculty and
administration, librarians, particularly subject
specialists. should .issinne the responsibility for
drafting and implimienting this policy.

Recognizing die inherent difficulties 'in- mitre-
mu development, it is imperative thi.t the library
have full and continuous access to information
About all devel4pments, actual and planned, in
the 'academic. research. and service programs of
the university and its components which affect
the library.

Once codified, the library's collection de'
velopment policy should be made known to and
endorsed by the university faculty and adminis-
tration. To enitire that this policy reflects changes
within the university, the policy should be regu-
hirly and carefully reviewed,

S!cntlard 8 3

d university library's collections shall contain
all of the tutted fours of recorded infornuaion

Commentary on Standard B 3

The. unisiersity library has traditionally been
recognized 'as the repository" ;Adult the university
for the printed information needed to support the
university tristructional and .eseareb programs.
As recorded information becomes increasingly
available M a variety of nonprint foments. such as
films. sound recording: sod video tapes, it is Ap-
propnate:that this mateinAi, except where needed
exclusively for classroom use, also bp..-TcVnted.
organized. and made available through the u-
v-rsitY library.5

SEcrioN C PERsoNNEt.

Standard Cl .

A university library shall hale a sufficient
Inuirther and tonety of personnel to develop, or-
gnon e. and mountain such collections and to pro-
tide such rekrence and information services as
will Meet the universitt;',. needs,

Commentary on Standard C.1

The size of a university library's stall .s deter-
mined by many factors. inclitcling the number of
physically separate library units. the number of
service points requiring staff, the number'of ser-
vice hours provided, the number and special
characteristics of items processed annually. tine
nature and quality of the processing to which
they are subjected, the size of the collections.
And the rate of circulation of the collections, In-
terinstitutional cooperative arrangements may
also affect staff size As such factors vary widely
from one institution to. another, no single model
or formula can be provided for developing an op.
minim staff size.

A university library should have on its staff' a
variety of personnel. 'professional, clerical, and
student- assistant staff The librarians should per-
form the core academic and professional functions
of the library: collection development. reference
and information services, and substantive activi-
ties related to the bibliographic control of mate- I
mils. All categories of personnel should have ap-
propriate education and experience. including.'
when necessary, graduate or professional degrees,
in their particular specialties The recognized'
terminal degree for librarians is the master's del
gree from an American Library Association ac.
credited library school program, although
additional graduate degrees may sometimes b'e
desirable

The deployment of personnel within a specific
university library is related to the range of opera-
films and services provided by that library andito
its total workload requirements,

Standard C 2

P ersonnel practices lllll a mut ersity library
shall be basil on sound, contemporary adminis-
trant e practice end shall be consistent with per-
4onnel practices within the unit ersrty s well as
the goals and purposes of the library.

,Commentary on Standard C.2

The terms and conditions of emph,-,Pment of the
several categories of staff in a musersity library
should be consonant with the established terms
and conditions of employment of staff in related
categories elsewhere within the university Tennis
and conditions of employment. for libran ,is, for
'example. should parallel dun( of the rest of the
unetersity's academic staff, just as terms and con-

ditionsi of employment for the library's clerical
and student staff should parallel those of similar,
employees within the university as a whole.

A ...mpreliensive university library personnel
management program should address recruit'
ment, appointment, promotion, tenure, dismissal,
appeid, definition of position responsibilities, clas-
sification and paY plans. onentation and training
programs, review of employee performance, staff
dev#lopinent, and counseling.

More specific guidance on these matters is
provided in the following 'documents: "Statement
on ,Faculty Status of college and University Li-
brarians'l and "Library Education and Personnel

Swum.. D. FAcitariEs

Standard ID,/

A university library shall_ have fuctlitiis which
meet the present and anticipated future require-
Ments of the unMersity and its programs.

Commentary on Standard CI 1

I A university library's buildings should be of
sufficient size And quality to house the collections
and to provide sufficient space for their use by
students. faculty, and other elientre. There
should also be Adequate space for the library op-
erations necessary for the provision of its ser-
vices. Adequacy of facilities cannot be deter-
mined simply on the basis of present require-
ments. The size and composition of the univer-
sity's enrollment, the nature of its instructional
and research programs. the form and publication
rate of library materials strongly influence library
requirements, land it is necessary that these re-
quirements be subject to continuums evaluation
and planning

A -university library should he attractive, invit-
ing. and carefully designed to promote opera-
tional efficiency and effectiveness of use. Specific
factors relevant here include,general ern/iron:nen;
tal'feauires that attect clientele,' staff, and collec-
tions (light, ventlation, temperature and humid.
fly control, vertical and bonzontal transportation,
safety features, etc.).ilayout of the stacks, number
and variety of reader stations, relationship be-
tween stacks and reader statim,., relationship
among service points. effective flow of materials,:
and adequacy of space for staff and operations

The fund.onental consideration in designing
°library building should be Its function. Since the
nature of collections, services, operations, and
the needs of a library's clientele can change sig.
mficantly over time. present and future flexibility
is an important element in library design. Al-
though the architectural style and traditions of a
nitiveruty may dictate certain design features for
a libraiv building, such factors should not be "
allowed 13 compromise basic functional considera-
tions.
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Standard D 2

- Library.; shall be".so located that the university
communitovill haii,vontyment acres; to them.

Commentary on Standard D 2 "

The Aquirpnents,of interdisciplinary' studies
And research; .recognitiun of the needs of under-
graduate,students, the urgency of achieving
allIeratin)c economiesthese and other fiactdrs
have revived interest in centralizing physically
dispersed library units in order to improve access
to resources and Avoid 'costly duplication in the
development and maintenance of-collections..
There are,circumstAnces, however. such Is cam-
pus geography, Intensity uf use. and size of col-
lections which may continue to justify the main-
tenance of multiple library units Remote storige
facilities may also be established in attempting to

,. deal with space inadequacies althuogh this usually
inhibits convenience of'acvess 1Vliere the pattern

NI decentralization persists in any form. it is ma:
portriii that librunei be{ located so as tu inimmite
iticouvemence mall library users.

St.ctios E AtnimistFIAIION
esti Cot Lics esti:

Standard L

.1.4' The plate of the unnersay library uithin the
administrattie and gin ernanct: structure of the
111111erstry shall be clearly' identified. and the re-
sponsibilities and authority of the library admin-
istration arid its chief adminisiratice officer shall
be defined

niaryon Standard E I

II there Is ambiguity within the um% ersity
commimity as to the particular place oecupted by
the library wttfini the adminon Anse and giver-
.. me structure of the university. and if the au-
dainty and responsibilities if the library's duct
administrative officer arm' not clearly identified,
misunderstanding, coliffict. and confusion can
sometimes result to the detriment of both the
university and its library Bec.u.se it is closet. 'e-
lated to instruction and resew t. the inuse,nty
library should be formally recogiozed as one uf
the major academic units with .1 the university,
and its chief administrative office, should partici-
pate regularly...M/ directly in 4.1tversity wide
academic Amin:1g and decision mating Fur simi-
lar it:AU/11S. dims person should report directly tu
the chief academic officer of the university.

The Imigrecognized need in institutions of
higher education to involve faculty in library mat-
ters has led to the institutionalization of the advi-
sory library committee Because of the fundamen-'
tal importance "of the library to instruction And
research and the consequent need for dose, con-
tinuing interactitin between the faculty and the
library, the existence uf the library committee is
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valuable. TheIcommittee should be advisory, and
its responsibilities should be clearly delineated.

Standard E.2 .

The university library's own administrative and
governance /structure shall be clearly specified
and shall be consonant with the governance
structure of the university as well as with the
particular 'Weds and requirements of the library.

Commentary en Standard E.2

In urdeti to facilitate effective organizational ac-
tivity .rid decision making, it is essential that the
administrative and governance structure of the
university library itself be clearly specified. This
will involve identifying the roles and respon-
sibilities of all categories of library personnel in
the governance of tae library. it is essential that
library governance reflect the piinciples and prac-
tice followed elsewhere within the university, al-,
though they should be modified as necessary to
embody those conditions and issues peculiar tu an
academic library.

..

Standard £.3 ..

There, shall be a close administrative relation-
ship writing all libraries within the university tu.-
the end, that library users may make full and ef-
fctive use of library resources and services.

Commentary on Standard E.3

Nu' single pattern of library Administration will
serve all universities equally well. but Awl atever

an institution chooses shuuld have
i v

pattern
principal purpose the equitable distribution of li-
brary resources and services The needs uf
scholars; differ from discipline to discipline and
ohm the needs uf students differ frum those of
faculty These competing interests cannot always
be reconciled, but one important task of library
administration is tu acliteve.as much balance as
possible; in the provision of services tu all groups

however administratn e relationships among
library units within a university are determined,
it is essential that adequate coordinating
mech.wisms be established and enforced to en-
sure that servux pieleS Are In reASUILible hat-
tnuny, that costs related to duplication are con-
troll4 and that access to all library collections is
maximized

Standard E 4

A wile tibrary's major policies and pro-e.
dotes shall be riciry defined and regularly re-
d sewed

Commentary on Sam 'third E 4

In order to ensu e that it is effective olternally
and understood erternally, a university library
should clearly define its major policies and pro-
cedures and record them in written form. The
writteo statements uf policy should be readily
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available to all members &the library staff, and
policies which have external relevance (such as
the library's collection development policy or cir-
culation policy)- shuuld be accessible tu thd li-
brary's clientele and to others who may need or
desire to consult them These poll 4Les, as welt as
tL practices that unplement them, should be
regularly reviewed tu ensure that they continue'
to be appropriate.

SEcnoti F FiNANer
Standard F.1'

Budgetary suppoil for the university library
shall be sufficient to enable tt to fulfill its obliga
Lions and responsibilities as idziatified in the pre-
ceding standards.

'Commentary on Standard F.I

The total budgetary needs uf a university li
bury can be determined only in relation to its
responsibilities. Many attempts have been made
to develop formulas or other -objective" meas-
ures for determining the budgetary requirements
of a university library. These measures range
from matching funding with student enrollment
to defining a minlinum percentage of the total
university C and E budget which shuuld be de-
voted the library. Such "objective" approaches
to budget determination do nut always take cog-
nizance of the range and complexity of demands
which any university library must meet, as well
as the significantly different library needs of vli
ferent universities.

These conditions also make it nnpussible to
identify a viable model that can be applied tu all
university libraries fur allocating their budgets by
major category (salaries and wages, acquisitions.
binding. miscellaneous supplies, and other ex-
pense) Allocation ultimately depends on local re
quirements and prionties Fur example. if a 11111.
Vend,' library is expected to operate a subst.unial
number of discrete units with parallel and dup-
licatie activities, its expenditures forsalartes and
wages will be }uglier than if thus were not the
case

Under any circumstances. it is essential that
unmet city library be provided with sufficient
funding tu enable it to. develop akipropnAte crib
rectums, provide appropriate services, carry out
necessary operations, and satisfy identified expec-
tations and requirements If funding us less than
is necessary to fulfill these obligations, the library
will be male to meet university needs.

A university library lie expected to op-
erate on a sound financial basis. To du this, the
library and its administration must be able to
identify and support its fiscal request effectively
and tu report adequately on expenditure of (unds.

Standard F 2

The university library budget shall be a dis
anti part of the unowrsity's budget, and it shall

be developed and managed by the chief adminis-
realise officer of the university library.

Commentary on Standard F.2

The authority to prepare, submit, defend, and
administer the university library budget should
be delegated clearly and explicitly to the chief
administrative officer of the university library. He
or she should have full responsibility for manag-
ing this budget as well as the authority necessary
to maximize the use of the library's total re-
sources. lie ur she should have the same degree
of latitude and responsibility that is exercised by
other major administrative 'officers within the
university. The library should be responsible for
preparing adequate and regular reports on ex-
penditures throughout the year. 'These reports
should conform to the university's requirements
and. where necessary, to its standardised proce-
dures and practices.

Because uf the importance of the library %Yukio
the university and the need that it respond effec-
witty to changing dentands, priorities, and
academic programs: it is, essential that the library'
budget be developed in relationship to and with
full cognizance of the total university budget-
planning process, And that the library's chief ad-
n lllll stratwe officei be directly and significant!)
involved in this process
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analysis See. particularly. Ralph E Ellsworth,
The Economics of Book Storage in Academic.
labronts (Metuchen. N J 'The Associatmo of
Research Libraries and the Scarecrow Press.
196.91 Also useful is Jeffrey A Haffel and
Robert Shia Ilk°. Systematic Analysis of Um-
iersity Libraries (Cambridge. Mass MIT
Press. 1969).

Ael.e.snik

Qt sits KAse 1.11 Km. Ti ( jesioei..s
eon Umstasm 1 lisnsniEs

The umscraity binaries' to which quantitative
measures might be applied are so complex, so '..'a-
serse, in the programs they support, and so dif-
ferent from each other that it is extremely
difficult. if not tuipossible. to des Ise a common
statistical measure %Inch could be applied to all
of them This problem is further complicated' by
the character and-inadequacy of the currently
available data. Herman Fussier. for ;Ample, ob-
seises that "libraries. hie aims cradles. tend to
base very inadequate analytical data on their own
operations and pertormance Such data. especially
as they relate to costs and iy stem responses to
user needs, are critically important in any effort
to impose a library's efficiency and responsive-
inns" Fut/ Stichlop, in the course of his recent
efforts to ineaspre the holdings and aequisitions of
libraries on a broad scale, has complained about
the lack of adequate data.' Other observers have
challenged the malty of present library data col-
lection they focus on percened failures to
measure performance or effeemeness Neserthe-
less, academic institutions do compete for faculty
and students, and one ol the elements in this
(ompetition is the adequacy ol library services
and ce...!ttions. Compsuatise judgments about
academic libraries are made, and these compari-
sons c-an be aided by miantstatise measures

Unfortilhately much of the data which are
needed is actually make interinstitutional com-
parison not easily as amiable. although'smne
mehil dais can be °Wined from ARL statistics
The LIBOIS and IIECIS surveys also sully
data hut these are usually too old for current
needs or in a lu %Inch is difficult to use. Con-
sequently. the analyst is compelled to rely on
what is asailable MIL statistics, authonties who
base written on the subject, and such limited
burs eys as Le or she can make All of these
methods hoe sarying degrees of utility but with
the possible est climes of the ARI. data, none
provide the raw data on which empirically de-
rased pleasures c-an be based. Certain "common"
prartices can be discerned. and the advice of all
dimities eau be weighed, but ebese. however
...doable, do not constitute quantitative leasures
III an empiric-ally derivable, logically justifiable
sense To have reliable quantitative measures,
the categones to lx..Ameasmed must be defined,
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and a mechanism for gathering the necessary data
must lie developed.

In the absence of either of these necessary
conditions, it is difficult to du more than perform
what analyses can be performed on ARL data
Briefly, these fall into three. categories. (a) in-
sights eltamed by simple inspection,of the data.
thl the construction of ratios which reduce the
quantity of data to be comprehended said &crib
tatecomparison. and (c) regression analysis which
rim-forms roughly the same function from the
analyst's point (if view as the construction of
ratios but also requires an effort on the part of
the analyst to group like institutions togethe. and
gives the analyst some indication of how well this
has been accomplished (joefficient of determina-
tion).

Simple inspection of ARL data, aided by rank-
ings. ranges, averages, and medians, does pro-
side useful insights for the expenenced library
manager who can mentally discount obvious dis-
crepancies and differences between institutions
and can restrict comparisons to a homogeneous
group However, to read, for example, that in
1976-77 the number of volumes in ARL libraries
ranged between Ilatvard's 9,547,576 and McMas-
ter's 906,741, that the average library held
2 127,047. and the median was 1,653,000 may
geve the reader a sense of perspective, which is
saluable, but it is of limited use in drawing cons-
panstins between rather different institutions.

A reduction of data can be achieved by the use
of ratios or percentages, as is shown in the exam-
ple of ratio analysis below Some of those which
can be generated from existing data include.

I The ratio of professional tn nunpriffessional
staff,

2. Expenditure for library matenals as a per-
cent of total library' operating expenditure

3. Ratio of salary expenditures to library mate-
r al expenditure;
This kind of data reduction aids analysis by mak-
ing the data more comprehensible For example.
among ARL libraries in 1976-77, the ratio of pro-
fessional to nonprofessional staff ranged from 1.08
to 0.24, the average was 0.51 and the mediem
0 49! The overwhelming majOrity of libraries
tender: toward a pattern of one professional to
two nonprofessionals Aoung ARL libraries in
1976-77, expenditures for library materials as a
percent of total library expenditures ranged from
19.14 percent for Toronto to 50.61 percent fur
Houston. The average was 31 46 percent and the
median 30 09 percent The vast majonty of ARL
libraries tended to spend 30 percent of their
budgets on acquisitions. The obverse of materials
expenditure for Jilnaries is salary expenditure.
Expressed as a ratio -of salary to materials it
ranged from 3.6 in the ease of Toronto, to 0 8 in
the case of Houston. with the median 1 9 and the
average 1.93.

From ratios such as these, a deeper insight into
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library operations- can be obtained, hot it would
be rash to conclude that all libraries should spend
30 percent of their budgets for books and 60 per-
cept for salaries or that the ratio of professional to
nonpr°fess:mull should always be 1.2. Local con-
ditions dictate differing policies. A library with
many branches may require a higher ratio of pro-
fessionals to nonprofesstunals. Conversely, differ-
ing operating conditions, different types of
staffing may dique,different ratios. An example
of a more eitincded' kind of ratio analysis is that of
Allan Cartter's Library Resources Index. which is
described in a following section. Yet, even this
kind of ratio should be viewed cautiously. At
best, ratio analysis can serve only as a back-
ground against which local conditions may be
evaluated.

H6gression analysis also provides a form of data
reduction, but at compels the analyst to attempt
to group like institutions togetliei Baumul and
Marcus provide a guide to its use in library data
analysis.5 The concluding section of this appendix
gives an example of its application. But the same
caveats about drawing inferences that apply to
ratio analysis apply to regression analysis

In addition to these, there is a growing litera-
ture on performance evaluation of libraries winds
is expressed ui various is ways. F. W Lancaster
summarizes some of the possible approaches.

"I. The ability of the library to deliver a par-
ticular item when it is needed.

"2. The ability of the catalog and 'the shelf ar-
rangement to disclose the holdings of particular
items or of matenals on particular subjects.

"3. The ability of reference staff tn answer
questions completely and accurately.

"4. The speed with which a particular item can
be located when needed.

"5. The speed with which a reference inquiry
can be answered or a literature search conducted
and the results presented to the library user.

t "6. The amount of effort that the user most
himself expend in, exploiting the services of the
library (including factors of physical accassibikty
of the library and its collections, the size and
quality of the library staff, and the way in which
:he collections are cataloged, indexed, shelv.ed
and signposted.''

Performance measures are, however. still in
the early stages of their development. They may
eventually prove to be extremely important to II-
Wanes, but they are likely to be most useful in
making intrainstitutunial rather than interinatitu-
tioisal decisions. In sum, there are no sample so-
lutions, no ready panaceas, no easily available
substitutes for intelligetit analysis of aailable
data.

Example of Ratio Analysis

Table I below demonstrates' the application of
ratio analysis to filmery materials expenditures as
a percentage of total library operating expendi-
tures It is based on the latest (197(-77) ARL
data For the sake of brevity and because this is
simply used as an example, only twenty of the
total applicable ninety-three institutions has e
been included.

The library Resources Index

The Library Resources Index is a specialized
index devised by Allan M. Canker and published

TABLE 1
LtERAR1 MATERIALS EXPENDITURES AS A PERIVNIAGE

OF Ton st. LIBRAR1 °Pt.:WING EPENDITURES (VALUL)
FOR TENT1 UNI ERSIIY LIBRARIES, 1976-77

*

Rant. Ord, r
liar

lootituirron
Nora.; !Wanton. Nau,r 41hir

1 31 Houston 50.61
2 3 Arizona 44.63
3 -82 Texas A ai M 44.05
4 87 VPI ai SU 42.84
5 81 i Texas 42.69
6 28 Georgia 42.21
7 Iowa 42.15
8 71 South Carolina 42.08
9 68 Rice 41.67

10 -12 Louisiana State 40.19
Is 20 Connecticut 40.04
12 60 Oklahoma State 39.51
13 53 Nebraska 39 30
14 80 Tennessee 39.22

' 15 52 Missouri 38.93
16 4 Arizona State 38.62
17 22 Dartmouth 38 30
18 24 Emory 38.23
19 Alabama 38.08
20 57 Notre Dante 37 87
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TABLE 2
THE LIBRARY RESOURCES INDEX APPLIED

TO TWENTY ARI. LIBRARIES. 1976-T/

Raab Order
Overall
lodes

Insiqulwn Name
Total

Nolurne
Irides

Volumes
Added
Index

Serials
lades

Overall
Library

Pt-Worms
lodes

I Harvard 4.49 2.25 3.89 3.54
2 Illinois 2 74 1.95 3.43 2.71
3 Yak 3.24 2.40 2.44 2.69

'4 Calif.. Berkeley 2.3I 1.75 3.90 -2.65
5 Texas 1.91 2.87 2.4I 2.39

.6 Indiana 1 c 2.07 2.39 1.71 2.05
7 Columbia 2.22 1.57 2.31 2.03
8 Michigan 2:31 1.81 1.92 2.02
9 Stanford 2.05 1.67 2.13 1.95

10 Toronto " 1.87 2.15 1.66 1.90II Calif., Cos Angeles 1.84 1.44 2.26 1.84
12 Washington 1.52 2.16 164 1.77
13 Cornell 1.87 133 2.08 1.76
14 Chicago 1.83 1.60 1.76 1.73
15 "'' Wisconsin 1.52 1.30 1.92 1.58
16 OhiO State 1.53 50 1.15 1.39
17 Minnesota 1.58 0.93 1.48 1.33
18 Duke 1.35 1.28 133 1.32

.19 Princeton 1.37 I 18 1.25 1.27
20 Pennsylvania 1.31 108. I 10 I 16

in his An Assessment of Quality in Gradite
Education.' It is an average of three indexes and
is computed in the following way. First, the pool
of mititimons to be compared is determined (In
the example, shown as .table 2. this, pool is all
ARI. libraries and The data are for 1976-77). Sec-
ond. three variables are isolated. (a) total vol-
umes. (b) volumes added; and (c).periodic-cds re-
ceived. A separate index is formed fur each vari-
able by finding the average for each variable and
&siding the average value into the value for each
institution.

For example, assume that the average number
of periodicals held io ARL libraries is 15.000. and
three institutions have totals respectively of
6(1.000. 15,000. and 7.500 Dividing,the,Average.
15.600. into each of these figures yields index
values of 4. I. and 5. SUndarly, values are found
for each institution for the other two variables.
volumes added a id total volumes. Then the three
index values for each institution are summed_di-
vided by three. And sorted into descending nrder.
Fnr example, refer to institution number 8 in
table 2. It is Michigan It has index values of
2.31, 1.81, and 1.92 The sum of these is 6.04.
Dividing this by 3 yields 2 01, the overall
iesources index

Mr Cutter's index was based on 1963-64 data.
His general conclusion at that tune was. "Those
libraries which fall below, 5 are probably too
weak to support quality graduate programs in a
wide range of fields, although they may be
adequate for an institution that specializes in
technology nr in advanced work in a very limited
number' of areas.-°'
q Table 2 demonstrate; an application of the Ls.

1 el

brzry Resources Index to twenty ARL libraries.
ua 3 1976-77 ARL data

Regression Analysis Tables' Using ARL Data.
1975-76

In analyzing data from ARL libraries, the
strongest statistical relationships are found to
exist when thew libraries are categorized in some
way. Therefore, by way of extimple.ARL libraries
may be grouped in four different ways.

I. All ARL academic libraries.
2. All private ARL academic libraries in the

U.S.
' 3. All public ARL academic libraries in the
U.S.

4, All Canadian ARL academic libraries.
Further, for each group Additional tables may

be developed that predict the values of certain
different (dependent) variables based upon the
value of other (independent) variables. Six var-
iables, for example. which c-an be examined are:

I. Professional staff
2 Total staff
3. Cross volumes added
4. Expenditures for library materials
5. Total library expenditures
6, Current periodicals held
For each library m each of the four groups

noted above, the follnwing, predictions then can
be made:

I. Number of professional staff based on
number of volumes held

2. Number of total staff based on number of
volumes held

3. Number of gross volumes added based on
volumes held
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TABLE 3
EXAMPLE OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS APPLIED

TO SIZE or PROFESSIONAL STAFF (Y)

Insidolion Y Value Ellonate

Library A 37 39 -12
Library B 52 48. "+4

'library C 63 55 +8
library D 60 72 -12 X

4. Expenditures for library materials based on
gross volumes added and volumes held

5. Total expenditures based on- volumes held,
gross volumes added, and total staff

6. Number of current serials based on number
of volumes held

Thus, for each table there can be plotted a dis-
play of variables, together -with observations for
each institution, and which include for each de-
pendent variable its actual value, its estimated
value, and the residual, which is, the difference
between thecactual and the estimated value For
example, assume we have the,display shown
above as table 3, which predicts the nutriber of
professional staff a library is expected to 'have
based upon the number of volumes held.

Ilir first column identifies each institution. the
second shows the actual value for each variable.
the third shows the expected value based on the
regression equation computation which has been
done; the fourth is' the difference between col-
umns two.and three; and the fifth is a plot of the
data.

Looking nt Library A. we see that it has
thirty-seven professional staff, but based on the
other libraries in its comparison class, it wnuld be
expected to have thirty-nine. The actual value is
two fewer than expected, so its position on the
graph is plotted to the left of the least squares
line. (See any standard textbook on statistics for
detailed explanation of this technique ) Libraries
B and C have more professionals than would be
expected, so they are plotted to the right of the
line Consequently, by inspection. the library

least squaresquare s
normalized- line

manager can note any otwious anomalies between
his or her mstutition ants others.
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c.i

STATISTICAL AIDS

Sampling

Upon occasion, it becomes necessary to test or study a population
or set of data. Sometimes the ma4nitute of data is so great that
checking every element becomes,impractical. When this occurs, the data
can be studied, with some qualifications, using techniques of
statistical sampling and interference.-

. 4 -

A population is the totality of elements experiencing common
characteristics or observations in common. A sample is some portion of
elements drawn from the population that represents the population. If,

for example, a library had 24,000 titles classified in the Dewey 650's
and wanted to know how many of these titles had. blue bindings, instead
of counting the blue bindings from the entire population of 24,000
titles, the blue bindings from a sample of the population can be more
easily counted. The result of the sample can then be "inferred" or
generalized to the entire population. If a valid sample'of 24,000
titles were found to be 600 titles and if 200 (or one-third) of the 600
titles were bound in blue, then generalizing the one-third to the entire
population suggests that 8,000 of the 24,000.titles are bound in blue.

Sample Size Determination

Although formulas exist for determing sample size, it is usually,
easier to use sample size tables. (See.pp. C.6 - C.9) Four elements of
information are needed to determlne-U6-garlle-sizer--

\ 1. Size of Population. This refers to the total number of
elements within the population.

2. Confidence Level. Confidence levels of 95% and 99% are common
to most sampling. A confidence level of 95% indicates a desire to be
correct 95 times out of 100. Stated another way, a 95% confidence level
indicates that a sample that can result in more than 5 errors per 100
occurrences is intolkrable.

3. Precision' of Reliability. Reliability denotes whether or not
repeated sampling will produce the same results. A'reliability of 5%
indicates a willingness to tolerate a 5% margin of unreliability in
either direction of the,mean or average, value.

4. Expected Rate of OccOrrence. If you have a good prior idea of
the outcome, you may cut down the necessary sample size by estimating
the outcome. For example, if, in the prior example; you expect 30% blue
books in the population, you may use a sample size table determined for
the rate not to exceed 30% or to be leSs than 70% and reduce the
necessary sample size. If you have no idea as to how many blue books
are in the population, you must use a table based upon a 50% rate of
occurrence. (A 50% table requires the largest sample size). This table
will require a larger sample size since there is no educated guess.
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C.2

The use of the tables is very simple. First, determine an
acceptable confidence level and apply your estimate of expected
occurrences. Then, turn to the appropriate table, find the size of your
population in the left hand column, determine the desired degree of
reliability, and find the number at the intersection of the population
line-and reliability column. ThiS number represents the apprOpriate
sample size for the populatimgivsen the constraints indicated.

Example: Assume a need to determine the number of French language
books in a population of 44,000 books. ,Assume an expected rate of
occurrence of not more than 15% of \the population. Assume also:a desire
for 95% confidence and 4% reliability. Look\at the chart which matches
an expected rate of occurrence of not more than 15% and a confidence
level of 95%. Find the intersection for the column for 4% and the line
for a population size of 50,000 (since 44,000 is'included in 50,000 but
exceeds the next lower population of 20,000). The sample size at this
intersection is 304 and becomes the number of samples necessary from a
populationof 44,000 given the above constraint.

Sampling Techniques

In libraries, it is usually necessary to sample in one of two ways.
One method of sampling is by entering the population via a random number
and counting -to the sample. 4' The other method entails measuring to a 1

sample as in a shelflist. ,1

A. Counting'to la Sample. This technique is also referred to as
"systematic sampling." It is conducted as follows: Suppose it is
necessary to select a sample of 300 books from a population of 15,000
books. Dividing 15,000 by 300, we find we should select about every
50th item for inclusion.

In selecting a sample by this technique, we must first choose a.
number at random from 'a ramdom number table. (The technique for
choosing this number will be explained below). Assuming the number
turned out to be 27, the first book n- the ;ample would be the 27th one,
such as 77, 127, 177, 227, .-. . , 14,977.3 This would complete the
sample.

B. Measuring to a Sample.6 Many times, the number of elements
between samples in a population is so great that it is difficult to count
to the sample, and measuring must be undertaken. When this is necessary
the population elements must be uniform in size. This is the situation
which usually exists in files such as a library's shelflist.

In obtaining samples from shelflist (or similar files), proceed
through the following steps, using the Shelflist Distribution Form, p.

C.5.

Step 1: TO determine the number of cards in the shelflist
population, take seven one-inch samples. This is doge by counting the
cards in each of seven one-inch samples. Each sample, should be taken in
a different position and, where possible, in a different drawer. The
total number of cards counted in each sample is tabulated and totaled.
The sum of the seven cards counted in each sample is tabulated and totaled.

O
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The sun of the seven samples is then divided by seven. The quotient is the
number of cards per inch. (Note: If there are more than four cards
difference in any one or more of the seven samples, the sampling must be
repeated as the samples were apparently not measured under uniform
pressure.)

Step 2: (a) Measure the entire section of shelflist within which the
population under examination exists. This is done by pressing the cards in
each drawer fairly tightly and measuring them with a retractable metal
ruler. The measurement of each drawer is tabulated and totaled to get the
overfill length.

(b) Then, multiply the overall length by the number of cards
per inch to obtain the number of cards in the shelflist.

, .

Step 3:- Determine the number of samples necessary for the study by
following the procedures under "Sample Size Determination." .

(a) Divide the total number of cards in the entire
population by the total number of samples necessary. This result is the
number of cards between samples.'

-(b) Divide this result (number of cards between samples) by
the average number of cards per inch which was determined in Step 2. This,
final result will be the number of inches between samples in hundredths.

Step 4: Convert inches from hundredths' to sixteenths by using the
interval conversion table on the Shelflist Distribution Form. :

Step 5: Determine the entry point into the population by selecting a
random number from a random number list within the number of cards between
samples. Begin the sampling process by counting to this number and then
measuring to each additional sample within the population, using the
sampling interval obtained in Step 4.

Example:

, 1. Measure the entire shelflist of the Dewey 650's. (Assume
this total is'300 inches.)

2. Take seven one-inch samples from seven different drawers
or from seven different places, if fewer than seven different drawers
within the shelflist, and average them. (Assume this average to be 100
cards per inch, which is the average in the BYU Library shelflist.)

3. Multiply 100 cards per inch by 300 inches of Dewey 650's
and get 30,000 cards for a total,population,

4. Determine the number of samples necesary by applying the
procedure in "Sample Size Determination." (Assume this,yields 500
samples.)

5. Divide the total number of cards in the population by the
number of-samples: 24,000 divided by 500 = 60. This ..s the number of
cards between samples.

1



C.4

6. Divide the number of cards between samples by the number
of cards per inch: 60 divided by 100 = .6 inches. (See conversion table
on Shelflist Distribution !Form p. C.5.) This is the distance between
samples.

7. Select la random number within the number of cards between
samples, in this case between 1 and 60. This is done by use of a random
number table. (See p. C16.) Begin at the first of the population and
count to the card that corresponds to the random number. This is the first
sample. . , /

i

1
t

.

,

8. From the first sample, measure :6 inches (5/8") and take
another, sample. Repeat this sampling throughout the entire population ..

until you have your 500 sample items. I
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C.5

Shelf list Sections Measured:

SHELFLIST DISTRIBUTION FORM

Step 1: Take Seven different samples from shelflist and record the nmber
of cards per inch in each sample.

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4

Divide sum above by seven =

Sample 5
Sample 6
Sample 7

Sum:

(Average number of
cards/inch)

Step 2: (a) Measure length of shelflist
in inches = (Inches in shelflist)

(b) Multiply total inches of
shelflist by averaae number of
cards per inch (Step 1 x
Step 2) =

Step 3: (a) Divide total cards in shelf-
list by number of sample items
necessary =

(b) Divide number of cards
per sample interval by average
number of cards, per inch (Step 5

Step 2) =

Step 4: Convert inches per interval
from "hundredths" to "six-
teenths" by means of Index
table below =

Internal Index

(Total cards in shelf
list)

(Number of cards be-
tween samples)

(Inches perfsample
interval in hundredths)

(Inches per sample
interval in sixteenths)

Quotient/Sixteenths

0.0625 = 1/16
.1250 = 2/16
.1875 ='3/16

Quotient/Sixteenths

0.5625 = 9/16
.6250 = 10/16

.6875 = 11/16
.2500 = 4/16 .7500 - 12/16
.3125 = 5/16 .8125 = 13/16
.3750 = 6/16 .8750 = 14/16
.4375 = 7/16 .9375 = 15/16
.5000 = 8/16 1.0 = 16/16
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TABLE 20. TABLE OF SAMPLE SIZES RE-
QUIRED FOR FINITE POPULATIONS, FOR
SELECTED CONFIDENCE .LEVELS AND
VARIOUS SAMPLE RELIABILITY EMITS
FOR SAMPLING ATTRIBUTES 12

95% Confidence Level

Percent in Population Assumed to Be 50%

Size of
Population

Sample Size for Reliability of

±1% ±2% ±3% ±4% 5%

1,000 375 278
2,000 e 0. 696 462 322
3,000 1334 787 500 341
4,000 1500 842 522 350
5,000 1622 879

c
536 357

10,000 _ 4899 1936 964 566 370
20,000 6489 2144 1013 583 377

10,000 8057 2291 1045 593 381
100,000 8763 2345 1056 597 383
500,000 to ca 9423 2390 1065 600 384

This section of this table should be used only when the sampler is unable or
unwilling to estimate a maximum (or minimum) occurrence rate to be ex-
peded. The use of this section of the table, while conservative, will result in
a much larger sample size than found in other sections of the table ivhere such
an estimate is wet!.

In these cases more than 60% of the population is required in the sample.
Since the normal opproximation of thchypergeometric distribution se a poor
approximation in such instances, ne sample value is given.

Source. Adapted from and extended from table* in II. P. Hill. J. L. Roth. and II Arkin.
Sampling I /I Auditing (New York: The Ronald Press. 1962) with permission of the publisher

SAMPLE SIZES

99% Confidence Level

Percent in Population Assumed to be 50%

Size of
Population

Sample Size for Reliability of

±1%
I

±2% ±3% ±4% ±5%

1,000 400
2,000 959 683 498
3,000 1142 771 544
4,000 " 1262 824 1 569
5,000 - 2267 1347 859 586

10,000 2932 1556 939 622
20,000 9068 3435 1688 986 642
50,000 12456 3830 1778 1016 655

100,000 14229 3982 ;810 1026 659
500,000 to as 160S6 4113 1836 1035 663

This section of this table should be used only when the sampler is unable or
unwilling to estsniate a maximum (or minimum) occurrence rale to be
expeded. The use of this section of the table, while conservative, will result
in a much larger sample size than found in other sections of the table where
such an estimate is used.

In these cases more than 60% of the population is required in the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hynergeometric distributic.i is a poor
approximation in such instances, no sample value is given.
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SAMPLE SIZES

95% Confidence Level.

Expected Rate of Occurrence Not over 5%
or Not Leto than 95%

Size of
Population

Semple Size for Re liabilities of

±0.5% *1% *2% *3%

1,000 313 169

2,000 . 954 371 184

3,000 1134 396 190

4,000 1253 409 192,

5,000 1336 418 1951

10,000 4220 1543 436 199

20,000 5348 1672 446 201

50;000 6370 1760 452 202

100,000 , 6803 1791 454 202

500,000 to 0 7196 1818 456 203

In these cases more than 50% of the population is required in the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hypergeometric distribution is a poor
approximation in such instances, no sample value is given.

SAMPLE SIZES

00% Confidence Level...-
Expected Rate of Occurrence Not over 5%

or Not Less than 05%

Size of
Population

Sample Size for Iteliabilitiet of

*0.5% *1% *2% *3%

1,000 441 260
2,000 565 298
3.000 624 314
4.000 1763 658 322
5,000 1934 681 327

10,000 2397 731 338
20,000 7730 2721 758 344
50,000 10063 2963 776 348

100,000 11189 3056 782 349
500,000 to 00 12289 3132 787 350

1
In these cosec more than 60% of the population is required in the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hypageometric distribution is a poor
approximation in such instances, no eausfif value is given.
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SAMPLE SIZES

95% Confidence Level

Bapeeted Rate of Occurrence Not over 15%
or Not Less than 85%

.0

Size of .

Population

Sample Size for Re liabilities of

±1% ±2% ±3% ±4%

1,000 353 235
2,000 . 760 428 266
3,0(X) .. 870 461 278
4,000 938 479 284
5,000 2474 984 491, 289

10,000 3288 1091 516 297
20,0110 3935 1154 530 302
50,000 4161 1195 5311 304

100,000 4669 1210 541 305
00,000 to CO 41150 1222 544 306

In these cases more than 50% of the population is required in the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hypergeomaric distribution 23 o poor
approximation tn such instances, no sample value is given.

'Cl

SAMPLE SIZES

' 90% Confidence Level

Expected Rate of Occurrence Not over 1!%
or Not Less than &5%

Size of
Populatton

..

Sample Size for Reliabilnies of

.

dz1% ±2% ±3% ±4%

1.000 .. 485 346
2,000 640 418
3,000 1241 716 450
4,000 1384 761 467
5,000 1487 79) 478

10,000 4583 1746 859 502
20,000 5946 1913 898 515
50,000 7237 2029 923 523

100,000 7801 2071 931 526
500,000 to co 8320 ° 2106 938 528

In these sues more than 50% of the population is required' in the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hypergeametric distribution is a poor
approximation in such instances, no sample value is given. .

2
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SAMPLE SIZES

95% Confidence Level

Expected Rate of Occurrence Not over 30 %.
or Not Leas than 70%

°Size of
Population

. ,
Sample Size for Reliabilities of

+1% +2% +3% +5%

.

1,000 473 '244
2,000 619 278
3,000 1206 690 291
4,000 - 1341 732 299 ,

5,000 1437 760 303

10,000 4465 1678 823 ' 313
20,000 5749 1832 1358 ' 318
50,000 6946 1939 881 321

100.000 7465 ' 1977 888 321
500.000 to .e 7939 2009 895 322

' In these cases more than 66% or& population is required in,the sample.
Since the normal approximation of the hypergeometnc distribution is a poor
approximation in such instances, no sample value is given.

1C3
0

.0

10

SAMPLE SIZES

99% Confidence Level

Expected Rate of Occurrence Not over 30%
or Net Less than 70%

Size of
Population

Sample Size for Re liabilities of

+1% e=27 +3%
, .

+5%

1,000 . 360
2,000 e73 436
3,000 1021 470
4,000 1862 1116 489
5,000 2053 1182 502

10,000 2584 1341 527
20,000 8213 2967 : 1437 542
50,000 101198 3257 1502 551 4

100,000 12231 3367 1525 554
500,000 to o V' 13557 3460 1544 557

.

In these cases inore'lhan 60% of the population is required in the,sample.
Since the normal aproximation of the hypergeometri- distribution is a poor
approxinuilion in si.ch instances, no Sample value is given.



C. 1Q

SELECTING A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A RANDOM NUMBER' TABLE

A major problem in using a random number table is an unbiased
selection of the first random number. Most methods for accomplishing
thiS are,arbitrary. The most important consideration is that the
method ofselection be determined before turning to the table.?

If it were necessary to take,100 samples from a population of 800
books, it"would be necessary to sample every eighth book (800 divided
by 100 = 8). TO arrive at the entry point using a random number table,_
it is necessary to .choose from the table a number between 1 and 8.8 A
predetermin40 arbitrary, method to derive this number involves several
steps.

0
Step 1: Put your pencil down on any number in a random number

table.

Step 2: Connt 3 numbers to the right.

Step 3: Count 4 numbers down and, proceeding downward, select the
first number between 1 and 8.

Assuming ti number 3 is the first number encountered between 1
and 8, then the third book would be the first sample taken.
Proceeding, then, with every 8th sample thereafter, the numbers 11, 19,
27, 35, etc., would also be selette6.9

The use of the random number table to begin the sampling is
necessary if every element within the population is to have an equally
likely chance of being selected. TO grant integrity to the study,
every book selected at random must be used in the study. Any
temptation to skip a properly selected sample must be overcome.

Summary

Use of the above procedures will allow a collection of statistical
samples for most library purposes. If needs arise in the process of
collection assessment which are not net by the above, most simple
statistics texts or handbooks can provide answers.



RANDOM NUMBER TABLE
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USEFUL SOURCES CN COLLECTICN

1. *Bonn, George S. "Evaluation of the Collection," Library Trends, 22
(Jan. 1974), 265-304: A comprehensive review of the most
widely used' collection assessment methods. Includes an exten-
sive bibliography.

2. Buckland, Michael H. Book Availabiliy and the Library User. New
'York: Pergamon Press, 1975. Treats the theoretical and prac-
tical-aspects of the logistical'problem 'of making library
books physically available when needed by a library user.
(BYU Call # 025.5/B856b)

3. * "Guidelines for the Evaluation of Library Collections," Collec-
tion Development Committee, Resources Section, Resources and
Technical Services Division, American Library Association,
1977. 'A draft of guidelines for collection evaluations pre-
pared for a Collection Development Preconference, June 1977.
It provides a'good overview of collection evaluation purposes
and methods and procedures. It relies,heavily on Bonn (1) and
Lancaster (8).

4. *Kantor, Paul B. "Availability Analysis," Journal of the American
Society,for Information Science, (Sept.-Oct. 1976), 311-319.
Outlines and shows the results ofoa technique for measuring
t1 availability of library materials and the impact of such
studies on management decisions.

5. *Kantor, l'aul B. "Availability and Accessibility Measures," CAP
Manual. Association of Research Libraries. A discussion and
explanation of the availability and accessibility measures
used in this.manual.

6. *Kantor, Paul B. "Vitality: An Indirect Measure of Relevance,"
Collection Management, 2 (Spring 1978), 83-95. A discussion of
a method of using the data obtained in an availability study
to indicate how well the collection of a library is meeting
the demands of its users, or, in other words, what parts of
the collection are not us '.d. The value of the measure is that
it can help a library identify items not likely to be used
prior to purchasing them.

7. Kent, Allen and Others. Use of Library Materials: The Pittsbuqn
Study. New York: Marcel Dekker, 1979. (BYU Call it Z675/.U5/
U83).

8. *Lancaster, F.W. "Evaluation of the Collection," Chapter 5 of The
Measurement and Evaluation of Libray Services. Washington,
D.C.: Information Resources Press, 1977. pp. 165-207. A
useful update of Bonn'(1). Includes an extensive biblio-
graphy of more recent sources on dollection evaldation.
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9. Line, Maurice B. Library Surveys: An Introduction to Their Use, .

Planning Procedure and Presentation. London: Clive Bingley,
1967. (BYU Call # 021.018/L6451/1967).

10. *Line, Maurice B. and A. Sandison. "'Obsolescence' and Changes in
the Use of Literature with Time," Journal of Documentation, 30
(Sept. 1914)--,-223-321. A useful discussion of the problems and
methods for determining the obsolescence of library materials,
an important consideration in weeding decisions.

11. *Mosher, Paul H. "Collection Evaluation in Research Libraries:
The Search for Quality, Consistency, and System in Collection
Development," Library Resources & Technical Services, 23
(Winter 1979),-16-32. kreview of the history, literature,
and methodology of collection assessment with a description
of an ongoing assessment program at Stanford University
Libraries.

12. *Orr, Richard H. and Others. "Development of Methodologic Tools
for Planning and Managing Library Services: . II. Measuring
a Library's Capability for Providing Documents," 'Medical
Library Association Bulletin, 56 (1968), 241-267. A discuss-
ion of the Documents Delivery Test discussed in Chapter 3 of
this manual:

13. *Penner, Rudolf Jatob. "Measuring a Library's Capability...,"
Journal of Education for Librarianship, 13 (172), 17-30. A
report of the application of Orr's Document Delivery Test to
two library school libraries.

14. *Saracevic, T., W. M. Shaw, Jr., and Paul B. Kantor. "Causes and
Dynamics of User Frustration in an-Academic Library," College
and Research Libraries, 38 (Jan. 1977), 7-18. A report of an
availability study used at Case Western Reserve University
longitudinally. Provides further dmplification on Kantor (4).

15. *Shaw, W.M., Jr. "A Practical Journal Usage Technique," College
and Rk....arch Libraries, 39 (Nov. 1978) 479-484. A discussion
of the periodical use study recommended in Chapter 3 of this
manual.

16. Stueart, Robert D. and _ge B. Miller, Jr., eds. Collection
Development in Libraries. -Foundations in Library and Infor-
mation Science, vol. 10. Greeny.ch, Conn.: JAI Press, 1980.
A collection of essays on collecti,n development with chapters
particularly relevant to assessments: Citation and Use Studies,
and Collection,Evaluation or Analysis: Matching Library Acqui-
sitions to Library Needs.

17. *Urquhart, John A.-and J.L. Schofield. "Measuring Readers' Failure
at the Shelf," Journal of Documentation, 27 (Dec. 1971), 273-
286. Report of a measuring technique for determining why lib-
rary users fail to locate materials in a library, The technigle
is not included in this manual, but the article is included here
as an alternative procedure that some evaluators might .want to use.

*Offprintsof these titles [are included in Appendix E.
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